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Abstract
River o f Fear is a literary nonfiction memoir in which the author, Natalie Taylor, leaves 
the only home she’s ever known in small town east Texas to move to Sabie, South Africa with 
her parents for her father’s new position as COO of a wood products company. Taylor and her 
parents find home in a house with a tin roof, looking out on hazy green mountains and a 
carefully groomed garden. In Sabie, Taylor discovers a world that challenges her ideas about 
safety, control, and fear. The Sabie River overflows with crocodiles, while at school, as the only 
American, Taylor quietly struggles to find her place in her classmates’ insulated world. At home 
on the banks of the “river of fear,” she strives to find herself in a place where AIDS, racism, 
poverty, and forest fires encroach on paradise, and where her parents each cope with fear in their 
own way. River o f  Fear is Taylor’s coming-of-age memoir in post-apartheid South Africa in 
which Taylor attempts to make sense of her relationship to the world, her parents, and herself.
v
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Prologue
When Mom and I point Dad’s company car south towards Bushbuckridge, storm clouds 
billow in the southern sky, painting blotchy gray swirls across the tops of blue mountains. The 
Canadians have told us many things about how to survive in South Africa. The men are Dad’s 
coworkers, and their wives are some of Mom’s only friends. The Canadians have lived here 
longer than we have. They are our survival guide.
Before we ever went there, the Canadians warned us not to stop in Bushbuckridge. They 
told us to watch for speed traps—the cops prey on foreigners. Don’t get pulled over, they said; 
the policemen want bribes. Always get petrol before you go through Bushbuckridge, they said. 
Don’t stop for a bathroom. You must hold it, cross your legs until you are over the mountain pass 
and into Graskop, the only real town that sits between Bushbuckridge and Sabie—where we all 
live.
Dad’s company car is a white Toyota Prado with black leather seats that mechanically 
glide back and forth at the push of a button. Unlike most cars in South Africa, it has automatic 
steering and individual, temperature-regulated air conditioners for both the passenger and 
driver’s seats. Toyota doesn’t make this car in the US, but as the equivalent of a BMW X5, it is 
one of the most commonly hijacked vehicles in South Africa. It is not a car my parents would 
have ever picked for themselves, but it is the car he was given when he arrived.
As Mom and I enter the outskirts of the Bushbuckridge, we pass a stretch of shacks, 
cinder-block government housing, and a smattering of middle class homes. Bushbuckridge is a 
sprawling black settlement, much bigger than both townships outside of Sabie combined. During 
apartheid, Bushbuck was once a mixture of three different homelands—unlike townships, 
homelands were usually far from any primarily-white city. They were the places the white
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minority government relocated black people in hopes of ridding themselves of blacks altogether. 
While apartheid and the homeland system have been disbanded for twelve years now, 
Bushbuckridge remains.
Skinny cows and goats graze free-range on the shoulders of the road—their eyes look 
wild. As we cross a bridge, I see people scrubbing their laundry in the dirty river, laying the 
clothes out to dry on the gray rocks. I speculate the odds of crocodiles being down there, then am 
distracted by the darkening sky ahead. Storm clouds here are never flukes. The prospect of rain is 
certain; it is only a matter of when. People walk alongside the highway, seemingly unaware of 
the cars whipping past. They carry 5-gallon buckets of drinking water on their heads and babies 
swaddled on their backs in old beach towels. Many of the people are barefoot. Mom locks the car 
doors.
W e’re on our way home from Kruger National Park, South Africa’s largest game 
reserve— a wide expanse of savannah in which the elephants and lions run free. W e’ve spent the 
past few days looking at nothing but zebras and impala, inching the Prado along, leisurely 
scanning the horizon for leopards. This morning we watched the sun rise in blinding pastels, and 
the crocodile-laced Sabie River shimmered purple and silver. Storks stood one-legged in the 
shallows amongst half-submerged gray rocks, their silhouettes looming in the misty dawn.
Pressing my knuckles against the glass window, I can feel the temperature dropping. The 
Lion King  musical soundtrack murmurs from the speakers. I think it’s funny to hear “The Circle 
of Life” while I look for Pride Rock and Simba in Kruger, and neither Mom nor I have thought 
to change the CD since we left the park gates behind us. A large, leafy tree curves over the road, 
pruned in a half-arc by the rush of highway traffic, and as we slide under its distorted branches, 
the whole tree bends and creaks against the wind of the oncoming storm.
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Every time we think we’re about to leave Bushbuckridge, we crest a hill and see another 
valley filled with shacks and haphazard dirt roads. The shacks and cinder-block houses speckle 
the countryside for miles and miles on both sides of the two-lane highway, overwhelming 
symbols of poverty I attempt to ignore. The landscape itself is lush green hills and valleys and a 
view of hazy mountains crowned in clouds on the horizon. Mom calls Bushbuck “prime real 
estate.” If only it didn’t carry the weight of history.
“Geez, does this place ever end?” I say.
Mom shrugs, keeping her eyes on the road, watching for speed limit signs that drop from 
100 to 60 km/hr as soon as we’re going downhill. Her eyes scan the shoulders for white SAPS 
cars waiting for unsuspecting, speeding tourists. We are not tourists, but we would be treated as 
such if we were pulled over.
I wonder if Mom is beginning to regret driving this way without Dad. We had other 
options. We could have left Kruger by a different gate, driven through a less foreboding, more 
familiar part of the country, but I wanted to see a new section of Kruger. I wanted to be 
adventurous, which made it impossible to exit through a more southern gate before the park’s 
curfew. Going home through Bushbuckridge was my suggestion. In some ways, I might be the 
most afraid of our new home, but I’m also the most oblivious. Despite the Canadians’ warnings,
I don’t understand what Bushbuckridge is until we’re in the heart of it. I don’t understand what 
the history means until I realize that poverty and racial inequality can reach into the infinity of 
the horizon.
The sky booms with thunder, and I jump in the leather seat. One crack is our only 
warning before the sky starts spitting dime-sized hail. Within seconds, we can barely see through 
the windshield.
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“Shit,” Mom says. She rarely cusses.
My old fear of thunderstorms starts to creep up from my stomach, even though I’m 
seventeen and should be over that. It’s hail; hurricanes or tornadoes don’t exist here like they do 
in Texas, where I grew up. But no matter how much I try to talk myself down, it doesn’t work. I 
squint through the windows looking for somewhere to take cover. The heavens continue to pelt 
us with white rocks. Mom drives as slowly as she can, leaning over the steering wheel, face 
twitching every time a hailstone threatens to burst through the tinted windshield.
“There,” I say, pointing at what is probably the only gas station with an awning in the 
entirety of Bushbuckridge. She steers the Prado into the parking lot, bumping across the pot- 
holed gravel and pulling under the tin roof between the antiquated gas pumps, the kind with 
numbers that tick and roll. Nobody comes out to pump our gas as they would in Sabie. As the 
storm escalates, now dropping hail the size of quarters, a fleet of “black taxis” pulls under the 
awning, surrounding the Prado. The taxis are white fifteen-passenger vans packed with as many 
people as they can manage. They look to be bursting at the gills with people, all black. The 
Canadians have told us about a taxi driver who removed the steering wheel in order to fit in one 
more passenger—I’m sometimes unsure if they’re telling the truth or if  they’re joking.
We are the only white people under this awning, perhaps the only white people in all of 
Bushbuckridge. I have to pee, so I clinch my thighs together, cursing myself for not going before 
we left Kruger.
The taxi drivers honk and yell while those on the outskirts try to squeeze under the 
awning, where there’s clearly no more room. We are at the epicenter of chaos, and there is 
nowhere for us to go. Mom laughs and puts up her hands in a what-am-I-supposed-to-do? motion 
while I shrink down in my seat, avoiding eye contact with the taxi people. I make a conscious
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effort not to think “black people”—I must not think those things. Mom double-checks the door 
locks.
I raise my eyes from the floorboard to peek out the window. One driver with short 
dreadlocks yells at another driver, parked so close their bumpers are touching. The man gestures 
wildly, honking his horn, his dreads swishing back and forth, flopping against his high 
cheekbones in almost graceful waves. His lips cover discolored teeth, and I watch as they mash 
against each other, opening and closing, distorting the creases of his cheeks as he yells. His dark 
eyes narrow, and sweat slides down his temple. The passengers in his taxi are pressed up against 
the windows—compressed skin on glass and disembodied limbs. The driver looks around at the 
other vehicles under the awning, his dreads whipping with him, and I quickly lower my eyes to 
the gray floor mat.
“I don’t like this.”
“It’ll be over soon.” Mom’s huddled over the steering wheel, head ducked between her 
shoulders, as if the roof might cave in. Her short, dyed-brown-to-cover-the-gray hair lies flat on 
her head, and her sun-blotched face is nearly unreadable. Her eyes are wide and blank, her mouth 
stretched thin; she blinks slowly. Occasionally, it sounds like she’s laughing— a sound I choose 
to believe in. But it is a fa9 ade. Quiet, scoffing, high-pitched laughter is how she masks fear.
We sit in eerie silence and shiver as the air conditioning prickles our arms with goose 
bumps, and I clench my bladder into my stomach. “Hakuna Matata” plays in the background. 
Rain and ice burst and splash around the awning, dropping on the pavement like bombs.
I don’t know what triggers the fear, if  it’s the hail or because Dad isn’t with us or because 
we’re sitting in a car that screams “we’re rich white women, please hijack and rob us.” I do know 
that the fear is about the sense of alienation, about being a minority in an unfamiliar place. It is
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similar to the way I feel at school as the only American student surrounded by South Africans. 
That alienation squeezes in my chest, wrapping its fist around my windpipe, making it difficult 
to breathe. It has not left me since we arrived in South Africa four months before. I look at 
Mom’s blank eyes and hear her wheezy laughter. We are white women, alone in Dad’s car, in the 
middle of Bushbuckridge in the middle of South Africa, far away from either of our diverging 
ideas of home. We don’t have much in common. She likes books with happy endings while I like 
high drama and stories that force me to understand melancholy. She likes to cook and sew— 
she’s domesticity in human form. I have dreams of writing and traveling, of disrupting all my 
ideas of home. She had very little interest in coming to South Africa in the first place, had never 
left the country before, never even had a passport because she didn’t need one. She had all these 
concerns about moving here that were silly to me. I couldn’t wait to leave Texas, couldn’t wait to 
start my life of being different from her, though that disruption of home hasn’t been what I 
wanted or expected it to be. At seventeen I don’t think she understands anything I’m going 
through. Not my loner-status at school, not my crush on Louis, not my longing for home while 
also wanting—more than anything—to love our new home because I’m convinced my destiny is 
a life of travel.
But she and I are in Bushbuckridge together in Dad’s fancy company car surrounded by 
honking taxis in the middle of a hail storm. Alienation handcuffs our hands together, forcing our 
identical green eyes to act as mirrors of each other.
Twenty minutes later, the storm is over. The taxis honk at everything, reversing and 
revving their engines as soon as the quiet of the storm’s aftermath sinks in. They are losing 
money as they speed away. We wait until they’re gone before pulling out on the road and
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meandering our way home to Sabie. We still watch for speed traps as the mounds of hailstones 
melt.
Mom and I have survived somehow; we broke some rule, or found a loophole in the 
Canadians’ guidebook. We leave Bushbuck behind us, emerge on the other side of the mountain 
pass, unscathed, still afraid, but laughing about the taxis and the gas station as if  they’re already a 
part of a distant memory as the Lion King  CD whirs and clicks back around to the first track. I’m 
not sure if either of us understands whether we were in a precarious situation or not. Perhaps our 
fear was imagined, displaced. Mom and I have a tendency to do that.
Seven years later, in the weeks after Mom’s stroke, I sit at my desk in Fairbanks and drag 
the little man on Google maps into the street view. I drop myself on the corner in Sabie by the 
bar called the Woodsman. It’s owned by a Greek family and is a famous stop for the 
motorcyclists on Sunday afternoons. My parents and I used to sit on our back deck and listen to 
the rev of the motorcycle engines across the valley as we sipped coffee.
In street view, I take the road out of Sabie, through the black township called Harmony 
Hill, past the shanties and government houses, and take a right on the White River Road. 
Everything is bright sparkling green, and the jacarandas bloom purple. I click again and again, 
zooming past cars with long slender license plates. It’s almost as if  I’m back there in the car with 
my mother, zipping haphazardly around the curves in the road, passing cars blindly because 
that’s how people drive. It’s the only thing they ever do in a hurry.
I’m looking for my favorite view, and I know it’s around the next corner. Memory is 
piecing it all together almost as fast as my finger is clicking. And there it is. I can tell by the way 
the trees open up on either side of the guard rail.
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A white bakkie is stopped on the side of the road, and a black man in a workers’ blue 
jumpsuit is taking a piss off the shoulder. It is all familiar, even the man. Maybe I’ve seen him 
before. It’s the same jumpsuit worn by all the workers in the saw and plywood mills Dad used to 
run. Our gardener Fanny wore the same suit sometimes when he watered the lawn, though we 
never required that he do so. Maybe this man is related to Fanny, or Glory our housekeeper, or 
Prince, the boy in the township I used to play chess with. Maybe the man is Prince. Prince’s 
image is so blurry in my head, I’m not sure I’d recognize him.
My mother calls Sabie “the other side of the world” now. Her recent stroke means she 
misremembers nouns. She places “the other side of the world” on her distorted timeline of 
before, before she went “crazy”—her word, not mine—before, when she could remember the 
names for things. There is truth to what she says. It is the “other side of the world.” I’m trapped 
on this side of a computer screen in a world that’s seven years, ten time zones, and 9,683 miles 
removed from Sabie and that time in our lives.
I click to zoom in past the man pissing on the side of the road, wanting to look over the 
edge into the valley. It’s the valley I looked at every morning on my way to school for a year, 
stuffed in the back of a silver car with a pair of seven and five-year-old boys. They bickered over 
Afrikaans music blaring through the speakers for the entire 45-minute drive to school. Every 
morning, I’d look forward to that view. I’d hug myself in my navy school blazer and press my 
nose against the glass, watching the sun rise over that very valley, taking comfort in the beauty 
of landscape. As we rounded a curve and the view disappeared, I’d pull out my book and pretend 
I was somewhere else, anywhere but in that car going to a school where I didn’t know anybody 
and nobody cared to know me yet.
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I desperately want to see the valley again, to take it in, its foggy green glory. Waves of 
green, streaming mountains, a mosaic of indigenous bushes, the river glowing far below, the rays 
of creeping dawn coating everything in hazy purple-gray.
I click once more and the view zooms in on the solid yellow line going down the middle 
of the black pavement. I hear the familiar roar of the road like static. The image will go no 
farther. I can’t go beyond the camera’s view. I click again, the image smudges. All I can see is 
black pavement, black and blurry.
“Our other life,” my mother calls our time in Sabie, as if  we were different people then, 
as if there is a line drawn in the sand keeping us from our past. That was then, this is now.
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Lufkin, Texas
From above, Lufkin looks like it’s buried in pine trees, like the woods swallowed the city 
whole. A strip of yellow concrete—known as the Loop— circles the town, but otherwise, the city 
itself is mostly invisible. Even from the sky, it looks like the kind of place that could suck you in, 
take you prisoner. Put one arm into the tangle of woods, and you might not get it back again.
I like to make Lufkin sound smaller than it is. In actuality, it’s a medium sized city of 
about 35,000 people. But when you grow up there, the town feels smaller. I think now it might 
have more to do with the trees closing in; I always thought it had more to do with the people. 
Lufkin’s one of those places in which grandparents and parents want their kids to act like 
boomerangs. Most families have lived in Lufkin for generations, barely adding to the gene pool 
in this release-and-catch fashion.
We lived on Sleepy Hollow Drive, a street shaped “like a backwards P” as my mom used 
to say. It’s the street that’s known for putting up 8-foot tall, PVC pipe candy canes next to the 
mailboxes every Christmas. Our house was red brick with a red front door, a wooden bench and 
my unlocked bicycle on the front porch.
Lufkin sounds idyllic when I think about it this way. Until I think about the humidity that 
glues your hair to your face. Or the times when the car is so hot that when you slide in on a 
summer afternoon, it hurts to breathe. Or the way it always feels like somebody is watching you, 
taking note of whatever it is you’re doing.
My parents moved to Lufkin temporarily in 1981 and ended up staying twenty-four years, 
even though they had every intention of leaving as soon as they had arrived. Sarah was two at the 
time, and even though I’m nine years younger than she is and Nick’s in the middle, we all grew
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up in the same house. All three of us were subconsciously taught to live as though we might 
leave Lufkin the next day.
Dad took a different route downtown every time we ate at his favorite restaurant because 
he never bothered to learn where things were. Meanwhile, Mom fixed something about the red 
brick house every year, constructing the kitchen of her dreams, painting rooms strange colors 
every time she started to think we might never sell the house and it didn’t matter whether 
somebody would want to buy a house with a hunter green living room. By the time we left, the 
playroom was lime green, the front bedroom had leopard-print wallpaper, and the trim in my 
room was the color of Big Bird. She was slowly transforming our house from something she 
“could live with” into a house she might have eventually called home, but it wasn’t quite there 
yet.
It’s May of my sophomore year at Lufkin High School when we finally near our Lufkin 
expiration date. I’m sixteen driving home from a wedding where I was an acolyte, wearing a 
white robe, lighting candles, and helping the priest prepare for communion. I have been 
fantasizing about my own future wedding, about the way the candlelight made the red carpet 
glow, about the innocent kind of love I have for my boyfriend Zach that I refuse to admit is love.
I blare Goo Goo Dolls in my green car as I glide down the neighborhood streets towards 
home and try to push my wedding fantasies away. Zach hasn’t even kissed me— I shouldn’t be 
planning our wedding. I sing. While I know who lives in every single house I drive past, I don’t 
consciously think “Aldermans, Fraziers, McClellans.” I bounce over the bridge that crosses the 
creek I used to play in with the boys. The cross hanging from the rear-view mirror swings back 
and forth on its string. One of Zach’s and my songs—though he doesn’t know it belongs to us—
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comes on as I turn onto Sleepy Hollow, and I turn the volume up, screaming into the night as the 
trees close in and my future speeds towards me.
I go the long way around the backwards P and park on the street in front of our red brick 
house. I turn off the engine and wiggle in the front seat until the song finishes. The song follows 
me into the warm night air as I hop up the sidewalk allowing my thoughts to drift back to 
candlelight and red carpet. I wonder if  Zach is still awake.
Then I’m sitting cross-legged in one of the leather armchairs in the hunter green living 
room. Mom’s on the greenish-brown couch, with Nellie, our Boston terrier curled up next to her. 
Dad’s in the oversized arm chair, feet propped up on the leather ottoman. Fox News yells in the 
background on low volume.
Dads says a lot of other things about what’s going on at work before he finally arrives at 
the point. “I’m looking for a new job.”
“Okay.” I don’t hear what he’s saying.
“This may mean we have to move.”
I nod. My knees press into the sides of the chair; my sweaty hands make handprints on 
the tan leather. The information sifts through me, and none of it sticks. I’m rewinding life, 
getting back in the car and driving to Nacogdoches to see Zach instead of coming in the front 
door. I want to be racing down a bumpy back road with my best friends Olivia and Beth, 
windows open as we scream-sing our favorite songs.
Mom leans forward, her elbows on her knees, and Nellie groans in her sleep. “We know 
this will be difficult for you,” she says. Her green eyes look concerned, which lessens my own 
concern.
“When?” I ask.
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“It could be anytime,” Dad says, managing to be vague and matter-of-fact at the same
time.
Mom’s eyes are filling with tears.
“Mom,” I scold.
“I’m sorry,” she says, pushing her glasses on top of her head and rubbing under eyelids 
with her index fingers. I shrug, pushing my own tears away. I don’t want to cry in front of them;
I don’t want them to know that I can be hurt by their news.
By the time I was sixteen, I had resigned myself to being in Lufkin and had constructed a 
life in which I could be content, but lurking just below the surface was a history of needing to get 
away. While other girls fantasized about making the cheerleading squad or having a date to the 
eighth grade dance, I dreamed about the day I could finally leave Lufkin. I had always craved 
being the new kid at school; I needed to know how that kind of isolation felt. Even beforehand, I 
knew it would be that—isolation. I wanted to know how it felt to have people stare at me, for 
people to notice, to look at me and wonder who I was. I wanted to be exotic. I speculated about it 
as my family idled in what I called The Black Hole in East Texas waiting for something to 
happen to us.
More than anything, I wanted a fresh start, even when I was too young to need one, too 
young to understand what starting over meant. I didn’t want to be afraid of so many things. I 
desperately wanted to be spontaneous, to break rules. The only solution to all of these desires 
was to leave the place where everybody knew who I was.
My family was never there in these fantasies. I’d always been an outsider, different from 
them. I was artsy and quiet, uncaring about status and fitting in. I thought my siblings judged me
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for spending so much time alone, but sometimes I spent so much time alone because I felt 
ostracized. Though my older siblings and parents will disagree, many of my memories from 
childhood consist of the five of us sitting around the dining room table—me quietly shoveling 
food in my mouth while they talked over and around my head. I realize now it was probably 
done unintentionally as a byproduct of my being the youngest by six years, but at the time, it 
seemed my words were always discarded as irrelevant if  they were ever heard at all. The only 
thing we had in common was our desire to leave Lufkin. I watched Sarah and Nick move out and 
across state to Lubbock, and I wanted to be different from them. I wanted to escape in my own 
way.
But that night after the wedding, as my parents told me we would potentially be moving 
away from the only place I’d ever lived, I was ready to stay. I had accepted my fate of being 
stuck in Lufkin forever, or at least until graduation. I had Zach now; I had Olivia and Beth, and 
we had the Spot. It took me until the following day to realize what my parents’ information 
might mean, that I was finally getting what I’d always wanted.
Olivia, Beth, and I lie side by side on the hood of my car and count the stars. I’m between 
them, the hinge of the windshield wiper blades digs into my head, and the skin of our arms sticks 
together in the humidity of early summer. Our bellies are bloated with Frappuccino from 
Starbucks, where we’d been sitting watching the cars go by on the highway, thinking about how 
all those people are leaving, passing through while we sit and drink coffee, convincing ourselves 
that drinking coffee somehow makes us more sophisticated.
Around us is a thick forest and tall grass, but the car is sitting on fresh, flawless concrete. 
On one of those nights, we decided to drive until we ended up somewhere, wherever that might
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be, we stumbled upon this new and empty subdivision on the edge of the city limits a few 
months ago and christened it The Spot.
Empty lots without houses line the blank roads. A maze of white pavement, an unmarked 
canvas. The Spot exists in the place between civilization and wilderness, between the bleed of 
street lights and the crickets and lightning bugs of the night. As we look at the stars, we think this 
is what living is. Being here is what it means to be in-the-moment.
“We should go,” I say, propping myself up on my elbows, looking around at the woods 
and wondering what could be lurking out there.
“Calm down,” says Olivia.
“Don’t be so paranoid,” says Beth.
I lie back down, and listen to the singing crickets. I hate this part of myself, the 
overthinking part. I am thinking what i f  we get caught? Even though there’s nothing we’re doing 
that’s particularly wrong or illegal. My heart is beating faster than I’m breathing. There’s fire 
spreading through my stomach, and I’m hyper-aware my friends are not feeling this feeling.
They are unconcerned; they do not have such worries.
I tell people I didn’t choose Olivia as a friend; she chose me. When we were eight, she 
was an obnoxious, ADD, dirty child who latched onto me and wouldn’t let go. She would show 
up on my front step in all her buckteeth glory wanting to play when all I wanted to do was sit in 
my room and read. She was loud; she grated against my soul. After a few hours of playing, I’d 
ask Mom to give me chores so I could send her home. I was mean to her, not because I didn’t 
like her but because I couldn’t handle her energy. She sucked me dry. I spent hours in my room 
alone recovering, soaking up the reverberations of my own thoughts.
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Olivia never gave up. Around the time we turned twelve, I realized there was no way I 
could live without her. Somehow when I wasn’t paying attention, she became my best friend. By 
the time we’re sixteen, she couldn’t have gotten rid of me if she tried— and she did try.
Later she would tell me she wasn’t good at keeping up with people. She would say things 
like, “You’re the only one who needs me, Nat. From so far away, I’ll be useless.” She knew she 
was a clingy person, particularly since her father died the summer before ninth grade— she didn’t 
like to be alone. She claimed I was the only one who ever needed her as much as she needed me. 
Later, she would cry and try to tell me our friendship wouldn’t survive.
But in the moment on the hood of my car, Olivia and I are inseparable.
Olivia and I chose to adopt Beth after a single conversation the previous fall. She had the 
outgoingness and spontaneity of Olivia and my stability and reasonableness. She could explain 
things to me and Olivia that we previously never understood about each other. And the three of 
us found The Spot together, which sealed it.
Every weekend, I would drive to pick up Olivia and then Beth, and we would sit outside 
Starbucks talking about boys and school and the future. We speculated each other’s destinies— 
all of which would later prove to be false. Then we’d drive the back roads, as fast as I could dare 
myself to go, which was never that fast because I was afraid of speeding, but it was enough to 
make us laugh and bounce up and down in our seats over potholes and heaves. W e’d chase the 
moonlight until we arrived at The Spot where we felt free, as if  somehow we had escaped.
“What if I have to move?” I say, looking up at the dark night sky fringed in pine trees.
It’s a question we’ve contemplated over the last few weeks, but only in a philosophical way. I’m 
at best, unemotional. I speculate; I don’t allow myself to fully comprehend what the possibility 
means for my life and our friendship.
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The trees crowd closer around the car, cradling the stars above us. Olivia clears her 
throat. “I think you—we—have to make the most of this summer,” says Olivia, “Do all the 
things you’ve always wanted to do but never have.”
I’m quiet. From Olivia’s words, the summer sounds like a myth, a fairytale. Anything 
could happen, and maybe she’s right. At the same time, the move itself is unrealistic. It’s a 
fabrication. Sometimes I wake up and think I’ve been dreaming it all. My family has been here 
so long, trapped in Lufkin waiting, why would anything ever change that?
“You’re right,” I say, and Beth nudges my hip with hers.
A few minutes later, I say, “I really have to pee,” even though the pressure on my bladder 
is minimal. The two of them sigh and roll off the edges of the hood, peeling their backsides from 
the warm metal.
*
Dad and I sit in the front seat of the truck driving back towards Lufkin from Nacogdoches 
on a Saturday afternoon. The air conditioner blasts, and I have my hands pressed against the 
vents to cool them off, to stem the tide of sweat. He drives one handed, his left arm propped on 
the door, his lips pursed together—he’s thinking about something.
“Do you have any leads on jobs?” I ask.
Using his knee to balance the steering wheel, he rubs the bridge of his nose with his right 
hand. His head tilts forward, his blue eyes peering at the road over the tops of his glasses. The 
truck wobbles, but he stays in the lane.
“Well, there’s a company I’ve been talking to in Montana,” he says. H e’s taking his time, 
as always. He’s never in a hurry to arrive at the point, especially if he’s the one who has the 
information you want to have.
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“Yeah,” I say, encouraging him to go on, to move faster, but he slows down more.
“And there’s another one in Louisiana.”
I sneer but keep quiet—Louisiana isn’t exotic enough, not different enough from what I 
already know. W e’re only an hour from Louisiana. I have cousins there. Montana is at least 
something I can’t fully place in my imagination. He pushes his glasses back up and takes the 
wheel again with his right hand.
“And I’m talking to a company about South Africa.” He slips it in as if  it’s another state. 
His voice is even, monotone.
“What?”
He chuckles and tells me they’re all just leads, that nothing is certain. But somehow, in 
that moment, I know that South Africa is the place we’re going to land. At this point, he’s had 
only one interview with the company. At this point, if  all goes well in the next interview, they’ll 
talk about him and Mom taking a trip to look at Sabie. But these aren’t the things that tell me the 
possibility is serious. It’s his tone of voice. It’s the same voice when he matter-of-fact told me 
when I was ten that our golden retriever was dying. He had barely looked up from the newspaper 
as I crept out to grip KC in my arms. I can feel the certainty of our future in my stomach, like 
curdling milk.
“What do you think about that?” he asks.
I pause, bite my bottom lip, and look out the window. I press my hands against the vents 
as hard as I can—my fingers going numb.
“Let’s do it,” I say.
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I think my mom—homebody that she is—was hoping I’d say something different. I think 
she was hoping I would be a normal teenager for once and throw a tantrum so we could stay 
right where we were.
Dad will tell me years later that if  I had said, “absolutely not,” they wouldn’t have moved 
forward with the idea. We could have ended up in Louisiana.
Over the next eight months, as the reality of our move to South Africa becomes more and 
more concrete, other adults call me brave. Many times, they use the word mature. I turn down a 
dozen offers to stay with different families so I can finish high school in Lufkin. They don’t 
understand that I want to go. I answer a million questions, questions I never thought that I would 
know the answer to, questions I didn’t even think about, like: Will you live in a hut? Will you 
have a pet monkey? Where will you go to school? What country in South Africa? Do they speak 
English? Are there white people there?
My own reservations pale in comparison. I am more afraid of what I am leaving behind 
than what I am headed towards. I fret about Olivia, selfishly wondering how quickly she will 
forget my existence, and like a nerd, I’m distressed over leaving my GPA— school is the only 
thing I have ever claimed to be good at.
One night when I search for the high school in Sabie, I can’t even pronounce the 
Afrikaans name Sybrand van Niekerk. I worry about language and whether the boys are cute 
more than anything. But these fears are outweighed by visions of myself sitting on a rock in the 
midst of a crusty brown savannah straight out of the Lion King. I know there will be pine trees— 
we wouldn’t be moving there otherwise—but my mind places them on the fringes of wide open 
spaces. Mom, having grown up in the desert of Arizona, has always said the trees in Lufkin make 
her claustrophobic, so I imagine someplace where we will be able to see the horizon. I spend late
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nights Google searching Sabie attempting to fill in the gaps in my imagination, but since Sabie is 
so small, I don’t find much. I let the unknown exist out in the ether with an I’ll-find-out-when-I- 
get-there mentality. I let the Lufkin people worry about me instead.
I don’t understand why the town thinks I’m being mature. While I am afraid of the 
unknown, I see it as inevitable. I saw it that way from the moment Dad said “South Africa” in 
the truck that day. I never doubt it. Part of me thinks it’s God’s plan, but the other part of me is 
thanking whoever is in charge for giving me the means to break free, to elude the Black Hole. I 
don’t consider that mature or brave.
*
Over the summer, Olivia, Beth, and I do exactly what we say. We drink Frappuccinos 
and philosophize about junior year of high school. We stargaze at The Spot. We pretend we can 
exist in fairytale-like reality forever.
The three of us go swimming at night in the neighborhood pool with John Ainsworth, my 
best guy friend who walks the line between friends and something more. One night, in the 
shimmery blue light of the swimming pool, we play a game of truth in which John and I confess 
our long-held feelings for each other. Afterwards, despite my loving Zach, I break up with him 
out of fear of leaving him, and I fall in love with John because it’s inconvenient, because I 
believe that if  I was meant to live out the Lufkin dream, John would be the one I’d have lived it 
out with.
John’s family has lived in Lufkin for generations. He blew out my birthday candles when 
we were three, and we had little old ladies at church envision a wedding day we hadn’t imagined 
for ourselves—not really. I fall in love with John because I’m supposed to, because he represents 
something I will never have if the move happens.
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None of us brings up South Africa much— we pretend it doesn’t exist. Olivia and I only 
speculate the possibilities in the dead of night hidden behind computer screens.
She types in olive green to tell me she’s crying. I type back in royal blue telling her I 
need her to be strong. My whole body quakes, cross-legged in the computer chair. The house on 
Sleepy Hollow is quiet and dark; the only sound is the crunch of plastic chair wheels on cold tile. 
I think of weekends at church camp, of Olivia’s bursting energy and my quiet, reserved 
movements tagging along behind her. I realize I don’t know how to make friends without her.
When we begin our junior year of high school that August and John returns to boarding 
school, the move is still uncertain. My parents visit our future home in South Africa but come 
back with more questions than answers.
“Are we going or not?” I ask my mother the night after they return. I sit on the backless 
bar stool in the kitchen while she cooks dinner. The tips of my bare toes graze the tile.
“We don’t know yet. We need to make sure you get into school first.”
“I’ll get in,” I say.
“There are other things too.”
“Like?”
She shrugs, turning to the pot on the stove with tired intensity. She’s set up a string of ifs 
keeping us from our future. If I get into school. If my South African schooling will still allow me 
to go to a college of my choice here. If Dad can negotiate airfare into his contract so we can visit 
Sarah and Nick. The stalling frustrates me. While she and Dad pretend it’s not inevitable, that 
everything may not work out, I see it as a certainty.
My mom gives me pictures of the school I might attend and the house we might live in, 
and I begin placing myself in the images. I see myself walking up the green front steps into the
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white-plastered house. I begin imagining the looks of the uniformed students in the background 
of the photos when they notice the new person in their midst. The pictures exist in an alternate 
reality, but it is a reality all the same.
It’s only after I pass the school entrance exam and sort out correspondence classes so I 
can continue my Texas diploma that Mom and Dad make the final decision. Soon after that, the 
house goes on the market, and I finally drift into the reality of denial. Only then do I become 
afraid of the future; only then do I begin wishing the move didn’t have to happen.
At the end of September, Hurricane Rita sweeps through town and that’s when the move 
suddenly takes its place in reality again. Rita is the most intense tropical storm ever to hit the 
Gulf of Mexico, more intense than Katrina. Lufkin becomes a center for evacuees from Houston, 
Galveston, and other nearby cities. All roads into our town from the south and east are piled with 
traffic, one car on top of another for miles. A two-hour drive from Houston turns into six, then 
twelve hours.
Some people choose to come for safety. Others are stranded in Lufkin because they run 
out of gas, and our gas stations run out of fuel or power. The people take shelter, fill up our 
schools, our churches. Our town of 35,000 turns into a city of an estimated 100,000. People stick 
around after the storm is over because the gas stations don’t have power to give them the fuel to 
go home. Some of them will never leave; they have nowhere to go back to. They come to replace 
my own evaporating number on the population sign at the city limits.
The night of the storm, the wind wakes me up. By the time the hurricane reaches Lufkin, 
it’s downgraded to category 1, but the storm roars outside my window. Rain pelts the roof. It 
feels like the apocalypse. Branches scrape against each other, against the shingles above my
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head. Thuds ring out as trees fall across people’s lawns and into our neighbors’ homes. I wake up 
shaking. I don’t want to die, not now when I’m so close to escaping. I lie in bed, stiff, my 
shoulders tensed, praying to God for the hurricane to stop. I put my headphones in and blare 
Norah Jones, trying to drown out the noise, to soothe myself. I pretend it’s a dream.
When I finally ease out of bed, w e’re in the eye of the storm, we’ve lost power, and Dad 
is cooking breakfast on the propane tank inside. A window is cracked and it’s oddly quiet 
outside. We have family friends, evacuees from Jasper, staying with us. We all sit around the 
dining room table in the dark, in the stillness of the eye. Everything is quiet outside, like it’s 
holding its breath. They talk around me as if being in the eye of a hurricane is normal, but the air 
is heavy. When the wind picks up again, we watch out the window as trees fall around us.
I don’t have school that week because they’re using the high school as a shelter. I read 
Moby Dick by candlelight the first day, sweating in the stillness that comes after a storm. The 
whole world is waiting for something else to happen to it, as if  the storm weren’t enough.
W e’re the first of our family friends to have electricity again, so our closest friends and 
my grandparents fill up our extra bedrooms and our playroom since my brother and sister are 
away. In some ways, it feels like a going away party. It’s the last time we’ll all be together in one 
place for years.
I spend all my free time in my room packing. I throw away old clothes, pack up boxes of 
dolls. I look around my room and picture it empty. I keep packing to have something to do, and I 
refuse to be upset about it. I pack my collection of books, which hurts the most. My parents dare 
not tell me to throw any of them away—they don’t want to battle me on anything since I’m not 
fighting them about the move. They think my acceptance is a fa9 ade, one that might break at any 
moment, and it’s too late to turn back now.
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My dad takes the boxes to the storage unit, piling them up against the corrugated metal 
wall. It’s one of the final things he does before he leaves. Two weeks later, I will hug him and 
lazily—numbly—watch, barefoot on the black pavement of our street as he drives away, leaving 
Mom and me to pack up the rest of the house, a twenty-four-year-old collection of our waiting 
lives.
One day during the immediate aftermath of the hurricane, I venture into the town. The 
power is still off in most places, so the intersections with streetlights have turned into four-way 
stops, which makes everything unsettled. Trees lie across lawns; they plunge through people’s 
bedrooms like puncture wounds. Debris is strewn across the middle of the road. It’s chaotic, 
despite there not being many people around. A handful of neighbors are picking up branches and 
debris, but the streets are mostly empty as if everyone is still taking shelter. I only reach the edge 
of our neighborhood before I have to turn back. The damage is too much to look at. The world is 
too out of control.
When I was younger, I thought catastrophes were something you could only experience 
once, even though scientific reasoning could have told me otherwise. When I was in fourth 
grade, a tornado touched down near my elementary school. All of the students were crowded into 
the bathrooms and hallways. We kneeled and covered our heads with our arms. I gripped a 
friend’s hand and we cried as we watched down the hall where teachers attempted to catch the 
flapping double doors to lock them shut against the wind. When it was over, I was still 
frightened, but also relieved because I somehow knew a tornado would never touch down again.
I would only be asked to live through that kind of event once. The lie was comforting to me.
At the time of Rita, I thought of Lufkin as a kind of safety zone. Other than that one 
tornado, I’d never lived through anything catastrophic in the town before. W e’d always been
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where people came to escape. We received evacuees every time a hurricane was headed toward 
Houston or western Louisiana because we were deemed far enough north and west to be out of 
the danger zone. While I hated the Black Hole, I’d also always seen Lufkin as a haven, that 
nothing could touch us.
I drive the streets of our neighborhood, naming the houses as I go “Aldermans, Fraziers, 
McClellans.” Our time in Lufkin is over. The storm, or the town, is throwing us out, whether we 
like it or not. My final night in Lufkin won’t be until December, but until then, I’ll be going 
through the motions. I won’t remember much about those last few months. It’ll be as if  my 
memory was futuristically destroyed by the hurricane.
The next memory that sticks will be Mr. Willis—my biology teacher who bought our red 
brick house with funny-colored rooms— showing up on our front step with his wife, a suitcase, 
and a slew of Baptists in tow ready to bless their new home. Our boxes will be piled around the 
house in a desperate attempt to leave by the closing date and also cling to an evaporating past. I 
will walk by the Willises as if  they don’t exist, eager to see my friends on my last night in 
Lufkin. The air will smell crisp, and Mr. W illis’s bald head will be shining under the porch light 
as I walk across the front lawn for the final time. Much later, when we’re in South Africa, I’ll 
realize how monumental that moment with the Willises was, how I’ve been cheated out of saying 
goodbye to the only house I’d ever known.
But right now as I drive the streets of my neighborhood in the aftermath of destruction, I 
can only see this town is no longer home—it’s just another place, like any other place. When I 
pull up in front of our house in the eerie stillness of chaos, I think about South Africa and see the 
enormity of what’s in front of me. All of the images of my alternate reality grow crisper in my 
imagination. The tin roofs of the school buildings in South Africa start to have definition and the
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picture of my future bedroom starts morphing, begins sprouting pictures and posters on its walls. 
The palm trees in the back garden start to sway in the breeze, and I can see Mom standing in the 
boxy kitchen cooking on the stove.
I sit in my car and force myself to be in Lufkin, to examine the fallen branches in front of 
the house on Sleepy Hollow, the trees across the Horns’ lawn. I open the window and the 
humidity slides over me like oil. As I will see in the coming years, most major changes in my life 
come along with wild literal upheaval, as if I live in a gothic novel and the outside world is 
playing out its role of pathetic fallacy. Here in the midst of a hurricane-wracked world, in the 
vacuum of the Black Hole, I feel my own internal world shift.
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Sabie, South Africa
The Johannesburg terminal screams. Carts bang, metal on metal. Circular saws whine 
behind barriers of thick yellow plastic that mark off a construction zone—the country is already 
preparing for the 2010 World Cup even though it’s only New Year’s Eve 2005. Outside the open 
double doors, cars whir past in streaks of white and black. Men in bright orange jump suits run 
through the terminal, clawing to snatch the next foreigner away from their buddies. They’re 
looking for the gullible travelers, the tourists, the tired ones, the ones that look like Mom and me. 
Some people push past the porters as if  they don’t exist, eyes straight ahead, stoic. Others pass 
off their luggage to the orange men, grateful but wary, or with noses turned up, entitled.
I’m looking at myself from above. I’m in one of those movies in which the main 
character moves in slow motion while everything else races around her. The character’s head 
moves awkwardly trying to take it all in, her eyes dance against fluorescent lights. The crowd 
around me speaks more languages than I knew existed. It all blends together in a mass of 
rhythms and melodies, rises and falls. It could be considered beautiful to the more experienced 
ear, but right now, it’s chaos and unknown and fear. The commotion jars against my need for 
quiet and solitude.
I grip the handle of the cart that holds my three blue suitcases, forcing myself to 
acknowledge that I am in reality, not a movie. Next to my cart is Mom’s with her three bags, and 
leaning on its handle is a tall man wearing an orange jumpsuit. He has a round, dark face, a 
shaved head, and the whites of his eyes stand out as if they are on fire.
He says something to me that I don’t understand, and I look around as if someone could 
translate for me, as if anybody else is listening to our conversation in the midst of this garish 
yelling place. But Mom is fifteen feet away in line to exchange money so she can pay the porter
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in Rand instead of dollars. Exchanging money is one thing we forgot to do while we were still 
home. Everybody else whirs past me in a blur of hazy colors, creating the effect of a 
kaleidoscope and giving me a headache.
The porter repeats himself, and I feel my face growing red. I still don’t understand him, 
and I don’t know if I’m embarrassed for myself or embarrassed because I’m afraid he’s 
embarrassed. The mass of rising and falling voices echoes against the walls, the tile, and car 
engine rumbles spill in from the street.
“I’m sorry,” I say, shaking my head. I look directly into his eyes, and I wonder what he 
thinks of me. He sighs, but his eyes look nervous.
“Kruger? Safari? You know, see lions?” he says loud and slow.
“Oh,” I say, “no.” I shake my head, trying to figure out how to say that I’m not a tourist, 
even though I feel like one, even though I look like one.
“No. We live here.”
“Ah,” he says, but he looks puzzled. His smooth dark brown brow shrinks up on itself.
Then Mom is back and the man leads us out the open sliding doors onto the street, 
pushing the cart fast as I race behind him with my own wobbling cart. It shimmies and threatens 
to go off course. Mom limps behind us, holding her lower back. The air smells like dust and car 
exhaust and dirty water and sweat and hot breath. But there’s no time to think about it as we run 
for the domestic terminal, to the twenty-seater propeller plane that will feed us juice boxes and 
cold sandwiches, that will drop us off on the runway in Nelspruit, that will take us to Dad. The 
man in the orange jump suit is leading us towards home.
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Mom, Dad, and I hug under the tall grass roof as if  it’s been three years instead of three 
months. Dad kisses me on the cheek, slobbery and slurping at my ear like he always teases, and 
for once, I don’t pull away. Mom cries, pushing the tears away from under her sagging, sleep- 
deprived, swollen lower lids.
A couple of months before, while we were packing and Dad was already here, I’d pressed 
myself against the wood paneling of the hallway of our house, and listened to Mom cry to a 
friend about how she and Dad hadn’t been apart for this long in thirty years of marriage. Empty 
nails in the creases of wood where baby pictures used to hang prodded me in the back, scolding 
me not to listen to M om’s vulnerability. I hadn’t thought about it before then, how weird it was 
that Dad wasn’t home while we packed up our lives.
In the Nelspruit airport, we hug, and somehow I am whole again in a way that I didn’t 
know I’d been empty. So I let Mom cry without teasing or scolding her as we stand next to the 
automatic sliding doors that keep opening sporadically, sensing our presence and spilling in 
sunlight that warms Dad’s back under my hand. Dust spins lazily around us above the dark tile 
floor, and over Mom and Dad’s shoulders, through the open doors and past the black parking lot, 
all I can see is green.
Dad drives with the window open and on the left side of the road. People in mismatched, 
stained clothes wave at us from the shoulder as they sell bags of oranges, corn roasted on an 
open fire, and wood carvings of too-skinny elephants and bare-toothed, laughing lions. I can see 
the sweat sliding down their dark brows as they nod, their heads cradled in fire smoke. They 
stand on thin soles on cracking red-brown dirt. A summer breeze whips through the car, smelling 
of fire and dried mud. The vendors disappear as we drive, and the road turns into a curving,
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sliding snake through the mountains. Dad’s driving one-handed as usual, but he’s treating the 
two-lane highway as if the shoulder is part of the road.
“The lane is over there, Dad,” I say.
“You know, I’ve missed having two backseat drivers the last three months,” he says, 
pushing his glasses down to rub the bridge of his nose.
“I didn’t say anything,” says Mom.
“Don’t lie. What have you been doing without us?” I say, grinning at him in the rearview
mirror.
Then a car flies past us in the opposite direction the same time another car comes 
barreling up behind us. The road turns into three lanes as we round a curve in the road. Mom and 
I suck in our teeth, waiting for the crash, but nothing happens except a whooshing sound and the 
rev of the passing car’s engine.
Dad chuckles. I sit back and watch the mountains sprout up around us. In the creases 
between hills, wild jungles grow, dense with sweeping thick vines, but familiar Southern Yellow 
Pine trees dash up the sides of the hills in straight, clear lines. Despite their orderliness, they look 
like they belong here. They rub their branches against the sky, begging me closer, to follow them 
up the mountain and see what’s on the other side.
Forty minutes later, as we’re nearing Sabie, a stream of black people walk on either side 
of the highway. Two long, continuous ropes of people meandering up and down the hill carrying 
bags or pushing wheelbarrows with them. They look as if they’re in no hurry, as if  they have all 
the time in the world to get where they need to go. Yet they also walk with purpose. They have 
places to be.
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“Isn’t that amazing?” Dad says pointing shamelessly at them and their loads of eggs six- 
cartons-high or buckets of water balanced on their heads. “You think you could do that?” he asks 
directing his gaze at a woman carrying a pile of scrap wood a foot high on her head, a fat toddler 
tied to her back in a faded-orange towel. The baby leans backwards, reclined, his dark, fuzzy 
head exposed to the sun.
“No.”
“This place is Harmony Hill,” he says.
On one side of the highway, brown and gray shanties emerge, piled one on top of the 
other with rusted metal or scrap-wood-from-the-mill roofs and garbage bags for doors. Gray 
cinderblock boxes sit in neat rows on the other side of the road with flawed-glass windows that 
reflect the sun. The bare red-brown earth lies in rivers of wrinkled skin between houses.
“It’s so sad,” says Mom.
I try to take it all in, rubber-necking my way through what is supposed to be home. I learn 
later Harmony Hill is one of the townships that sandwiches the town of Sabie in the middle—if 
they were white, people would call them suburbs, but they are primarily black and mostly poor. 
Both Harmony Hill and Simile are symbols of semi-latent remnants of apartheid, a now- 
unspoken segregation of black and white. During apartheid working blacks were legally required 
to live in these townships on the outskirts of the cities where they worked. Now, twelve years 
after apartheid ended, the visual separation still exists.
The slapped-together shanties are the informal settlement, set up by squatters who don’t 
necessarily own land. Any day the government could bulldoze their hard-earned house, put up a 
government house— one of the somber, cinder-block boxes—instead, a house they may or not be 
allowed to live in.
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We follow the lines of people past the border of Harmony Hill marked only by a short 
expanse of green, a brief hillside that shoots us out into Sabie, next to the Woodsman. The 
Woodsman’s wooden deck with basking-in-the-sun, drunken motorcyclists overlooks the river 
valley and the line of walking people that stretch out like clothesline from here to the horizon.
The stream of walking only stops when we turn right onto Malieveld Street, our street. It 
looks like any other middle class neighborhood, except for the cinder block walls that line either 
side of the road. Tall iron gates are shut tight across driveways, and no cars are parked on the 
street. I wonder where the people are, but all I see are pit bulls and Rhodesian ridgebacks leaning 
against the iron bars of their owners’ gates, their ears perking at the sound of a car, then settling 
again. We are not on foot, and we are the right color—we are not a threat. The black pavement 
slopes gently downhill, and I examine the brown and green tin roofs that peek over the tops of 
the garden walls, wondering what the houses look like.
Mom says, “Look at the bougainvillea—isn’t it gorgeous?”
I glance at the bright pink blossoms clinging to a white wall and nod my head. On top of 
the wall, spikes of broken glass glisten.
“The police station is down there,” she says pointing to a side street on the left, “But 
apparently they don’t do much.”
From the backseat I can only see her profile, but I notice her jaw tighten. Dad’s the only 
American working for the company, but there are Canadians who have lived here for multiple 
years and have regaled Mom with stories about the pros and cons of living in Sabie— some 
stories she’s told me, some she hasn’t.
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I don’t know why, but I haven’t imagined a wall around our house, so when we slow in 
front of the white wall and wait for the green iron gate to rumble open, I become nervous. We 
pull into the carport and Dad turns off the engine, immediately hopping out of his seat.
“Aren’t you going to close the gate?” Mom asks from the front seat before he shuts his 
car door.
“Oh,” he says, and pushes the button on his keychain so the gate vibrates shut behind us, 
trapping us in.
Sabie the town is named after the river, derived from the Shangaan word uluSaba, “the 
river of fear.” The river originates in the Drakensberg Mountains, the highest range in southern 
Africa where the slopes and pinnacles are plastered green. From its origin, the river flows 
downhill through grassy wild expanses of mountains; it travels twenty miles— as the less-direct 
road goes—to glance off the edge of Sabie the town, an industrial little village on the 
escarpment. It slides by town rather peacefully, bubbling over rocks and tumbling over 
waterfalls.
Once it bypasses town, the river continues its course downhill until it placidly meanders 
through open, flat savannah and acacia trees where the banks overflow with crocodiles. They 
lurk with only their bumpy snouts visible in the green-brown water. In the hot afternoon, they sit 
and wait on the banks with their mouths and eyes open as if they’re dead or frozen in time. Their 
teeth reflect the sunlight. Hundreds of human deaths a year are attributed to crocodiles, making 
the Sabie River aptly named.
Around town, the river is a mountain stream with waterfalls and clear swimming pools— 
a tourist attraction. The water is cold, even in summer. But crocodiles live in town too. They lurk
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in the water, teeming the banks alongside the Sabie Country Club where Dad plays golf with 
warthogs, where my parents and I eat brick oven pizza made by a guy named Jose on Friday 
nights.
Our house is white with green trim and a green tin roof. All the bedroom windows and 
the front door face our back garden which is filled with orange birds of paradise, flowering red 
aloe, and swaying palm trees. Along the edges are rose bushes and pink bougainvillea and in the 
middle of the grass are large red-brown boulders with seeds scattered to attract a multitude of 
brightly-colored birds. Beyond the paradise of our garden, the view is rolling green mountains 
over which the sun rises hazy-pink every morning and warms the house.
At the edge of the garden, where Fanny the gardener stops mowing, wilderness, creeps in. 
Tall grass hiding black mambas and puff adders quickly drops into a steep bank that slides into a 
gorge, at the bottom of which is a stream that feeds into the Sabie River. There is a life down 
there, invisible to us on top of the hill. Exploring one day, I find a metal bridge that links our hill 
to the wilderness. All along the stream are fishing holes with stashed gear in the bushes waiting 
for their fishermen to return. Of course, we can hardly see the stream from the edge of our 
garden, much less the unknown fishermen.
Unlike most other houses, ours has no back garden wall to cut us off from the gorge and 
fishermen. Instead, there is a sensor hidden amongst the palm trees which is connected to the 
house’s security system we don’t know how to use. When someone walks near it, the disarmed 
sensor clicks, like someone playing with their pen in an echoless chamber. That same sound will 
keep me awake at night once I am brave enough to leave the windows cracked at night. The 
sensor on my bedroom window will activate every time the wind blows the curtains the wrong 
way.
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From the porch on the back of the house, where Mom, Dad, and I eat breakfast and 
dinner most days, it is easy to forget where we are. The front of the house is blocked from the 
street by the tall white wall and locked gate. Our wall is less menacing than others—there is no 
broken glass involved. Yet whether it is visible to us on the back porch or not, the barrier is 
there.
Harmony Hill is only on the other edge of the gorge. If our house had been situated 100 
yards to the west of its actual location, we would be able to see the sprawling squatter shacks and 
the rows of cinder block boxes from our back porch. It could have easily ruined our view—it 
would be jarringly out of place in the landscape of green, rolling, overlapping hills.
Fanny, the gardener I haven’t met yet, lives in Harmony Hill. He and his wife and two 
young girls squat in a one-room shack on the side of the mountain where the sun punishes his 
scrap metal roof and the plastic bag brackets that hold his life together. He walks the two miles 
into Sabie to water and mow our grass four days a week. Eventually, he will steal my bicycle out 
of the shed where he keeps the lawn mower. We will never be able to prove it, and I will never 
forgive him.
On the first day, Mom, Dad, and I sit in the deck chairs on the porch and take in the 
garden, the view of the mountains. They talk but I don’t listen. I’m busy examining the cycads 
and aloe on the other side of the railing. The palm tree leaves tremble above the green metal roof 
of the house. I could be happy here. I want desperately to be happy here.
It’s my first night in Sabie, New Year’s Eve. The sheets are sticky against my skin like 
cheap hotel sheets. They smell musty and foreign, and the windows are shut though it’s warm 
and stale inside. The house has been sitting empty for months while Dad’s lived in the one-room
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guest house with glass French doors that sits across the garden. I try to ignore the smell. Despite 
the bars on the windows, I am afraid of letting the summer breeze in. Afraid of what could find 
its way into our garden. I have heard too many stories already.
I slide my hands across the sheets, gulping the lump in my throat that refuses to go away. 
It’s been there since I hugged Olivia and Beth in the street in front of my grandmother’s house in 
Lufkin. We hadn’t slept all night, had pretended that the plane I was about to board didn’t exist, 
watched the sunrise from the Starbucks porch. We sat on the hood of Beth’s car at the Spot one 
last time, let the dew speckle our arms. I’m not sure we even spoke. When it had been night, 
morning was irrelevant. We lounged on John’s couch snapping black and white pictures of each 
other while I’d wished John would hold my hand one last time. Later, we sprawled across Beth’s 
bed and talked about whose butt was the biggest— a conversation we’d had before and which I 
always won. But at dawn, everything sped up. Change rushed toward us, and we quickly lost 
what little control we’d had for the past six months.
I am aware of my loneliness now as much as I’m aware of the sheets. However, sadness 
or longing is the wrong emotion, and I’m not sure why. If I could explain the way I feel, I think it 
would be easier. The best word I can find is: liminal, as if  I’m straddling a boundary line. Which 
is too contrived, too easy.
I stare at the ceiling, my eyes adjusting to the darkness. Above my bed, the light fixture 
with its cloth shade hanging like a woman’s skirt stares back at me. Occasionally the tin roof 
ticks as it releases its trapped heat into the coolness of the night. A frog belches outside in the 
garden while crickets buzz a chorus. Otherwise, the house is quiet.
At midnight, explosions ring out across the gorge, and I listen to the belly-singing coming 
from Harmony Hill. Beating drums echo against the walls of mountains, whispering through the
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tunnels of pine trees. Tendrils of celebration sneak themselves around my wrists, tingling and 
faint.
I push myself onto my elbows and peek under the curtain through the barred-window.
The porch light reflects off dark painted concrete outside our housekeeper Glory’s apartment, but 
beyond the walkway, I can see almost nothing. The palm tree sways outside my window, and the 
rest of the garden lies in a hazy moonlit gray. I wonder what’s beyond the edge, past the rose 
bushes, the red boulders, past the aloe plants and bougainvillea.
I let the curtain fall and ease back onto the bed while the firecrackers explode and crackle 
and fizz and the drums beat slowly and people sing loud and drunk at the setting moon.
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Glory
I hear Glory before I see her—the soon-to-be familiar slip-slap-scuff of her sandals on the 
concrete walk that leads from her apartment to our front door. My bedroom window swings 
outwards onto the walk to let the breeze drift up from the valley and through my new, empty- 
echoey room. I’m pinning pictures of Beth and Olivia and John and Zach all over my walls, 
trying to claim the space as my own.
Through the small rectangular panes of glass and white lines of burglar bars, I see 
Glory’s profile. She wears a long skirt and a purple T-shirt in which her bulbous bosom jiggles 
back and forth with every step. She looks nervous as she approaches the doorway, lightly tapping 
the side of the open door with one knuckle.
“M a’am,” she says, as if  she doesn’t belong in this house more than we do. As if she 
hasn’t spent months here by herself, waiting for us to arrive. I enter the living room, where Mom 
sits at the dining room table typing on Dad’s laptop. She tells Glory to come in, and Glory steps 
hesitantly into the entryway.
She stands with her hands clasped behind her back like a schoolgirl and when she says 
my name, rolling it out over her tongue, it sounds like she’s saying it for the first time, 
emphasizing that second A.
“Nat-Ah-lee.”
I think of old substitute teachers, Texans with twangs who let that A disappear, as if  it 
wasn’t written right there on the roll sheet. “Nat-lee” they’d say, and I’d want to scream, “Nat-A- 
lie, Nat-A-lie. There’s another A in there.” But of course I never did. I have never been that kind 
of person. In seventh grade, I let my English teacher call me Nicole for six months. I was too 
embarrassed to correct her. I was too afraid to tell her she was wrong. I have always been
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submissive to authority figures, instilled with the idea that if I say the wrong thing—even if it is 
the right thing— I will be in trouble. It is one of my unspoken rules. I have many of them.
When Glory says my name, I see a new side of myself. As though part of my identity is 
being revealed to me in that extra syllable. Suddenly my name holds an entirely different weight.
Glory wobbles back and forth in her sandals as if  she’s stopping herself from running to 
hug us. I stand on one foot at the edge of the living room, with a hand on the top of the piano, not 
daring to come closer. I watch her and Mom as if  they’re on a stage, and I’m their audience of 
one, wondering if there is a correct way to interact with the new character in my life.
“I happy you come,” Glory says, and she smiles with her teeth. There is a gap between 
the front two.
“It’s good to see you, Glory,” Mom says lapsing into an explanation of how there won’t 
be much for her to do until the rest of our stuff arrives on the boat. She gestures at our empty 
living room with the bottomed-out arm chair and a TV in the corner. Mom’s annoyed about the 
boat’s being late, and it seems like a silly thing to be talking about with a person who works for 
us, so I duck my head, staring at the floor while the back of my neck grows red.
Glory looks confused, but then says, “I so happy you come.” Her brow has the mark of 
loneliness.
In Lufkin, we’d never had a gardener—my siblings and I mowed the lawn and raked 
leaves, Mom planted and watered the flowers, Dad did the heavy lifting and butchering bushes 
when he had the time. W e’d had one housekeeper for a handful of years in my childhood. She 
came twice a month to change sheets and clean the bathrooms, while Mom did everything else. I 
don’t think I ever saw the woman. She came while I was at school and only made my bed if my
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room was clean, which to me, defeated the whole purpose of having a housekeeper in the first 
place.
I don’t know what I’m supposed to do with Fanny and especially Glory, who lived with 
us. At night, I put my clothes in the hamper rather than dropping them on the floor as I’d 
normally do. In the morning, I make my bed before venturing out for breakfast. I want my room 
to be spotless. I don’t want her to have anything to do in that space because I’m embarrassed for 
her to have to clean up after us. Mom must feel similarly because she insists we clean the dinner 
dishes before going to bed every night.
Glory finds things to do anyway. Every night my bed table is cleaned of the books and 
clutter, setting me on a search for my own belongings that are stuffed in drawers and on shelves 
in the closet. I don’t complain. Cleaning up after me is her job. However, I often feel she 
oversteps the boundaries of that job description. I don’t know what that boundary is though, or 
what it means.
Glory lives in a two-room apartment between our carport and guest house. Inside her 
apartment is our washing machine and dryer, meanwhile, her bathroom is next door to her 
apartment, a separate room with its own door off the green patio. She mops our floors twice a 
week, does our laundry before it hits the hamper, and cleans the kitchen and bathrooms almost 
daily. She does everything for 1000 Rand a month, which, at the time of our arrival in Sabie, is 
about $160—we were advised against paying her more. She hums to herself while she works.
Glory also works at a popular restaurant in town as a cook, a restaurant we go to quite 
often. The food is good, but when the Afrikaaner owner is in town, he likes to sit and talk about 
America and convertibles with Dad, ignoring Mom and me completely. Mom and I sit quietly,
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not even talking to each other while the burly blond owner rambles on and on, straddling 
backwards a pulled-up chair.
The owner pays Glory less than her male equivalent, and he yells at her in Afrikaans. She 
complains about it to Mom, threatening to quit the restaurant, but then seals her teeth shut and 
goes to work anyway. While she could live on the income from cleaning our house, working for 
us isn’t her job at all. It’s Cookie’s.
Cookie was one of Glory’s sisters. A year or so before we arrived in Sabie, Cookie died 
of AIDS. She had four children, and when she knew she was going to die, she brought Glory to 
live with her in the apartment on our future property. She trained Glory to replace her, so the 
money could go back home to Bushbuckridge for Cookie’s four children who were being raised 
by Glory’s mother.
Cookie died while the Canadians were still living in our house, and in the wake of 
Cookie’s death, Glory mopped the floors of the house in her sister’s place. The Canadians are 
gone now, but Glory still moves through the house in her sister’s footsteps, humming and 
singing to herself. She whispers, “M a’am,” and slip-slap-scuffs through her sister’s life.
Even though I never met Cookie, sometimes I watch Glory ringing the mop in the bucket 
in the narrow hallway outside my bedroom and wonder if there is another woman standing 
behind her.
A few weeks after our arrival, I’m teaching myself a new song on the piano when Glory 
walks into the house, her brow knitted into creases. She’s clutching a running shirt of Dad’s, one 
made out of that wick-away silky material. She looks at me in obvious distress. “Where’s 
ma’am?”
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“In the kitchen.”
She scuffs down the hall, and I slide off the piano bench and walk into the dining room so 
I can watch the scene through the window that opens into the kitchen. Mom is chopping onions, 
but sets down the knife when she sees Glory. She scratches her nose with her wrist, dangling her 
fingers carefully as they drip with wet onion juice.
“M a’am,” Glory says, “I’m sorry. I was cooking, and the iron.”
Mom looks confused. She doesn’t always understand Glory’s accent, but I do.
“I think something happened while she was ironing and cooking at the same time,” I say. 
Glory nods her head vigorously, confirming my translation.
“I’m sorry, ma’am.” Then she holds up the running shirt to showcase the perfect 
triangular outline of an iron melted into the fabric.
Mom laughs. “Oh Glory, it’s fine.”
“I turn away for one minute.”
“Ed’s got plenty of running shirts. It’ll be okay,” Mom says, and the two of us giggle. 
Glory eyes us both, but then she joins in, her shoulders sinking in relief. Mom dries her hand on 
a towel and pats Glory on the arm in a comforting, motherly way.
While Mom and I were packing the house in Lufkin and Dad was working on the other 
side of the world, Glory was subsuming roles. She washed Dad’s work clothes, scrubbed his 
running shoes, picked up a trail of coffee cups and spilled breadcrumbs. She was this nearly 
invisible, humming person who followed Dad around, cleaning up after him before he could 
even create a mess. She did everything Mom had always done, but more efficiently and without 
complaining.
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Dad thought Glory would be a relief for Mom, that she would give Mom a break after all 
those years of raising three kids practically by herself while he worked long hours. Mom nodded 
her head, as if all she wanted in life was a break.
When we were all back in America again and Glory was no longer in our lives, Mom 
joked that Glory spoiled us all, but especially Dad.
“She ruined 31 years of training,” she said as she swept up a trail of tracked-in dirt from 
Dad’s work boots. But despite the jokes, she insisted she had liked having Glory around. It’s true 
that she and Glory eventually became close, in an almost mother-daughter fashion, and that 
relationship would have never existed if Glory hadn’t worked for us, hadn’t lived with us. But 
I’m still unsure how Mom felt about the primary role Glory had in our lives, that of our live-in 
housekeeper.
Perhaps I constructed the note of sadness I sometimes heard in Mom’s voice when she 
said these things about Glory. I’m not suggesting that Mom liked cleaning the house and doing 
the laundry, but I also believe she never wanted to be anything but a mom.
A year before I moved to Alaska, Mom was cooking dinner in my parents’ kitchen in 
Oregon. We were discussing my future move to pursue my dream to be a writer, something she 
still doesn’t quite understand.
“You know what you want. I never had that. A goal. A direction,” she said.
I could hear an undertone of jealousy in her voice, and I wasn’t sure how to respond. I’ve 
always known what I wanted to be— a writer—even if I don’t know how to get there. Her lack of 
direction is something I have never understood, just as she can’t understand my need to move as 
far away as I can from my family in order to write about them.
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When I put this scene next to Glory humming as she pins laundry on the line behind the 
bougainvillea in the garden, it is nearly impossible to reconcile the images of the mother she was 
before we moved with the mother she is post-Glory. I have a hard time taking Mom’s jokes 
seriously.
As the weeks progress, I don’t know how to deal with Glory’s position in our lives. She 
treats me as if I am one of her sister’s children. When I sleep in, she haphazardly slams and 
bangs around in the kitchen and hallway, but if Mom decides to sleep in one day, Glory tiptoes 
around the house. She respects that I am her boss’s child, but I’m often pushed aside as someone 
unimportant, another person to take care of. Sometimes the rearranged clutter in my bedroom 
takes the appearance of a personal attack, but I’m afraid to say anything because she has the aura 
of an authority figure.
Yet in a complicated way, I too, grow to love Glory. It takes time, months, but it happens. 
While our interactions are limited and usually filtered through a translation with Mom, I love 
Glory’s smile, the way she hums while she works, the way she says my name, and how she 
always wants to please Mom. I love how she talks with Fanny in the garden in different 
languages, and I loves that she lives with us because she somehow adds another type of security 
to our garden, different from the alarm system (which we don’t know how to use), burglar bars, 
or iron gate. For me, her presence keeps us safe because I know she loves us and she belongs in 
this country, while we do not.
I also see Glory acting out a relationship with Mom that I can’t. She confides in Mom, 
while I do not. Not confiding is a conscious choice, hiding my feelings and secrets in the pages 
of my journal instead. (I think now that I was jealous of Glory, similar to how I’d always been
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jealous of Mom and my sister’s relationship.) And finally, Glory is doing everything for me— 
and more—that Mom has always done before we moved, so many of the things that make Mom, 
Mom. But Glory isn’t my mother.
A few months after our arrival in Sabie, Mom and I sit on the guest house floor wearing 
paint clothes and taping the tile with blue painters’ tape when Glory appears in the doorway. She 
towers over us, as we crawl around on the floor. She scans the room, examines the cans of 
unopened paint on the plastic drop cloth.
“M a’am,” she says, “you painting!”
We laugh and say yes.
“But why?”
We were asked “why?” at the local hardware store too. Back in our first few days in the 
country—before the hardware store owner informed us that white women don’t walk 
anywhere—Mom and I walked into town to the hardware store for a spare house key and to ask 
about paint.
“You Ed’s wife?” he asked. We had barely been in town two weeks. News traveled fast.
“Yes,” We handed him our skeleton key, and Mom asked him about the price of paint.
The white proprietor snapped his fingers and gave a worker our key and said, “312” 
without looking away from my mother.
“You can’t do that!” he said, laughing as the worker went to a wall lined with over a 
hundred nails with skeleton keys dangling from each one. We followed the owner over to the 
counter as the worker silently pulled an identical skeleton key off the wall. We paid for the key,
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and as my mom and I were walking out the door, the owner said, “Why don’t you hire somebody 
to do it?” Mom shrugged.
Mom has always had a hard time letting people do things for her that she could do for 
herself. While she is getting used to Glory mopping our floors and doing most of our laundry, 
Mom hides away certain items of clothing—things she wants washed in a particular way, or that 
she doesn’t want ironed because Glory irons everything. Glory isn’t perfect— she sometimes 
shrinks shirts or irons things into unrecognizable forms. We jokingly call them “Glorified” 
behind her back, adding it to our growing list of how our lives are different in Africa. Mom 
doesn’t want to hurt Glory’s feelings, so instead she tucks items she cares about into secret 
places in her closet and then creeps into Glory’s apartment to use the washing machine while 
she’s away cooking at the restaurant.
Mom has a hard time letting go. It has never occurred to her to hire anybody to paint the 
guest house. She looks up at Glory from the floor, picking at the roll of blue tape, contemplating 
the question. “Because I can do it myself,” she says.
Glory gives her a puzzled look. The one where her brow folds in on itself, and her large 
pink-black lips purse together. The one where she shakes her head and tries not to laugh at this 
crazy white woman who has come to stay.
“I no think white woman here know how to do that,” she says. Then she walks away, 
making a choppy, laughing noise from the back of her throat.
I watch her walk out the French doors, down the steps into the garden laughing with her. 
But what does the color of my skin have to do with whether we can paint a room or not? I feel 
like we’re on an teeter-totter, pushing the balance of something unknowable. Glory 
unintentionally points out our flaws, showing Mom and me the ways we don’t belong.
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Mom’s Back
The Nelspruit mall looks pretty much like any other mall except instead of department 
stores, the end caps consist of three different grocery stores and a casino. Down each hallway are 
clothing shops, restaurants, and department stores separated by seas of white and teal-green tiles 
that come together to form diamond shapes. Up above are tall arched ceilings and reverberating 
voices, which creates the illusion the building is packed with people, even if it’s not.
Mom and I stand in the middle of one hallway staring at the entrance to the grocery store 
called Checkers. A blur of colors radiates from the aisles of shelves behind the cashiers on 
cushioned stools. The cashiers are methodical as they slide items across scanners while 
customers walk deliberately past them. Everybody inside knows what they’re doing.
“I’ll wait here,” Mom says pointing to a bench in the middle of the noisy hallway, and 
she hands me the list. The friendly Canadian lady who brought us here has disappeared into the 
grocery store already. W e’ve come from the hospital, where the doctor told Mom she’s slipped a 
disc in her back during our three-month frenzy of packing, and it’s finally caught up to her.
Every step she takes pushes her face into a grimace, sun-spotted cheeks squeezing up around her 
eyes.
“What do I do if they don’t have this stuff?” I ask, looking at the list. I’m not even sure I 
know what all of these items are.
“Do what you can,” she says as she eases herself onto the bench. “We need food to eat. 
There’s nothing at home.” The word home coming from her startles me. W e’ve only been here 
ten days.
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She looks old to me in this moment, and I feel very young, very inexperienced, very 
unprepared. I swallow and head into the store, pushing the turquoise cart in front of me. Grocery 
shopping isn’t what I imagined myself doing in my second week living in another country.
I look over each shoulder, wishing I could look in all directions at once. I want to 
remember all the faces of the other customers because they all feel like threats, but the new 
brands and different colored items distract me. The price tags have too many zeros; everything 
looks expensive. I’m ripped in two different directions as I search for anything that might be 
familiar and whip my head back and forth every time somebody passes me, clutching my purse 
closer to my body with every step.
After a while, the fear dissipates into my feeling like a disappointment. I stand in front of 
the shelf of peanut butter and speculate my choices—Yum-Yum or Black Cat? It looks like 
peanut butter, but which one will taste the way I think peanut butter should taste? I look at the 
price tags, trying to do math in my head. Which one’s cheaper? Does it matter?
The Canadian lady strides up the aisle, confidently pushing her cart full of groceries. I 
panic, caught red-handed in a stupid debate with myself over peanut butter.
“How’s it going, eh?”
I force myself to smile, hoping it doesn’t look fake. “I’m good. Are you done?”
“Yes, but take your time. I’ll go wait with your mom.”
I nod, feeling my lips tighten. Don’t cry. She turns, rolling her cart back down the aisle. I 
grab a jar of peanut butter blindly and rush off to other debates in other aisles, equating the list 
with concrete items the best I can. No tortilla chips, only odd-flavored potato chips like Chutney 
and Beef & Onion. Ketchup is called tomato sauce. No cereals I recognize.
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At the cash register, I fumble with the different colored bills, not knowing yet that the 
blue water buffalo is one hundred, the red lion is fifty, and the brown elephant is twenty. The 
checker sits on her stool, unaware that I don’t know what I’m doing. She’s bored, mumbling 
questions at me in an accent. When I finally emerge back into the noisy hallway in the mall, I 
allow myself to breathe normally. A knot unclenches in my chest.
“I hope I didn’t screw it up,” I say.
Mom laughs, then grimaces, clutching her back. “Oh Natalie, I’m sure you did fine.”
Later that night, I attempt to cook the three of us scrambled egg sandwiches while Mom 
lies in her lumpy, lopsided bed that came with the house, trying to ignore the fact that she has a 
back at all. The painkillers have made her woozy. My bare feet stick to the tile as I stand at the 
electric stove puzzling over the blobs of yellow in the skillet. I don’t trust myself. I take the pan 
off the burner and jog down the hall to my parents’ bedroom holding the skillet and spatula out 
in front of me, my feet slapping the whole way.
“Are they done yet?” I ask, pushing the steaming, still-sizzling pan in Mom’s face.
She lifts her head off the pillow, far enough to look at my shoddy workmanship.
“Little bit longer,” she says.
I run back to the kitchen poking at the eggs until they’re so dry they’re barely edible. 
They taste bland, but Mom and Dad pretend not to care.
“I can’t believe I never taught you how to cook eggs,” Mom says.
It’s early on a mid-January drizzly morning when our container arrives fresh off the boat 
and escaped from customs. It’s three weeks late.
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I wake to the sound of Dad’s steel-toed boots thumping on the walkway outside my 
window. He walks heavy and flat-footed, unconscious of the noise. He creates a wake of 
disturbance in his path, no matter where he goes. Then I hear the back-up beeping sound coming 
from the driveway. I roll off the still-sticky sheets in my purple gym shorts that have lost all their 
elastic and race barefoot on the damp walkway outside. The mountains are swathed in halos of 
fluffy gray, and a persistent soft rain coats my skin like perspiration.
The truck looks precarious on the steep incline of our driveway. It’s tilted backwards, and 
I worry about the contents spilling out on the concrete, smashing to bits after it came this far, 
after all this time.
Back in November in Lufkin, I had skipped school to help Mom supervise the packing of 
the container. Three men came armed with tape guns, cardboard, and bubble wrap. I watched 
from the breakfast room, on the fringes of the kitchen as they filled boxes with the contents of 
sticky-note marked drawers and cabinets. We weren’t bringing everything. We weren’t bringing 
anything we cared about strongly or didn’t need. “In case the boat sinks,” Mom said, and I 
laughed at her. But it looked as if our entire life was being emptied into boxes by faceless 
strangers.
The men stomped through our house, their tape guns screaming. We couldn’t hear 
ourselves think, and the Boston terrier, Nellie, who we eventually gave to my uncle, sat on the 
tile under my legs and quivered. She looked up at me as her whole body shook, her bottom teeth 
jutting out from her lips, wondering why her world had turned into a war zone. In a matter of 
hours, the men had finished and built a bulkhead in the metal box to keep the contents from 
shifting. They drove off, leaving Mom and me standing in the middle of an empty living room
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wondering if w e’d ever see it all again. I held Nellie, kissed her on the top of her head. “It’ll be 
okay,” I said, more to myself than her.
Now in Sabie, Dad watches the two African mover guys break the bulkhead, and they 
unload Mom’s mattress— she’s been swearing her back will be better once she has her own bed 
back. Her back calls out for some remnant of home, while Mom will not allow herself to say 
she’s homesick.
I try to stay out of the way as I watch all the familiar objects filling up unfamiliar spaces. 
The navy blue rug with sunflowers on it and the green and brown paisley couch look strange in 
the oddly shaped, spacious living room. The furniture stare at the empty, thin, trapezoidal 
fireplace, as if they’re pondering how they got here.
Dad clunks up to me in his boots and says, “I have to go to a meeting. Can you handle 
this?” He gives me an inventory sheet. Then he’s gone. I step forward with uncertainty, my 
fingers clutching the yellow carbon-copied paper.
I place myself in the entryway of the house and read the side of each box, mark the box’s 
number off on the inventory sheet, and direct the men in different directions around the house. 
They grunt and moan when I take too long, or when they don’t understand my English, or when I 
don’t understand theirs. I send Mom back to bed when the curiosity is too much for her. Easing 
into a sort of monotony, I dash from room to room making sure nothing is broken. I’m not sure 
I’ll be able to do what I’m expected to do if they do break something or if a box is missing.
I don’t even notice when Glory arrives, but somewhere in the middle of the commotion, I 
realize she’s in the kitchen unpacking boxes. I see her through the kitchen window from the 
dining room. She hums to herself intermittently as she unwraps the paper from our blue-rimmed 
plates. The clang of pots and pans echoes through the still-empty-feeling house. She pauses
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between hums, breathing heavily through her nose, her noises mixing with the clunk of 
silverware in the drawer. She slowly, deliberately fills the cabinets with our belongings.
I walk back to check on Mom, who’s finally lying in her own bed. “Glory’s unpacking 
the kitchen,” I whisper.
Mom doesn’t say anything, but later, when she can move again, she moves everything, 
shifts the contents of her kitchen into different drawers and cabinets. But when Glory beats her to 
the dinner dishes on certain mornings, everything ends up back where it started on the day the 
container arrived.
Mom will spend the next three years trying to reclaim the kitchen, thin-lipped and 
mumbling under her breath, “Where did she put it now?” She will never say anything to Glory, 
because, like me, Mom doesn’t seek out confrontation. Like me, she’d rather live uncomfortably 
in order to avoid upsetting someone else. Like me, she wants to please, and will grumble in 
silence, when she thinks nobody is listening.
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Topaz
Dad is sitting on the back porch when I emerge from my bedroom. His back is to me as I 
approach the sliding glass door from the living room. He types two-fingered on his laptop, sips 
black coffee, and watches the sunrise emerging in the gaps between the lavender-blue mountains. 
Birds cackle on the boulders in the garden, their silhouettes shifting in the green haze. In Lufkin, 
sunrises crept between branches in the trees in an act of stealth. I used to take in the glimmer of a 
real sunrise for a brief moment on the overpass on my drive to school. I’d grip the steering 
wheel, face upturned for a few seconds of orangeish blue before I hit the downhill of concrete 
and it was gone, evaporated into the trees. Mom always said that was why Lufkin made her 
claustrophobic, but I didn’t know sunrises could be any different. Now, the sunrise wakes me up 
every morning, pressing its distinctly African light through my thin curtains, warming my bed 
while the ibis laughs out on the lawn.
I step onto the deck and it’s only when I’m immediately next to Dad’s shoulder that he 
says, “Good morning,” a little too cheerfully, looking up from the laptop. I grumble something at 
him and plop my weight into a white plastic deck chair, the legs honking as they scrape against 
the wood. I hug my knees to my chest, and rest my chin in the crease between kneecaps.
“How’d you get so pretty?” His round face tips to the side, his blue eyes narrowed at me 
behind his glasses. It’s not a real question. Not to me anyway. I glare at him and he laughs. I can 
often hurt his feelings this way, but this morning, nothing will ruin his good mood. The garden is 
his self-proclaimed paradise.
“Seriously, how did you get so pretty?”
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I shrug, feeling my face reddening, which is what he was aiming for in the first place. 
Mom appears in the doorway, holding her lower back with one hand and a cup of coffee in the 
other. She eases into a plastic chair.
“Must have come from your mother.”
She fake-grins at him through closed lips and squinted eyes. He throws his whole body 
backward in his chair, laughing. He sits wide-legged, slouched, elbows leaning on the white 
plastic arms. Across the garden, Glory emerges from her apartment with a bucket and mop. She 
waves at us, then slops water across the painted concrete walkway between the house and her 
apartment. The water pools, glistening in the sunlight as she creates designs with the wet, cloth 
mop.
Dad turns back to the sunrise. “Would you look at that? Can you believe we live here?”
“It’s pretty,” I say.
“Oh Naaaaaatalieeeee,” he howls at the sun. He wet-kisses me on the cheek, then Mom 
on the lips, and while we’re still wiping the slobber away, he’s trying not to slip on the wet walk. 
He’s off to work, and the gate soft-rumbles closed behind him.
Mom goes back to bed, and I wander the house alone. I open and close the fridge, page 
through my school books for my correspondence classes. I eventually meander outside to sit on 
the thick green steps that lead into the garden. Fanny has arrived and is watering the bushes near 
the edge of the gorge, but after he waves, we ignore each other. Dad likes Fanny, but I’m uneasy 
around him. I’m not sure why. He’s friendly and happy enough, but Mom won’t let him come in 
the house.
I lean backwards, lying flat on the walkway and stare at the sky. The sun warms my face, 
and I try not to think about Olivia and Beth and John. They’re back in school after Christmas
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break while I’m inching through my first weeks in a new place. Beth’s emails tell me she’s 
jealous of my experiences, but Olivia’s notes make me bleed.
“I miss my crutch,” she says. “Nothing and no one can make this better,” she says. It’s 
my fault, but I also know her life will go on without me. I email back making it sound like 
everything is fine here. I tell her and Beth about the waterfall we went to on New Year’s Day, 
only a ten-minute drive from our house. I tell them about the monstrous grasshopper on the 
sliding glass door, looking like something made out of lime green and yellow plastic. I tell them 
about the hike we took before Mom’s back snapped up to God’s Window, a viewpoint that 
overlooks the Blyde River Canyon. It’s the largest green canyon in the world. I write everything 
as magical and otherworldly—because it is.
I also tell them about the absurdity of my new school uniform, how I don’t want to wear 
a skirt every day, how my face looks fat when I wear the tie. But I don’t tell them how bored I 
am. I don’t say I’ve been here nearly two weeks and haven’t talked to anybody but my parents 
and I’m going crazy. I don’t tell them about Mom’s back, or about going grocery shopping, or 
about my attempts at cooking. I don’t tell them my mixed feelings about Glory or Fanny. I don’t 
tell them that I feel desperate for friends, or how terrified I am to start school, to finally have my 
fantasy of being the new kid come true. I tell them I’m happy, and for the most part, I mean it. 
Somewhere in the midst of all the other emotions and overwhelming boredom, I am happy. Or 
determined that I will be, as soon as I find friends.
The town center bustles and breathes with parking lot vendors hawking fresh fruit—“ten 
rand, ten rand”— and their customers who push past them towards the grocery store and other 
shops lining the car park. Down a sidewalk, toward the bank and the old Anglican church are
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another line of vendors. One guy is dressed up as if  he’s going to the prom, listens to 
headphones, and sells toffee candies out of cardboard boxes. The man next to him has a 
telephone, a battery, and an antennae, charging people for phone calls. I’m not sure how it 
works, but there’s a line of people waiting their turn on the phone. H e’s also selling cigarettes 
out of a jar, one at a time.
“Sir, can I watch your car?” asks a young boy, approaching me and Dad. Dad looks down 
at him, smiles, then says, “No, I’m not going to be long.” The boy walks off, looking for another 
customer. I keep my eyes on my school supplies list in my hand, taking everything in through 
sideways glances that don’t require eye contact.
Dad’s come home from work to take me shopping since Mom is still on bed rest, though 
he doesn’t understand why I couldn’t walk to town by myself. I didn’t want to go alone. I don’t 
want to do anything alone.
We enter the store, and the noise of the marketplace dies, the smells of exhaust and 
melting pavement replaced with the smell of paper and dust fill my nostrils. The school supplies 
list reads like a foreign language: A4 Lever Arch File, Pritt, examination pads, flip files, Tippex, 
Hard cover A4s. Dad and I meander around the store. I pick up items and wonder if they match 
the list while he looks around, his hands in the pockets of his jeans, awkward and uncomfortable. 
His face is blank, unhearing if I speak to him. He’s never taken me shopping before, and he’s 
only here now because I’ve begged him.
“Let’s go,” I say eventually, frustrated.
“You sure?”
“Yeah, I don’t know what any of this crap is.” I wave the sheet at him, and he laughs.
This struggle is one more thing that, later, he’ll say was good for me. It’s unspoken that both of
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us are too shy or stubborn to ask for help from one of the clerks, so we leave. As we walk back 
through the parking lot, I tune out the noise and focus on my game plan for school the next day 
without any supplies.
If they punish me for not having anything, I’ll tell them I’m a stupid American and they 
should write a clearer supplies list. So shoot me. I imagine their proper faces gasping at my 
nerve, and I smile to myself, even though I’d never have the guts to say something like that.
I’m feeling more and more alien here. I’ve never liked that word, alien. It sounds like the 
person is a weird being, not even human merely because they’re from a different place. Now I 
fall under that category too, and I’m unsure how to proceed. Will my being an American be a 
setback or a step forward? I hope the other kids are nice. Am I excited to start school? Nervous? 
Indifferent? I can’t decide.
We climb in the car, driving down the short hill and back home.
Later that day, after Dad’s gone back to work, an old red car pulls up in front of the 
house, and I slither my way through the narrow opening in the gate. Louise, the Sabie public 
librarian, sits behind the wheel, and her daughter, Topaz, grins from the front seat. Topaz has 
smooth, ivory skin, and her smile is straight. She has dimples and perfectly round breasts that 
protrude from her tight T-shirt. Her primness creates tension in my bones. I ’m hopeful this girl 
can be a friend, or at least give me the idea of whether friends are possible.
“Thank you for doing this,” Mom says from behind the gate, standing with one hand 
pressed on her lower back. “Ed tried to take her, but they didn’t know what to buy.”
“Oh it’s no problem, hey,” says Louise. “W e’ll get her sorted.” I climb in the backseat 
and search for a seatbelt that doesn’t exist. After Dad and I arrived home from our disastrous trip
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to the store, Mom called in a favor to Louise, a woman she’d met only once when she and Dad 
had visited Sabie in August.
Topaz talks carefully, properly, in a clipped almost British-sounding accent, and she 
keeps up a continuous dialogue all the way to the stationery store, overwhelming my senses. It 
has been two weeks since I’ve talked to anybody my own age.
“I think you’ll like Penryn, hey? The people are friendly. But there are no cute boys, 
honestly. They’re all wretched. You’re in grade 11, hey?”
“Yeah.”
“Ag, shame. I’m in grade 10, but most of the grade 11’s are nice, I guess. Have you met 
anyone else yet?”
“No.”
I think she sounds hesitant when she talks about the grade 11s, but I push the thought 
from my head. We walk through the store, and Topaz shoves a large two-ring binder and a 
handful of what look like legal pads in my arms.
“What subjects are you taking?”
“English, Portuguese, Geography, Biology, Business Economics, and History,” I rattle 
off quickly.
She counts out six hard-cover composition books and piles them on top of everything 
else. Pens, a ruler, a glue stick (Pritt) and white out (Tippex) are added to my collection. She then 
takes my money and counts out the multi-colored bills with different animals on them, pushing 
the correct amount across the counter to the cashier.
“What house are you?”
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I pause for a minute, trying to figure out what she’s talking about. Then I remember the 
Harry Potter-like houses named after birds of prey the school is divided into.
“Harrier. I think.”
“Ag. I’m in Kestrel. But it doesn’t matter, except for inter-house sport. Do you play
sport?”
I shake my head.
“Shame. I play hockey and soccer.”
On the way back to our house on Malieveld, she continues to rattle off information. “I 
don’t think there are any other Americans. There was one girl last year. Her parents were 
missionaries from Florida, I think. I’m not sure if  she’ll be back.”
She says “Florida” weird, distinctly pronouncing the i. And I notice the delicate corners 
of her mouth turn downward when she mentions the other American girl. If Topaz was the type 
of person to say mean things— and she doesn’t appear to be— I have the feeling she might have 
said something rude. She’s biting her proper-tongue. But I’m distracted, simultaneously excited 
about the possibility of somebody from the States and disappointed that I’ll be less exotic. While 
I’m still sorting it out in my head, Topaz has changed the subject.
“You didn’t have to wear uniforms in America, hey? They aren’t so bad. You should pull 
your socks up, and un-tuck your shirt as much as you can. That’s what all the girls do.”
The advice sounds odd, but I nod my head at everything she says as I attempt to take it all 
in and ignore the nerve-gurgling in my stomach. We pull up in front of our house, and as I ease 
my body and new school supplies out of the car, Topaz says, “I’ll see you at school, hey? And 
maybe we can go get milkshakes at the Woodsman sometime.”
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I smile and say I’d like that. Then Louise and Topaz both say, “Cheers,” and they rattle 
off down the road, leaving me on the curb with my head spinning.
I feel sick to my stomach as I trudge down the walkway, into the house and into my 
bedroom. I collapse backwards on my new bed, tossing the bag of supplies on the floor, and stare 
at the pictures of Olivia and Beth and other Lufkin people plastered on the wall. In the center, 
there’s a picture of me, Olivia and Beth in three different Lufkin High School shirts, all three of 
us soaked. Our hair sticks to the sides of our faces, and our arms drape easily around each other’s 
shoulders. Behind us are tall pine trees and the water playground at our favorite park.
I t ’s our last day o f school in May, and Beth, Olivia, and I  have already dived into our 
fairytale summer. We are already in denial that things are going to change. We do n ’t know 
South Africa is a possibility yet.
We run through the spraying water like little kids, splashing each other, laughing, 
pushing each other into spews o f  water. Toddlers stare at us, these giants playing on their turf. 
Their mothers glare at us from  benches on the sidelines, but we d on ’t care. We are existing as i f  
we can live carefree forever, running through fountains, our fee t slipping and sliding on wet 
concrete.
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Penryn
I stand at the bottom of the hill looking up the wide sweeping lawn called the Green, 
though patches of grass, baked by the harsh African sunlight, expose red dirt underneath. Groups 
of uniformed students, aged twelve to eighteen and a leaning-towards white but almost-even mix 
of black and white, mill about, hugging and shaking hands after their long Christmas-summer 
breaks. On either side of the lawn is a row of rectangular classroom buildings, and at the top is 
the quad with a marula tree sprouting amidst brick pavers, where students sit on benches under 
the tree’s wide sweeping green boughs. On the bricks around the students’ feet, the tree’s 
dropped round greenish-yellow fruit as offerings.
The buildings are the same color as the brick pavers—the color of South African red dirt. 
Everything on the campus is constructed to blend in with the environment—the wild, brown, and 
beige bush landscape that lies on the other side of the brick-paved parking lot. Each identical 
building holds two classrooms with green wooden doors swung open onto shaded porches. They 
have green tin roofs that don’t quite meet the tops of their brick walls, to let the smell of the bush 
float through the classrooms with the breeze. Leafy trees bend their branches overhead, scraping 
against tin as the sun creeps above the horizon with growing intensity.
Vertical bars line every window. To come onto campus, you pass through a security 
checkpoint— one gun-less guy standing between the wilderness of the school’s grounds and the 
wilderness of the cities of Nelspruit and White River outside.
When I reach the quad, my shoes create hollow sounds on the bricks, and my blue plaid 
skirt swings back and forth around my knees. I’m not used to wearing skirts—the lack of fabric 
between my thick thighs is disconcerting, and I feel like an overgrown child in the black lace­
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ups. I had insisted on these shoes though, sick of shopping for shoes in European sizes. Mom had 
rolled her eyes; these shoes are meant for boys.
I sit on a brick wall on the edge of the quad, letting the empty toes of my heavy leather 
shoes dangle onto the grass, and watch the crowd of teenagers gathering outside the round tin- 
roofed chapel. If Topaz is in their midst, she blends in with the other uniformed girls.
In my fantasies of my first day, I’ve been immediately noticed and approached as an 
exotic outsider, fawned over and asked question after question that test my intellectual prowess. 
But while I feel conspicuous here, I appear to be invisible.
The guys outside the chapel wear gray slacks and white button-up shirts. Some wear red 
and blue striped ties. The girls are dressed like me—plaid skirts, white button-up shirts, hair 
pulled back, fringe out of their eyes, all as the uniform guidelines mandate. But unlike me, 
they’re blurring the boundaries with smudges of makeup and a few dangling earrings. Their 
skirts are hemmed a few inches shorter than mine, and their white socks, instead of being folded 
down around their ankles, pulled up tight around their shins and calves, reaching towards their 
knees. One girl leans over and yanks on her socks, pulling them higher as she laughs and talks 
with another girl. It’s one subconscious, rebellious thought.
I look down at my own socks, sitting comfortably around my ankles, folded neatly at the 
line in the fabric, where it’s logically supposed to be folded. The uniform rules didn’t 
specifically say they couldn’t be pulled up, but they’re supposed to be “white ankle socks.” This 
instruction implies something doesn’t it? These girls are almost wearing knee-highs. My socks 
wouldn’t be able to reach that high, but I could try.
The girls heads roll on their necks as they laugh and joke with each other. If I do this one 
thing, maybe I can slip under the radar for one day as an observer. Never mind that they wear
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baby doll shoes with Velcro straps like girls are supposed to instead of the boats encasing my 
feet. I reach towards my socks, trying to look natural. The rule-follower Natalie and the socially- 
desperate Natalie fist fight in my head.
I’m half-way bent over, one hand on the folded-over elastic band of my right sock, when 
two girls approach me. “Are you new?” one of them says. I’ve been spotted.
“Yeah.” I feel my face heating up around the edges. My hands start sweating in the cool 
morning air. So much for sliding under the radar, but this is what I wanted, right? An 
interrogation?
The girl on the left has short blonde hair that almost touches her collar and a perfectly 
round face with green eyes. The other has dark hair, pulled back. Both of their skirts hang 
slightly above their skinny knees, as if they are part of their bodies.
“Where are you from?” the blonde one asks. Her inflection sounds syrupy, sliding over 
her r ’s like water.
One word and my accent has already given me away. I almost say Texas but stop myself, 
not aware if  they know specific states. Do I say America or the U.S. or the States? Why didn’t I 
work this out beforehand? “The U.S.,” I say, looking at my toes. How much do they assume 
about me already based on where I’m from?
“Oh really?” the dark-haired one says, enunciating the y at the end. They both stifle a
giggle.
“This is Cara. I’m Olivia,” says the blonde one, “What grade are you?”
Olivia. I study the girl, taking in the light smattering of freckles across her nose. For a 
brief moment, I see the Olivia I left behind in this Olivia’s bright green eyes. But then she’s 
gone, fading into this girl’s pupils, into a void I can’t reach.
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“Eleventh,” I say, hearing my disappointment at the lost Olivia sliding down my throat. I 
want to cry, but I remain calm. I can do this.
“Shame. W e’re grade tens. The grade elevens are over there,” Olivia says and points 
toward a cluster of foreboding-looking teenagers near the back of the crowd around the chapel 
doors. They look the smuggest of the whole group, relaxed in their uniforms and skin. Between 
Olivia and the throng of teenagers, I am suddenly very homesick.
“We could introduce you,” says Olivia helpfully. I panic. I’m not ready yet.
“No, no. That’s okay. Thanks though.”
The crowd begins to move through the chapel doors, and the two girls shrug. “Okay, 
well, cheers,” says Olivia. They sway toward the chapel, bumping shoulders and elbows— on 
purpose?— and giggling. I follow behind them and try to ignore my feet as they slap and clunk 
on the walkway.
The chapel is round and big enough to hold the entire school, grades 8 through 12, but 
only barely— around 450 students crammed shoulder to shoulder on the brick steps that encircle 
three-quarters of the auditorium, all the way down to the tile floor. The final quarter-chunk of the 
circle is taken up by a stage and a podium. I file in close to the top, trying to blend in with the 
grade 11s Olivia and Cara pointed out.
I take deep breaths. Watch. Wait. Follow the masses. Do what they do.
They stand quietly, staring down at the low stage. A few teachers and two students, the 
head boy and girl, stand near plastic chairs on the platform, while other teachers mill around the 
steps amongst the students. A large man with a crew cut of dark hair and a clean-shaven jaw
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made of steel emerges from a door to the right of the stage. He stands at the podium, looking 
more like a football player, a linebacker, than a headmaster.
“Good morning, school,” he says.
“Good morning, sir,” the entire chapel erupts around me, and I jump. Did anybody 
notice? I look to the teacher closest to me with short red-gray hair. Will I be in trouble for not 
saying the prescribed response? I imagine myself being dragged off to the headmaster’s office as 
soon as assembly is over. Nobody ever said anything back to the principal in Lufkin if he said 
good morning, I imagine myself protesting.
In unison, everyone sits, as if  by unspoken command. I follow suit, squishing myself 
between two other students. My hips feel too big for my body. I’ve forgotten about the skirt, so I 
also forget to smooth the fabric under me before sitting down, and I can feel the cold bricks grate 
against my bare thighs.
“Can you move your legs, please?” whispers the boy in front of me in a throaty accent— 
he must be Afrikaans.
My knees are in his back so I quickly pivot my body like the other girls around me, 
accidentally pressing my legs into the boy next to me, who gives me a look before turning his 
attention back to the headmaster.
*
I find myself waiting outside the counselor’s office with a cluster of other new grade 11s 
who, like me, have blank class schedules. After a tour of the school, we’ve all ended up here. 
Sheldon, Louise, Clare, Elaine, Danielle. I memorize their names with the sullen and false belief 
it will help me somehow. We stand in the shade of a small porch, but the sun rises higher by the
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minute, bouncing heat from the tin roof to the concrete and back again, passing through our 
bodies making our cheeks grow pink and my hands drip with sweat.
“W hat’s your name?” asks Clare. She’s leaning against a metal pole across from me with 
red hair and slight bags under her eyes. Like me, she’s not wearing makeup.
“Natalie.”
The five of them look at me with stumped looks.
“Sorry?” says Clare, like it’s a question.
“Nat-a-lie,” I say slowly, but they still look as if I’ve said something in a different 
language. “N-A-T-A-L-I-E,” I spell. This is ridiculous.
“Ohhhh,” says Clare, and the others nod with her. “Natalie.” It sounds like Na-tilly, 
instead of Nad-a-lee, the way I’ve always said it in my East Texas drawl. Over the years, the 
accent has become more subtle, but that twang is still wrapped stubbornly around my tongue.
The conversation with Clare is my first lesson in speaking like a South African. It will 
only take two more days of this same conversation on repeat with every student and teacher I 
come in contact with for me to conform, to learn to say my name correctly. It will take a few 
months for me to subconsciously change my identity to fit the new pronunciation. And it will 
take me years to realize that language and identity are intertwined.
I’m alone, standing in the middle of the Green again, in time for the last class period of 
the day. The classrooms aren’t numbered, not that it would help, because my newly printed 
schedule lists no numbers either. The school tour from earlier reverberates briefly in my head, 
but I only remember the assistant headmaster’s sagging cheeks flapping as he rattled off teacher 
names and subjects.
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A girl races across the Green. “Where’s the History classroom?” I shove my schedule in 
her face.
“There,” she says, pointing to her right and running off down the hill. I walk towards the 
classroom, hoping I picked the right one.
“Mrs. A.?” I ask, feeling sweat sliding down my temples. The teacher looks at me hard, 
sizing me up before nodding, and I quickly take an empty seat in front of a boy with a curly, 
white-boy fro named Chris.
Mrs. A. passes out yellow flattened folders and a metal contraption that looks somewhat 
like an enlarged brad from a manila envelope. I bumble with the thin cold steel, looking around 
while the other students put the folders together easily. My eyes mist over, but I grit my teeth 
against the tears. The task shouldn’t be this difficult.
“Do you need help?” asks a voice. A girl is standing in the aisle next to my desk. She has 
thin strawberry hair pulled out of her face; her cheekbones are high and covered in freckles, 
under her diamond-shaped eyes.
“Here,” she says, taking the yellow cardboard and fluidly pushing the two metal arms of 
the contraption through perforated holes on the folder. She folds the cardboard in half and hands 
it back to me as a complete file, ready to store two-holed papers.
“I’m Zuzka,” she says as she drifts off back to her seat before I can say thanks. Shiska, I 
think, like a shish kebab.
That night, I take off my skirt and shirt and hang them in the closet so I don’t have to 
look at them. I sit on the floor of the closet-sized shower and cry. The water beats a constant 
rhythm on my back as I press my eyes into my kneecaps and hug my shins. The V of my
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scraped-up thighs and stomach collects water, making loud smacking noises that echo around the 
tile walls of the bathroom. The waffle-print of the drain digs into one of my butt cheeks.
All I know is I like the way the hot tears mix with the hot water so I can’t tell the 
difference. This is the first time I’ve allowed myself to cry about being in South Africa.
I don’t want the skeptical people in Lufkin to be right, the ones who offered me their 
guest bedrooms. I don’t want my parents to be correct about my bluff of maturity, or to see 
through my tough determination. I grit my teeth. Even if Mom and Dad and all the doubters in 
Lufkin are right, they will never know about it.
Before my shower, I’d written a blog post that glossed over the details of my day. I 
laughed off having a blank schedule as part of being in a backwards country that seems to always 
be one step behind on everything. I mentioned Zuzka (spelling her name Shishka) but summed 
up the entire day saying, “I didn’t get much of a real experience.”
The statement was a lie.
And now I’m crying in the shower so my parents won’t hear me, so they won’t know that 
I want to go back to Lufkin, where people understand me when I say my own name, where I can 
wear jeans to school instead of plaid skirts. Nobody needs to know I want to go home.
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Round Two
Mom used to tell me about her first day as a new kid when her family moved from Casa 
Grande, Arizona to Denver when she was in high school. “My brother and sister and I showed up 
at school in our winter coats. Everybody else was in shorts.” I imagine Mom and her siblings 
swathed in puffy down, these shivering foreign desert babies.
Dad and I have never discussed his first day of work in Sabie, but sometimes I wonder if 
he dreaded going back on day two. Discussing it, even now, would be to admit how miserable I 
was at the prospect of another day at Penryn. Mom and I weren’t there—he had to face it alone. I 
do know acceptance didn’t come easily for him either. I learned much later, in a tangential 
conversation, that the Afrikaners didn’t want anything to do with Dad at first. But Mom never 
had a first-day-of-school or first-day-of-work type experience in South Africa as Dad and I did. 
She wasn’t thrown into our new home in a way that automatically drew people’s eyes to her.
Mom had ready-made friends in the Canadians. I think she liked them because they were 
something (sort-of) familiar in a strange place, and she never quite found her place in a group of 
South Africans, even after all the Canadians had crossed back over the Atlantic. I have blamed 
myself for her limited circle. She had to fetch me from school most afternoons that first year, 
eliminating the time she could have spent making other friends. But I know that’s only partly 
true. Her outward fa9 ade of being ready to leave Lufkin was for me and Dad. Lufkin had become 
home for her. I think part of her didn’t want to figure out how to forge a new temporary home— 
Dad’s original contract was only for two years. So while Dad and I were struggling to assert our 
places in school and work, Mom was at the house cooking dinner, waiting to hear about our days 
out in the world.
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On the morning of my second day of school, Dad and I stand waiting for Mrs. H. in the 
driveway. Fog seeps up from the gorge, skirting the red boulders strewn with birdseed. A dozen 
ibises stroll across the grass. I turn away, facing the closed green gate and the black pavement of 
the street. Mrs. H. is late.
The carpool with the other Penryn high school kids from Sabie—the one Topaz is in—is 
full, so instead, Mrs. H. will pick me up at a quarter after six. She works at Penryn, and she’ll 
teach my Business Economics class. I’ll ride with her and her kids every day to school and home 
again on the days I don’t have to stay late for field hockey practice.
“Are you ready?”
I shrug and yawn. I didn’t sleep much. He wants to know more about what happened 
yesterday, wants to slurp up my cultural perceptions. While he, like Mom, would listen 
attentively to my troubles and fears, we are incapable of broaching the subject. We stick to the 
surface, where things don’t have to be personal. Dad likes insights, not feelings. He wants to 
know what I think about something in the newspaper, or he wants to learn about how playing the 
piano works, or even how I interpret certain people’s actions. But he doesn’t want to know about 
my relationships with boys, or about problems I have with Olivia and other friends, or about my 
internal melancholy. He would be embarrassed discussing these subjects. And so would I. I’m 
not sure what he would do with the knowledge of my emotions. Finally, I have to protect him 
from my innermost thoughts. He and Mom can never know what I’m feeling—it would cause 
them too much guilt, even pain.
Mrs. H. pulls up in her silver car. She has round glasses that sit on top of her red round 
cheeks. Dad opens the gate with his remote control, and I slide into the backseat with her two
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boys aged seven and five. Her ten-year-old daughter, Jessica, sits in the front seat looking 
entitled, a long blonde ponytail riding down the back of her light blue school shirt.
Dad tries to hand Mrs. H. an envelope filled with Rand through the open driver’s 
window. “No, no, no,” says Mrs. H., waving it away and shifting the car into gear. Dad looks 
embarrassed but slips the envelope back into his pocket as we drive away.
Mrs. H. speaks in a high-pitched Afrikaans accent and punctuates most of her sentences 
with “Okay” as if it’s a question and stretching out the middle of the word—“O-kaw-ee?” Jessica 
sings off-key to the same Afrikaans, Kurt Daren song over and over while Christiaan and Carl 
bicker on the seat next to me.
O, ek wil huistoe gaan, na mamma toe. Die rivier is vol, my trane rol.
I don’t know what the words mean, but I will be able to sing along in Afrikaans by the 
time Mrs. H. moves to White River and I have to find a new ride to school six months from now. 
Mrs. H. blares the music as loud as she can to drown out Christiaan and Carl’s fighting. I press 
myself against the door, block out the noise, sinking deeper and deeper into my own thoughts 
until I’m no longer aware of my surroundings, or even my body. I have cut myself off from the 
world, seeking comfort in the depths of where I believe my soul is.
The car slides into a curve, Christiaan’s body leans against me as the sun breaks through 
a cloud of fog in streaks, painting a wide valley in a rainbow of deep pastels. I rest my forehead 
on the cool glass and will myself to become part of the streaks of sunlight, to burn out into the 
horizon never to be seen again.
*
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Outside the English classroom, I stand a few feet apart from a line of grumbling grade 
elevens. The morning is cool and foggy— a cruel fa9 ade for the heat that will saturate the air later 
in the afternoon. It still stumps me that it is January and not July.
As we file into the room, my plaid skirt tickles the tops of my knees, and the concrete 
floor is the color of rust red dirt. I want to be noticed, not seen, so I bite my lip and focus on the 
blotchy red of the concrete.
The desks are in a boxy U-shape facing the front of the classroom, forcing me to parade 
in front of every student already seated, looking for an empty desk next to someone who looks 
friendly while not making eye contact with anyone. They are all in clumps, a group of boys who 
look like trouble— dark eyes, un-tucked shirts—in one corner, a group of gossipy-looking girls, 
heads close together whispering and giggling in another strip of desks. My schedule says we 
didn’t have English yesterday, so I don’t understand why they all look as if  they have assigned 
seats. I wish somebody would rescue me.
I walk past a group of boys and eye them as discreetly as I dare. The curly-haired one on 
the end is tall and talks in a British-sounding accent like Topaz, but more elegant. Next to him is 
a quiet boy with tanned skin and dark ruffled hair— sexy and out of my league.
Third in line is a boy with see-through, piercing azure eyes. He has lanky limbs, elbows 
that stick out awkwardly, and a squared-off jaw, but it’s his eyes that force me to forget where I 
am, what I’m supposed to be doing. He turns away from his friends and looks at me. Perhaps he 
felt my gaze. I blush and spin on my heel feeling like a spooked squirrel, as I would have felt at 
any moment if a cop car had suddenly pulled up at the Spot with Olivia, Beth, and I on the hood 
of the car. My heart pounds, it’s hard to breathe— all signs of paranoia that no one but Olivia 
and Beth would acknowledge.
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I’m the only student still standing. I pull my shoulder bag with me around the U of desks, 
tripping over chair legs and my shoes. I fall into a seat on a corner next to two quiet, slender 
girls—both have flawless, slicked-back ponytails that curl in spirals naturally down their backs. 
Their pads of paper sit in front of them neatly squared off on the desk, their pencil boxes open, 
proudly exhibiting an organized mish-mash of supplies. They barely look at me out of the 
corners of their eyes— a twin set of cobra eyes sizing me up, ready to strike.
My shoes scuff-clunk on the concrete, and my pencils rattle as I clumsily pull them out of 
my bag, which keeps falling over and involuntarily sending notebooks sliding across the gritty 
concrete floor. My face burns, and I’m sweating. My body is preparing wet hoops under my 
armpits on the white button-up shirt, while sweat trickles down the insides of my thighs. The 
desk wobbles on its legs, clunking against the concrete floor every time I move.
At the front of the classroom a blonde woman in a long, flowing skirt clears her throat. 
She sits cross-legged on top of a desk, blue eyes bulging out of her thin face. She calls roll 
slowly, looking at every person directly before moving on.
“Present,” says the boy with the blue eyes, his voice lilting cheerfully, politely. His name 
is Louis. Louis Bothmas.
I have to force myself to take in other names. I want to remember them all, so I can show 
them I’m making a sincere effort later. “You ’re Gail, right? ” I imagine saying after class, and 
the second girl of the ponytail crew next to me will look surprised. The scene works out perfectly 
in my fantasies.
When the teacher calls my name, I hear myself mumble, “Here,” and my voice sounds 
harsh, a bark compared to everyone else’s glissading r’s. All twenty students in the class look at 
me. I sense their thoughts pounding against my sweaty temples, fluttering at the edge of my too-
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long skirt, noticing my too-big butt, my too-round, American face, speculating my not-quite-tall- 
enough white socks, scoffing at my too-big-for-me-ugly black shoes. I keep my eyes on the desk, 
wait. Then it’s over; she’s called somebody else’s name, and I gasp deeply, clutching the pleats 
of my skirt to wipe away sweat from my palms.
The teacher talks softly, almost in a whisper, and I lean closer to hear her. My stomach is 
pressed against one edge of the desk while my clammy hands grip the opposite edge.
“I’m Mrs. Garratt,” she says, “As you may know, this is my first year at Penryn.”
New like me. I look around at the other students—they’re squinting at her like hungry 
vultures. Their shoulders are all set at parallel lines with their desks in their ironed, white shirts, a 
perfect U of impeccable postures leaking out judgmental animosity. They wait. I look back at the 
petite woman at the front of the class, the sweet delicate curves of her face. They’re going to 
destroy her.
“I want to learn from you about Penryn, and I have full confidence I can help prepare you 
for your matric exam next year,” she continues. The students are stone-faced, daring her. She 
clears her throat—the only sign she even notices their glares.
“W e’ll be reading Romeo and Juliet first,” and she fake swoons. I giggle— she’s the 
complete opposite of my cynical English teacher back in Lufkin—but I’m the only one.
As she continues to talk about what else w e’ll cover this year, some of the students’ 
shoulders begin to soften. She’s winning them over somehow, her soft voice soothing them into 
complicity.
At the end of the class, I turn to the two cobra-eyed girls next to me, pushing aside 
anxiety about my American accent. “Hey-I’m-Natalie-I’m new-From-America-What-are-your- 
names-again?” even though I know their names are Carmen and Gail.
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One beat, two beats of excruciating silence.
“I’m Carmen,” the one closest to me says without looking at me. If she weren’t dressed in 
a uniform, she’d be one of the preppy girls in Lufkin. One of the rich girls who wore too much 
makeup and whose American Eagle jeans draped across their thin hips. The girls who drank on 
the weekends in the woods with their preppy male counterparts. Carmen is sizing me up too. She 
sees nerd. She sees slightly overweight foreign girl, who is probably obnoxious. She sees 
someone who isn’t worth her time.
Gail remains focused on the desk as she stacks her books together in precise movements. 
She has a large beauty mark on her forehead, and her lips are pulled together in a scowl. Yet, my 
instinct says she may be friendlier than Carmen. Behind her steely exterior, she is not a preppy 
girl. I take another breath and try to slow down.
“It’s kind of crazy to me that y’all don’t have room numbers. I’m so lost. Can, can you 
tell me where my Biology class is?” I hold my schedule out to them.
Carmen half-rolls her eyes in a way that says I’m meant to see it as she shoves her large 
binder, or Lever Arch File, into her bag. Gail huffs and takes my schedule. She blurts out words 
in a whispered, clipped British-South African accent. “Up in the science quad, far right corner,” 
she says and points out the window to the left.
“Thanks Gail.” But she doesn’t look at me in surprise. Her gold-brown eyes flash fiercely 
as she turns and walks out the door, her long skinny legs running away from me as fast as she 
can go.
It’s afternoon hot in the final class of the day. I sit in the back row of Business 
Economics, my legs sticking to the plastic chair. I chose to take B.E. instead of math because the
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counselor pronounced it “maths” and even though I’d been taking calculus in Lufkin, I wasn’t 
sure about math being plural.
I watch as Mrs. H. attempts to take charge of her new students who are acting like 
predators again. Like Mrs. Garratt and me, Mrs. H. is new to Penryn. Her forehead glistens with 
sweat, and her voice is ear-hurting high-pitched, trembling with nerves. I scribble in one of my 
notebooks as she lectures about public relations, wanting to prove myself studious since I have to 
ride in a car with her every day. Mrs. H. is explaining something at the front of the class, writing 
down key words on the board and reading from her notes when disaster strikes.
“M a’am, this isn’t how our old teacher did things,” says a girl in the front row, 
interrupting Mrs. H. in mid-sentence.
Mrs. H. looks at the girl through narrowed eyes, her cheeks growing blotchy pink spots 
by the second. I slink down, not knowing who to be more embarrassed for—Mrs. H. or my 
classmates— as they begin what will be a year-long battle.
“Ja ,” says a preppy looking boy with perfectly styled blonde hair, “Mrs. Smith always 
put the notes on the board for us to copy.”
Mrs. H. looks flustered and angry. The other students are muttering too, staring at Mrs.
H. and daring her to react. Their eyes are fierce, beady.
“Look, hey, I’m not Mrs. Smith,” she says, her voice somehow an octave higher and 
twice as loud, “Now please be quiet. O-kaw-ee, then.”
But the students will not be quiet. They keep talking back for the next forty-five minutes 
until Mrs. H. is completely red in the face, sweat sliding visibly down her temples. She is 
drowning on stage saying “Sis man, I’m talking now,” over and over while the class dissolves
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into complete anarchy. Students sit sideways in their chairs, mussing up their hair in mediocre 
acts of defiance, and the ones who aren’t directly arguing with Mrs. H. talk to each other.
“Jared, how was your holiday?”
“Bloody brilliant, Vinny, hey. Yours?”
Mrs. H. doesn’t appear to know where to begin to gain control. I’m an overly sympathetic 
observer. My face is bright red and I’m sweating too. I don’t understand how these kids could be 
so ill-adapted to the idea of something, or someone, new. And I don’t understand why docile, 
lilting-voiced Mrs. Garratt won the battle before it even started while Mrs. H., a strong-willed 
Afrikaner woman, is letting them rage against her, pestering like woodpeckers at an open wound.
On the way home from school, Mrs. H. vents to me in the car. She’s forced a disgruntled 
and territory-encroached Jessica into the backseat with the boys and is ignoring their bickering. I 
am forced to be her ally here, and part of me is, but the other part of me is also glad no other 
grade 11s are in the car to watch me become Mrs. H .’s confidante.
“Jo, class today,” she says, shaking her head, “what do you think?”
“They seem rather spoiled, honestly,” I say.
She nods. “Ja, I agree completely. They must learn about change.”
She pulls into a petrol station on the corner of the road that leads to Sabie, and while the 
attendant pumps gas, she goes into the convenience store. She reemerges holding a bag full of 
candy bars. “Have you had a BarOne yet?” she asks.
“No, ma’am,” I say.
“Ek se, it is the best thing. Ever. You’ll only find it here in South Africa, and you will 
never have anything like it.” She tears the wrapper and takes a bite. “It will fix all your 
problems,” she says through a mouthful of chocolate and caramel.
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She hands me a chocolate bar wrapped in black paper with red letters trimmed in yellow. 
As she accelerates up the road to Sabie, the layers melt in my mouth, rich milk chocolate with 
tangles of creamy caramel wrapping around my tongue, overwhelming my senses.
“Not like your American candy bars, hey?” she says, and I shake my head.
The day dissolves away. Mrs. H. and I leave our Penryn nightmares behind us and zoom 
up the side of the mountain at top speed. She blares Afrikaans music and zips around curves, 
shifting gears with her left hand, her BarOne stuck between her teeth.
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English Lesson
The Geography classroom with its high ceilings sits in direct sunlight with no beechwood 
or green-trunked fever trees to shade the corrugated tin roof. The industrial fans are whirring at 
high speed creating a tornado of artificial wind. My ponytail tickles the back of my neck, and I 
have to hold my paper down with my left elbow while I write so it won’t fly away. My sweaty 
hand blurs the blue lines on the paper.
When the teacher asked me if I’d taken Geography before, I told her yes, thinking of my 
ninth grade class in Lufkin in which we looked at maps of the continents and placed countries in 
color-coded categories based on cultures, religions, industries, and natural resources. I’ve 
quickly learned that is not what Geography is here. We talk about weather pressure systems and 
different types of rocks and rivers.
The last part of the class is devoted to mapwork, when we attempt to study elevations and 
magnetic bearings and land uses. I’m afraid to raise my hand to tell the teacher I’m confused.
I’m not used to feeling lost in a classroom. I’ve never been socially adept, but I have always 
done well in school. While the in-between times like lunch breaks have often been torturous, the 
second I sit behind a desk I can always relax. I earn As. That’s what I do. So instead of asking 
for help, I convince myself that somehow Geography will sort itself out; somehow I’ll scrape an 
A, or at least a B, and it’s only the second week. I shield my mapwork paper with my body and 
pencil box. I don’t want Alison, who sits next to me, or Bianca in the row behind to see. I’m 
embarrassed, worried they’ll know I’m a fraud, or worse, dumb.
It’s close to the end of class when we’re all finishing our work that the teacher steps out 
of the room for a few minutes. As soon as she’s gone, Bianca taps me on the shoulder and says, 
“Have you learnt any South African words yet?”
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I’m not sure what she’s talking about, so I say no.
“I’ll teach you.” She grins mischievously.
“Ohhhh, ja, that sounds fun,” says Alison, bouncing in her seat, overexcited, her rosy 
round Irish cheeks beaming.
I look back and forth between them and think of my brother who used to play soccer on 
the Mexican league team in Lufkin and got thrown yellow cards in his high school games 
because he repeated Spanish slang words and never bothered to learn what they meant. I wonder 
if Alison and Bianca can be trusted.
“Hmmm, let’s see,” says Bianca, “of course there’s ja .”
“Ja, ja, ja ,'” says Alison.
“I’ve heard that. But I don’t know what it means,” I say.
“It’s Afrikaans for yes, but everybody says it,” Bianca says shrugging.
I laugh and say, “I thought everybody was saying ‘y’all’ all the time. I’ve been so 
confused.”
This conversation is what I’ve been waiting for. This warmth in my stomach is what 
making friends feels like.
“Y ’all,” says Alison, testing the word, “W hat’s that?”
“Y ’all. It’s you plural. Like ‘you guys’.”
Alison giggles and rolls the word around in her mouth, repeating it over and over in a 
high-pitched voice, as she tries to mimic my accent. She stretches out the middle of the word and 
puts emphasis on the l’s that would normally disappear in her regular speech. It sounds funny 
coming out of her, and I grin at her.
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I flashback to the first night Olivia and I showed up unannounced at Beth’s house to take 
her to Starbucks. Beth didn’t know what we were doing there, didn’t know that Olivia and I had 
privately agreed to pull her into our circle. But there was a moment while the three of us sat on 
the front porch of the coffee house that I knew it was going to work. Beth was giggling 
uncontrollably, like Alison is now.
Bianca is unconcerned with learning any new words and is instead determined to find a 
word I haven’t heard yet. “What about lekker?”
I shake my head, not even sure what she said, and she puts on a dignified face. “You 
know. Like, ‘That’s lekker.’” Her description is entirely not helpful, but I hear the word better. 
The r at the end of the word keeps disappearing into an invisible mist, glossed over but somehow 
still there.
“What are you even saying?” I ask, then immediately regret my tone. Be nice.
“Lekker, like lacquer,” she says and holds up her hand and mimes spraying a can into the 
heat-saturated air of the classroom.
“Oh, you mean spray paint?” I say.
“No! That’s how you say it, lekker. It means, umm, something like awesome.”
“Nice! Cool!” chirps Alison, and Bianca nods.
“Lekker,” I say and hope I pronounced it right.
Every day I learn a new word, or how to say a familiar word in an unfamiliar way, and 
my tongue bends in shapes it’s never been in before. When my name is called during roll, my 
voice has already started to rise on the last syllable of “here,” to give it a British-South African 
inflection, the r disappearing before it is even spoken. It surprised me the first time—I didn’t
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expect things to change so quickly. The word felt alien, rolling around in my mouth, and I tried 
to change it back to normal in the middle of it. Already, normal is slipping away from me.
“Y ’all,” drawls Alison and giggles. Alison could be the key; maybe she and I can make 
friendship work.
Before Bianca can think of any other words to bestow on her eager student, the teacher 
returns and we pack our things to head home. Alison and Bianca walk out of the room in front of 
me, traipsing off across the Green, already completely forgetting my existence. Alison’s hips 
sway playfully as she walks or rather, hops away while Bianca remains dignified, hips and nose 
facing straight ahead, not looking back.
We are not friends.
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In the Silence
Mom was forced into the South African world in other ways, as our family’s personal 
assistant, setting up my carpool with Mrs. H., and trying to figure out our internet, banking, cell 
phone, and moving expense report situation. While I was at school and Dad at work, she spent 
hours on the phone with different institutions.
“We can set it up just now,” the internet company told her over and over again.
“What does ‘just now’ even mean?” Mom asked at dinner.
“It doesn’t mean what you think it means,” Dad said, chuckling. He loved everything
new.
“Ja, it’s definitely not ‘now,’” I said, shoveling food into my mouth.
“Ja? ” Dad said, looking at me. I shrugged back and laughed.
“Well, I figured that much,” Mom said, ‘”They eventually told me two weeks.”
It took four weeks and many more phone calls of “now, nows,” another term that 
stumped us. Between phone calls, she dealt with Fanny the gardener who kept asking to borrow 
money and had conversations with Glory where they only understood half of what the other was 
saying. Perhaps more than Dad and I, Mom was compelled to step into the shoes of trying to be a 
South African. I could at least plead ignorance when desperate, could keep my head down, try to 
stay on the outskirts of recognition. Mom was thrown into the mix, forced to communicate and 
learn how to accomplish tasks. In my new world, I could keep silent if  I wished, wait for the
others to approach me, and for the most part, I did.
*
Some of the grade 11s completely ignore my presence, turn their backs to my newness 
and remain that way, unthreatened, uninterested. Others sniff me out to see if I’m dangerous or
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not, or perhaps to see if they have a legitimate reason to hate me. They’re curious but also wary, 
giving me sideways glances and nudging me to see if I coil into strike pose. They saunter in one 
or two at a time, asking questions, then back away again to watch from a distance. Or if they’re 
dissatisfied, they completely forget that I exist afterwards, turning their noses to face the sun. 
Some hang around for a few days or weeks, testing me. But none of them sticks.
In classes, I sit huddled over my desk, think more about the way my thighs stick to the 
chair under my skirt than the teacher; I worry about leaving wet butt prints on slick plastic. The 
students around me draw a well-trained straight line with rulers under their headings and another 
down the right hand side of the page, an inch from the paper-cut edge. Their notes are contained 
by a neat box of blue or black ink.
One day in English, I ask Gail, “Are you turning those in?” She writes a neat, underlined 
heading in her notebook. I look down at my own notebook, worried the teacher will see my 
doodles and scribbles in the margins. I’ve never been good with rulers. I could draw a straighter 
line without one—the straight edge always slips out of my control.
“No,” Gail says, huffing and rolling her eyes over an apparently stupid question. She tires 
of my questions easily, but I ask them anyway because I don’t know who else to ask. I’ve 
watched and listened from a distance and have noticed she and Carmen aren’t close friends; they 
only take dance lessons together. Gail is simply quiet. She stands with the other grade 11 girls at 
break but nibbles on her sandwich separate from the louder group.
I gesture at her ruler and ask, “Then why do you do that?”
This question doesn’t deserve a response because she goes back to writing the date in 
perfect penmanship. The weeks go by and somehow neatness starts to become synonymous with 
clever, their word for smart, but better. I want to be clever, so I start drawing crooked lines with
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my own ruler in order to not look so sloppy. I stop doodling Louis’s name in the margins of my 
notes. But nobody notices. Not even Gail.
I pull my socks up as high as they will go, un-tuck my shirt to the point where the edges 
barely stay within the waistband of my skirt. Mom could only hem the skirt so much because it’s 
shorter in the back than the front due to my large butt, but it’s at least above my knees now. I 
don’t like the way the pleats gape open as they heave over my wide hips. They’re wide V-shaped 
rivers, the seams stretching to contain what’s underneath. Gail and the other girls’ skirts hang 
straight, their pleats smooth veins over their non-existent hips. I’ve never liked the way my hips 
and butt make clothes fit differently—I’ve been called “Ghetto Booty” since I was twelve—but 
here, I’m more aware of my posterior than ever before. They’re all so skinny.
I introduce myself as “Na-tilly,” even though I hate the way the T feels against my teeth, 
distinct and biting, as if  it’s chopping my name in half. Sometimes I write words with s’s instead 
of z ’s or c’s, like organisation and practise, or put u ’s after o ’s, as in labour. I’m afraid of 
teachers taking points off for my American spellings, and I’m somewhat convinced that if  I spell 
like everybody else, other things they do will be more intelligible. Other times I refuse to change 
my American spellings out of pure stubbornness.
I tell myself these sacrifices are necessary, that I’m not changing who I am, not really. 
The uniformed masses ignore each tweak in my appearance or language. They don’t realize or 
acknowledge that I’ve altered anything at all, and I wonder if I can do anything to please them.
Now I wonder why I wanted so badly to please them in the first place.
Between class periods, I march lopsided to class with my brown shoulder bag thrown 
awkwardly on my shoulder, my classmates all around me, walking in the same direction. They 
don’t talk to me. I watch them closely out of the corners of my eyes. Louis’s narrow frame
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rushes ahead of me, off to class. He moves so fast, his torso bent almost parallel with the ground. 
He’s gliding and eager for more school, completely ignorant of me.
I’m too afraid to check to see if  anybody is watching me. I feel tingly on the back of my 
neck, drizzled in goose bumps as if a spider had crawled across my wrist, and I’m hotheaded as 
if I were standing under a smoldering spotlight. I think these shoes force me to walk funny and 
my thighs are sticking together with sweat with each step under my plaid skirt. I can already feel 
them chafing, but I don’t want to hobble so that my legs won’t touch. Maybe they are curious 
what I’m thinking about, or they think I’m odd because I’m walking alone, because I’m keeping 
to myself. I wonder if they know that I don’t want to be intrusive—I’ve always been the type to 
wait for an invitation. Olivia understood that.
While I walk I pretend I’m sending text messages on my phone— I have only my parents’ 
numbers in my contact list—to look like I’m occupied with something other than their gaze. I 
type out messages like “I miss you” or “This uniform sucks,” which are never sent. Straightening 
my face into an unreadable expression, I convince myself it doesn’t matter if  my classmates talk 
to me or not.
It’s so much easier to sink away from the world when I’m in Mrs. H .’s car. So much 
easier to dive into the abyss of forgetting myself. At school, when I’m surrounded by people, the 
anxiety finds me.
“Just hit on one of those boys over there. What do you have to lose?” asks a voice that 
sounds vaguely like Olivia.
“What if the boy I choose to hit on has a girlfriend? I don’t need any enemies,” another 
voice argues back. Perhaps it’s me, under thick foggy layers of uncertainty.
“Psh. Whatever,” says Olivia.
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“It’s not that easy.”
“You are the most cowardly, most socially inept person in the world,” says a Third 
Voice, which sounds like my older brother, but also me, a deeply hidden and deeply truthful 
version of myself.
“It’s the other American girl. The Florida girl. That’s what’s holding me back. They’ve 
stereotyped me because of her.”
“That’s bullshit and you know it. You’re such a baby,” says the Third Voice.
“Prove them wrong,” Olivia chimes in.
“You’re afraid,” the Third Voice says. Flat-toned. Bored.
“I have a right to be.”
“They won’t bite,” says Olivia.
But the Third Voice takes over my mind, spraying his poison into every crevice of 
thought. The students in my immediate vicinity sprout fangs and bloodshot eyes. Their shoulders 
hunch over in their white shirts, and they grow sharp claws out of their fingertips. Forked 
tongues lick thin lips, sizing up my meaty self.
I shake my head, force the voices into a dark cavern. They are far from being silenced, 
but they’re at least on low volume. The students around me return to student form. They’re not 
paying attention to me at all. They’re talking to each other or sending texts to real people. I’m 
invisible.
“Of course you are,” murmurs the Third Voice, “I wouldn’t talk to you either if  I were
them.”
“I know.”
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The Only American
During breaks at school, I sometimes sit with a German exchange student named Tabea, 
who talks like her tongue is too big for her mouth, and whose skirt hangs past her knees in baggy 
drapes. I’m not sure how we became pseudo-friends, other than that we are both outsiders. We 
eat our lunches together, mostly in silence, occasionally talking about German or American 
schooling.
“We have twelve subjects that are compulsory in Germany,” she says. What she means 
is, Penryn is easy for her. “I am used to more, uh,” she pauses to pull out her electronic German- 
English dictionary. She punches in buttons and then says, “Rigorous.”
“Some school stuff is more difficult for me here,” I tell her. “We mostly had multiple 
choice tests, not written exams.” She’s also the only person I’ve told about my doing double 
school, taking correspondence classes to finish my American diploma while I’m going to Penryn 
because I want to go to college at the same time as my classmates in Lufkin. For me, starting 11th 
grade over again here was somewhat of an annoyance; I feel I’m being held in place while my 
old classmates in Lufkin surge forward. However, I don’t want the other Penryn students to 
know about my correspondence work. I’m afraid they will wonder if I think I’m too good for 
them. I only told Tabea because I wanted to impress her; I feel as if  I have to prove my 
intelligence to her.
“I will have to start grade 11 over for the third time when I go back to Germany,” she
says.
Tabea is more accepted by the other students because she lives with the Head Girl’s 
family. It’s obvious the Head Girl finds Tabea strange, but she’s somehow secured Tabea a space 
in a social circle that Tabea has chosen not to join. Instead she sits with me in the sun on the big
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brick steps just below where the other grade 11s talk and laugh with each other. They stand in 
the shade of the English classrooms, leaning against the wall separating the classrooms from the 
Green and Tabea and me.
After our short conversations, Tabea hunches over and reads her book, and I sit quietly, 
afraid to do the same because I’ve heard whisperings of how the other students think Tabea is 
weird. While I’m grateful for her friendship, I don’t want to be too closely associated. I wonder 
what they say about me in whispers, if  Tabea hears things I don’t. I know I can’t ask her because 
what people think is not something Tabea cares about. My uncertainty will not impress her.
There is an unspoken hierarchical system, the grade levels working their way up the 
Green with the prized location being under the marula tree with its sprawling limbs heavy with 
tart fruit. The couple of times I’ve ventured over to talk to Topaz near the maths classrooms, her 
fellow grade 10s looked at me as if I’d crossed a boundary line, so I’ve stopped going across the 
Green and instead sit with Tabea in no-man’s-land and watch all the students, regardless of 
grade, move easily in their respective eating locations. I try to look nonchalant, in case someone 
from the mob of grade 11s decides to be extraordinarily friendly or curious today.
It’s Louis’s birthday, and he has green ribbons tied around his arms and neck, laughing 
with his pack of guys at the end of the English block porch. They bring lawn chairs and eat their 
lunches in a clubhouse, no-girls-allowed kind of way. Only Thandi, Garth’s girlfriend is 
permitted trespassing rights occasionally.
I watch the pack of guys, Louis at its center. He’s found a refrigerator-sized box, and the 
guys place it over Louis’s head. His blonde head barely peeks over the top edge of the box, while 
his black shoes protrude from the bottom—he’s an overlarge, awkward birthday present, ribbons 
and all. He emerges from behind the wall and skips across the Green, bouncing awkwardly in his
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limited mobility. About half way across, he goes sprawling head-first across the grass in slow 
motion, his arms trapped inside the box unable to break his fall. H e’s gained the attention of the 
entire school as he clambers out of his box, bowing and grinning as if he meant to take the 
tumble. I laugh, and nudge Tabea with my elbow, but she’s too busy reading.
Angela, a short grade 11 with dark brown hair, separates herself from her friends and 
walks over to take a seat on the step above Tabea and me.
“You’re from America, hey?” Angela says. While we’ve never spoken, I know from 
history class that she has a loud, rip-roaring opinion of America. W e’re studying World War I 
and II, and everything from the attacks on Pearl Harbor to the dropping of the atomic bombs is 
an American conspiracy to her.
I nod my head slowly, uncertain of where she is going with this lead-in. Sometimes in 
history, I feel her anti-American sentiments are aimed directly at me.
“Are your parents missionaries?”
“No,” I say, eager to distinguish myself from the other American girl. I’ve learned in the 
past few weeks from off-hand comments that the girl from Florida, who used to go to Penryn, 
was not well-liked. I’ve heard she was a missionary kid and obnoxious, that she was loud and 
talked too much. I’ve heard she was always talking about the way things were in America, as if 
America were better than South Africa. I’m determined to be different from her.
In some ways, my time at Penryn has already become a task of reclaiming an opinion 
about America that could be construed as positive. I want to do well in classes so they don’t 
think I’m dumb; I want to show them not all American girls are obnoxious know-it-alls. But I 
also don’t want to separate myself from my home altogether. I can’t change what color my 
passport is.
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“Do you like George Bush?” Angela asks through narrowed eyes.
Tabea looks up briefly from her book, then pivots away from us. She will listen, but she 
doesn’t want to contribute to the conversation. I want to melt into the brick steps and become 
invisible again. I know what answer I’m supposed to give Angela, but I don’t want to agree with 
her for the sake of having her like me.
I know George Bush is president and somewhat unpopular at the moment, but I’m not 
sure how I feel about him. I don’t even have Mom or Dad’s opinion to fall back on—political 
sentiments are among the subjects we don’t talk about.
“I don’t know honestly. I don’t have much of an opinion.”
“Hmmmm,” she says, shaking her head, “I hate George Bush.”
“Why?”
She looks me up and down, then rattles off a long list of things Bush has done which she 
has deemed atrocious. She definitely knows more than I do, but I don’t let my ignorance show. 
Then she looks at me and says, “Why are Americans so patriotic?”
I look at my toes. I’ve never thought about it before. At this moment, I start to recognize 
the lack of patriotism in my surroundings. Months from now, at a school rugby game, I’ll notice 
that almost nobody sings along with the South African national anthem, that many of my 
classmates don’t appear to know all the words. The slogan “Proudly South African” is plastered 
on products made here, but the phrase doesn’t appear to carry much weight. Yet I don’t want to 
offend Angela, almost want her as a friend, as I become more and more determined to prove I’m 
not like the girl from Florida.
“I guess w e’re taught in school from a young age to be that way.”
“So you’ve been brainwashed, hey?”
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“I wouldn’t call it that. I don’t know how to explain it.”
She nods her head, contemplating my answer.
“Do you hate everything American?” I ask.
“Yes,” she says without hesitating, and I feel earthworms inching up my esophagus. I’ve 
never been knowingly hated before, especially over something that I can’t control. It’s unfair. I 
haven’t even been given a chance to prove myself.
I look up at the rest of the grade 11s laughing and eating their lunches in the shade and 
wonder if Angela’s opinion represents the whole. If I have been shoved into a category based on 
the girl from Florida or even based on the country where I happened to have grown up, which 
happens to be the same place that produced Mean Girls—the film in which Lindsey Lohan plays 
an American teenager who grew up in Africa and returns to high school in America only to be 
blindsided by antagonistic, hyperbolic versions of teenage cliques.
“Was your school like that?” they’ve asked me.
“There are cliques, yes, but not that extreme,” I’ve told them. What I don’t tell kids here 
is that Penryn, for me, has been more like the school in Mean Girls than Lufkin High School 
ever was.
I recognize now that these first few weeks at Penryn and this moment with Angela in 
particular is the closest I’ve ever been to feeling ‘othered.’ As a middle class white person, the 
only way I could possibly be more majority would be if I were male. But in South Africa, I was a 
minority for the first and only time in my life. Penryn, as a private school, was an uneven 
representation of the country— almost half black, half white. There in that microcosm of South 
Africa, on the hill separated from the rest of the country by wild bush, nationality mattered more 
than skin color. While most of the other students were born and grew up in South Africa and
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called themselves South Africans, they also identified as Afrikaner, Zulu, Polish, Indian, British, 
Mozambican, Swazi. In Angela’s case— Greek. Perhaps the heightened cultural-attributed sense 
of identity around me is why my being an American was suddenly more important than it had 
ever been.
In the moment with Angela, I feel inclined to invalidate my classmates’ collective 
opinion of my nationalistic identity. The sun beats down on my head, and I sense Angela 
scrutinizing me. “Well I hope I can change your mind,” I say quietly and give her the most 
mischievous grin I can muster. She breaks into a smile, stands, and picks up her bag. Everybody 
is heading to class.
“You’re all right, hey,” she says over her shoulder as she leaps up the brick steps.
On the way home, Mom and I sing along to Pat Green songs from the mix CD I’ve made 
for our daily 40-minute car rides. I let my Texas accent come out, “well from way up where the 
Red River flows, on down to the Rio Grande, I was born a native Texican, and I'm proud to say 
that I am.”
Mom laughs as she shifts to a lower gear to ascend a steep hill on the mountain road that 
will take us home to Sabie, home to the garden and my room with its smiling face picture- 
burdened walls and my bed’s soft blue comforter. Every curve in the road takes us farther away 
from the hot valley where Penryn nestles in between Nelspruit and White River. Every hill takes 
us higher into the mountains. My ears pop and tingle as we race up the highway, and with every 
pop, I feel my shoulders relax a little more.
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In Sabie, we pull into the grocery store parking lot to grab a few things. As soon as we 
step out of the car, Mom’s greeted by a small black boy of about seven dressed in a stained red 
T-shirt. He’s barefoot on the hot black pavement, and the whites of his eyes look yellow.
“M a’am, can I watch your car?” he says.
Mom clutches her purse to her side and doesn’t look at him but nods her head as we walk 
past the child and into the store. She hasn’t learned how to say no yet.
When we emerge from the store, the little boy, who is sitting on a curb with a few other 
young boys, runs across the parking lot holding a small grimy palm out to Mom. Mom digs in 
her purse and shoves a handful of brown money—the almost useless pennies and cents we 
receive as change from stores, but nobody uses as actual money because they’re worth so little.
“Thank you, ma’am,” he says and runs away with his treat. I wonder what he’ll buy, what 
he can buy, with the wad of change. I wonder if he will spend it for himself, or if he will take it 
home to his family. Perhaps Mom thinks about the same things, or maybe she’s pushed the 
thoughts away as quickly as they come. I battle fellow teenagers all day while she navigates the 
world of little boy car watchers and Fanny’s constant need for more money. We don’t talk about 
these things directly though. It’s in our eyes, in our uncomfortable, helpless movements as we try 
to push the little boy out of our minds.
We say nothing as we roll down the hill to our house that overlooks the gorge. She closes 
the electric gate behind us before we slide out of the car, and grabs the grocery bags without 
looking back at the bars of iron and concrete wall that lock us in. Glory’s mopping the patio
outside her apartment and humming to herself as the setting sun creates shadows in the garden.
*
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When Dad comes home from work, I’m sitting on the back porch reading in a hazy mix 
of candle and porch lights. The candles melt in colored dribbles down the sides of their wine- 
bottle holders, while the crickets play their squeaky violins and our resident toad croaks from 
under the patio light near Glory’s apartment.
Dad plops down in the seat across from me and looks out across the dark garden. He sips 
a glass of wine, and while his forehead is creased, the corners of his mouth are upturned in a 
perpetual half smile. Work challenges him, but I think he’s happier. I like that he comes home 
content and awake, instead of stumbling in for dinner and collapsing into bed by 7:30 or 8 as he 
used to in Lufkin.
“How was school?” he asks looking at me over the rim of his glass.
“It was all right.”
We sit and look out at the darkened garden together in silence. “A girl told me she hates 
everything about America.”
“Everything?” he asks.
I nod.
“That’s odd. I’ve had mainly positive interactions here because I’m American.”
(What he doesn’t tell me until I’m much older is that he was hated at first by some people 
he worked with because he was American. They saw him as a threat.)
When I first arrived in Sabie, Dad and I went to the Sabie grocery store, where w e’d run 
into an elderly couple who said, “Oh, you’re the Americans.” I realized for the first time we were 
the only Americans in a very small town, and Dad was running a mill that employed a vast 
majority of that town, as well as huge chunks of the townships of Simile and Harmony Hill. On 
the way home from the store, Dad had told me his theory that our American-ness was going to
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keep us safe, that somehow we had immunity from the crime that ran rampant through the 
country because we were the only Americans in Sabie. He told me that people—I’m not sure 
which “people” he meant—were watching out for us, and he thought nobody would dare touch 
the American boss-man’s house or family. Maybe that’s not how he said it, but it’s how I 
interpreted it.
After my interaction with Angela, I have my doubts about his theory. Dad and I exist in 
two different worlds within the same country. I don’t think anybody’s watching out for the 
American boss-man’s daughter when I’m siting on the brick steps at Penryn.
“Yeah, I don’t know,” I say. “She had a lot of opinions about George Bush and things 
he’s done. It’s weird to me that people can have that much of an opinion about a country and a 
president that doesn’t even belong to them.”
Dad is quiet for a second, taking large sips of his wine. Just when I think what he’s 
thinking about has nothing to do with our conversation, he says, “W e’re a big country, Nat. What 
we do influences the rest of the world.”
Mom emerges through the sliding glass door holding two plates of food. “Yours is still in 
the kitchen, Nat.” Then she turns to Dad and asks, “Did you close the gate?”
Dad looks at her in the way that says he thinks she’s crazy— a half-roll of the eyes with a 
back-of-the-throat scoff.
“Yes,” he says, drawing it out as if  it’s an insult that he would forget to do such a thing. 
Even though he forgets consistently. Often in the mornings, when Mom discovers the gaping 
maw in the white wall, her voice rises an octave and she says, “Ed,” as if he were there to hear 
her complaining. Dad believes in people watching out for us, but Mom believes a hunk of metal 
can keep us safe in this alternate universe we live in. Never mind that the gate is short enough to
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be jumped. Never mind that there is plenty that could happen to us on this side of the wall 
amongst those who are already inside it.
I check my memories through long phone calls with my father. The problem is he has 
different memories than I do.
“Did you really think we were invincible because we were American?” I ask.
“I wouldn’t use the word invincible,” he says.
“But you thought people were looking out for us, or at least, I remember you saying 
something like that.”
“Yeah. I think there were.”
“Why?”
“It was more like deductive proof. I found out things after the fact.” He sinks into story­
telling mode about a mill worker who died, and Dad went to Bushbuckridge to pay his respects 
to the family.
“It didn’t occur to me that I shouldn’t go,” he says, “The man’s family lived deep, deep in 
Bushbuck, and I wanted to go, so one day I went alone. I was in my car, you know,” and he 
chuckles.
We are both thinking of his white Toyota Prado in Bushbuckridge. When we lived in 
South Africa, Bushbuck was known for corrupt speed traps targeted at foreigners in fancy cars, 
for policemen who used their guns for bribes. It definitely wasn’t a place you wanted to find 
yourself lost in.
“Anyway, I got all turned around.”
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I imagine Dad looking left and right over the steering wheel, lost. I place an imaginary 
red dirt road with shacks on either side racing down the green hillsides. I populate the roadside 
with people staring at Dad’s white Prado, some in a threatening way with squinted eyes, some 
curious. My heart pounds, fearful for him, and also annoyed at his naivete. But sometimes what 
looks like naivete is really chosen fearlessness. I see Dad’s face, unconcerned about what could 
happen to him. The image is incongruent with what he’s always taught me—“always have a 
backup plan, Natalie, for everything”—because he seems to always wait until he’s in a 
dangerous situation to figure out how to work his way out of it.
“I didn’t think about it being a remarkable thing to do at the time, but when I got back to 
work the next day, everybody had heard about it. The white management couldn’t believe I’d 
gone, couldn’t believe I hadn’t gotten robbed or I don’t know what in that car. But all the black 
management and workers expressed gratitude. Everybody knew I went and thanked me for 
going.” He pauses again, then says, “I mean, not many Toyota Prados go that deep into 
Bushbuck.”
I can ask him all the questions I want, but I still don’t know if “they” were watching out 
for us— or at least him— or if he got lucky.
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Glory’s Sister
I arrive home after school one day to find a strange young woman scrubbing clothes in a 
washbasin on the front porch. Her round bottom sticks out in her too-tight jeans, while her waist 
disappears into nothing under her frilly top. I pause, looking back over my shoulder at the 
closing gate and Mrs. H .’s car disappearing. The woman looks up from her work and glares at 
me with her hard, black eyes, her mouth a thin, flat line under her high cheekbones. I quickly 
look away and hurry past her into the house.
Glory’s younger sister Sindy is Glory’s opposite in every way. Sindy has light-mocha 
skin compared to Glory’s deep chocolate, and while Glory has shoulder-length hair she 
sometimes wears in tight braids, Sindy has hair so short, her scalp shows through, making her 
already-small head look even smaller. She is elegant-looking, pretty, and twenty-five. She has a 
son named Nicholas, but she doesn’t look the part of a mother. Glory is motherly-shaped and 
thirty-five, accepting and jovial. Sindy looks like the world wants to attack her, and she’s ready 
to fight back with every last long fingernail.
“How long is she staying?” I ask Mom.
“Until Grace can go back to work.”
Grace is Glory’s older sister who’s recently had a baby. She works as a housekeeper for a 
less-lenient family than us in Sabie, a family who would replace Grace if Sindy didn’t come to 
reserve her spot. One sister fills another sister’s shoes.
“I think Cookie tried to train Sindy for Glory’s job, but she wasn’t a good fit for Anne 
and Brian,” the Canadians who lived in the house before us. Mom doesn’t say why Sindy didn’t 
work out, but the information doesn’t surprise me. While Sindy stays with Glory, I never have 
the impression that she volunteers to help Glory or Grace. Her face says she only does things
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because she has to, because somebody tells her to. I keep my distance, watch her from afar. She 
looks as if at any point she might lose control, flip a switch that nobody would be able to turn off 
again. She evokes danger.
I come home from school every day for nearly a month, to find Sindy scrubbing clothes 
in the washbasin or sitting on the steps outside Glory’s apartment, talking loudly with Glory and 
Fanny, yelling in Zulu or Sutu or siSwati. She ignores me usually, sometimes glancing at me, her 
face hardening. I try to ignore her presence— I have other things on my mind like Louis and my 
lack of friends—but I can feel her existence in the garden, seeping into the spaces between the 
aloe plants, rose bushes, and palm trees like battery acid.
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The Tuck Shop
I’ve been avoiding the Tuck Shop—the convenience store where everybody buys food at 
school during breaks— for weeks. I walk past the small building in the middle of campus and 
scrutinize the mob of students spilling out the doors and onto the concrete patio and shaded dirt 
compound surrounding the building. The Tuck Shop has come to symbolize the epitome of 
disorder and calamity, the place where I could be trampled and physically destroyed.
After school and before hockey practice, I buy icees, milkshakes in a plastic baggie, like 
fat overstuffed popsicles. I bite off the corner and slurp the frozen chocolate on my way down to 
the hockey field where the coach, Mrs. Du Toit, shakes her head at my hopeless sport abilities, at 
my huffing and puffing as I try to carry my ass across the pitch while the skinny, thin-hipped 
girls hop along as if they were born to play hockey.
Alison has tried to show me a few moves after practice, in an almost friend-like way. She 
cheers me on, repeating the word “y’all” in all the wrong contexts. But even with her private 
lessons, I’m still pretty terrible, and I know she’s starting to give up on me.
Now that we’ve started scrimmaging in practice and the other girls, including a 
disappointed Alison, are depending on my nonexistent hand-eye coordination, the icees from the 
Tuck Shop have quickly become a necessity for hockey practice to be possible. While I stumble 
down to the hockey field, where the girls wait in their navy blue hockey skirts, the ice cream 
dribbles out of its plastic bag as it melts quickly in the African afternoon sun, and I lick my 
knuckles, savoring each drop of chocolate until my hands are sticky.
But the Tuck Shop is empty when I buy icees before hockey practice. The concrete floor 
is covered in dusty footprints, the ghost of the lunch break crowd. The cross breeze moves 
through the open doors cooling the dark room, where the man behind the counter trades me a
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cold plastic package for 1 Rand. The dark skin on his hands is dry and cracked, and his smile is 
lopsided.
One day, I eat my naartjie between first and second period and by the time break comes 
around, my stomach is folding in on itself. I can smell sausages cooking inside the overstuffed 
brick building. I’ll never survive the next four periods if  I don’t eat something. I stand on the 
root-strewn dirt and stare at the small rectangular building sitting in the shade of twisted trees. It 
looks innocent on the outside, but through the open doors, students stand shoulder to shoulder, 
stomach to back from the counter to the back wall and spilling outside. They lean into each 
other, one massive amoeba, a black and white body dressed in uniform tilted towards the 
counter. I don’t see faces— only elbows. Elbows going places they don’t belong.
I gulp for air as if  I’m about to jump into a pool and step into the building, looking for a 
line. A full minute passes before I realize there isn’t one. Bodies press against mine from all 
directions, and I don’t like the unwanted, almost violent intrusion of my personal space. This 
microcosm of the Penryn world stands in sharp contrast with the “Good morning, sir” they say in 
assembly. Even when they’re being rude to Mrs. H., they call her ma’am. They’ve been trained 
to be proper and neat, and I’m having a hard time reconciling the two sides of the same universal 
face in my head as I’m jostled from side to side in the disordered sweat box of hungered, hurried 
frenzy.
Unsure what to do, I stand at the back of the crowd where at least four people have cut in 
front of me, received their food, and walked out of the building, when Chris, the boy who sits 
behind me in history class, appears. He wears his hair in a carefully—lightly gelled, though gel is 
forbidden— sculpted curly white boy fro, and doodles abstract drawings on his paper. I smile at 
him in the dimly-lit Tuck Shop, a little shy, and he watches me step out of the way for a sweaty
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boy who is pressed against my shoulder. Chris stands casually with his hands in the pockets of 
his gray slacks, unfazed by the jostling going on around him and amused by the look on my face.
“You can’t move for people,” he yells over the din.
Another student shoves past me as I say, “But that’s rude.”
“You must forget all manners when you enter the building.” He waves one hand, slicing 
through the air sideways for emphasis and then slides it back into his pocket in one smooth 
motion.
“It’s madness,” I grumble. He laughs. I can feel his bronze-colored eyes on me, and I try 
not to look back at him too helplessly, try not to look as weak and stupid as I feel.
“Don’t do that!” he scolds, still laughing, as I turn sideways to let a girl slide back 
through the crowd with her sausage roll held above her head. I shrug at him. He sighs. Then he’s 
half-behind me, his hand pressed against the middle of my spine, below the clasp of my bra. I 
stiffen. He’s the first person to touch me consciously in weeks. I can feel the warmth of his hand 
through my thin white shirt, and despite the heat of too many bodies crammed into a small space, 
I dare not move, for fear of Chris removing that warmth.
My back tingles as he pushes me through the crowd, my face sliding past someone’s 
armpit, greasing my ear with sweat. I shiver in disgust, but Chris doesn’t notice. When I look up 
again, I realize there’s only one person standing between me and the counter.
“Okay, when that guy moves, you slide into his place. Don’t let anyone take your place,
hey?”
I nod. But he obviously lacks faith in me. When the guy in front of me turns with his 
food, Chris is still standing behind me, not letting me angle sideways to let the boy pass but 
instead pushing me directly into the boy’s chest. Then as if  I’ve seeped through the guy’s body
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by magic, I’m standing at the counter, my chest pressed hard against the edge, shoulder to 
shoulder with students who are waving crumpled 10 and 20 Rand bills. I follow suit, learning 
quickly that I must shout to catch the workers’ attention.
“Can I get a sausage roll and a bottle of water?” I ask as loud as I can manage.
The guy with the lopsided grin looks confused. “Cream soda?”
“No. Water. Bottle of water.” I try to enunciate slowly, but he still looks confused and the 
noise of the Tuck Shop isn’t working in my favor. “Forget it,” I say and pay for my sausage roll 
as the man shrugs his thin shoulders.
I push my way out of the building and escape from the tussle into the freedom of fresh 
air. My bare shins and white socks are muddy, and my hair is falling out of its ponytail in dark 
wispy strands that stick to my thick cheeks. The breeze is cool against my sweaty skin. I’ve won 
some sort of battle, and it’s oddly exhilarating. Adrenaline swells in my chest.
As I unwrap the plastic wrap on my squashed bun, I see Chris walking ahead of me 
across the lawn. I want to catch up with him, to thank him for his help, to instant replay what 
happened back there. But he’s already climbing the steps to where the rest of the Grade 11s eat 
their lunches in the shade of the English classrooms, and I hesitate as he joins the group of 
laughing teenagers, absorbed into the crowd. I contemplate following him for half a second, but 
my veins constrict, the surge of adrenaline fading as quickly as it appeared.
I can’t find Tabea— she must be hidden away reading somewhere, so I sit alone on the 
brick steps below the grade 11s, close enough to look a part of the group, but far enough away to 
not look like I’m intruding uninvited.
*
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After school, Chris’ and my rides are both late, so we wait together in the shade where 
the Grade 11s eat lunch. W e’re alone, and I keep my phone out as we’re talking, hoping he’ll ask 
me for my number or offer me his. I’m optimistic that the Tuck Shop episode is the beginning of 
a friendship. We chat and joke as I try to look casual, leaning against the concrete ledge of the 
classroom building’s shaded walkway.
He smiles at me, his golden eyes laughing, and I finger my phone as it sits on the wall 
between us. But he doesn’t look down. We even talk about phones, about the way phone 
companies work here. He tells me they call texts SMS’s. Even as he pulls out his own phone to 
send an SMS, my silver flip phone sitting on the ledge between us is ignored completely.
Then his ride arrives, and he picks up his bag. Should I ask him for his number instead? It 
might be too forward— I realize don’t know what’s expected of me as a girl in this culture. He 
might think I’m weird or that I like him, which I do, but it’s not my intention to flirt with him. I 
want another contact in my phone, another person to pretend to text, but I wouldn’t do anything 
with his number. My tongue won’t let the question escape. It sits at the back of my mouth, 
tickling the back of my throat as I watch him shoulder his backpack.
“Cheers, hey,” he says and waves as he walks away, leaving me to stuff my phone back 
in the school emblem-adorned breast pocket of my shirt, where all the other girls keep their 
phones. The left side of my shirt sags, the dead weight of the phone flopping as I walk across the 
parking lot to my mother’s car.
I want to feel accepted so desperately I’m placing importance on every interaction with a 
fellow classmate, forever hopeful one will turn into a real friendship—Alison, Bianca, Angela, 
Chris. Instead, these expectations leave me feeling perpetually empty. It’s as if  I’m stuffing my
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pockets with chocolates for later, only to find holes in both pockets and all the goods have been 
leaking out with every step, dribbling down my legs in sticky lines.
I brush off questions from Mom, and turn up the music in the car. When we arrive home,
I stumble up the steps, ignoring Sindy’s hardness and Glory’s smiles. I shower. I hurry through 
my homework in a haphazard way, push aside my Geography homework completely. I eat 
dinner. I put off more questions from Mom and Dad. I smile. I fake resilience. I collapse into bed 
under my soft blue comforter by eight. I don’t cry. I sleep ten or eleven hours, as I do every other 
night.
I blame the sleeping on having to wake up before dawn. Only later will I realize that in 
these first few months, I’m chin-deep in a realm of secret depression. I think I can sleep through 
the feelings of emptiness and isolation, as if  it’s the flu. When awake, I swim upriver against the 
current. I don’t want to give up, or go back to Lufkin. I want these unknowable feelings to go 
away, and I want to skip to the part of the story where life is better.
But the voices in my head have all the control. They blend together, all berating me at 
the same time. I wallow in them, don’t even try to push them away, but rather take comfort in 
their consistency.
“You’re no longer mysterious. You’re old news,” says the Third Voice.
“Be yourself,” says Olivia.
I understand my classmates’ indifference towards me. I’m an American, I’ll be leaving in 
two years to go back to America, out of their lives forever, and they know that. On top of 
everything else, they’ve grown up together. They aren’t interested in making new friends unless 
I’m something special.
“And you’re not. Not really,” says the Third Voice.
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When I wake in the morning in the dark, I look out the window; the fog in the garden is a 
deep purple-gray. The sun is on the cusp of breaking the horizon, but it’s not there yet. Wispy 
shadows slither through the garden, hug the trunks of the palm trees, settle on the prickly aloe in 
shimmers of wet dots. I turn away, rubbing sleep from my eyes.
In front of the mirror, I become mesmerized by the motion of brushing my hair. I start at 
the scalp and bristles scrape against strands, slow and steady, over and over until my long dark 
hair is shiny. I’d rather leave my hair down, but I’m required to have it in a ponytail. It takes me 
six tries to smooth all the bumps out. I examine my hair from different angles as I think about 
Louis in English, blue eyes flashing, hands dancing in the air in front of him as he plays a perfect 
Romeo Montague.
I think about my unfinished Geography homework, mildly fearful of a zero. Maybe I can 
somehow convince tight-mouthed, quiet Gail to be my friend today. Or Zuzka, the Polish girl 
with gangly limbs. Or Thandi, if  she’s not too distracted by Garth.
Every morning, I smile at myself in the mirror and resolve that things will be different, 
that I will open up and the grade 11s will see that I’m different from their idea of me and 
everything will ascend into something better than what it is now.
Alone in my room in Alaska, I start to feel paranoid about what people think of me, even 
though I have plenty of friends, and I know how the story I’m writing ends. I let my chin rest on 
my kneecap and stare at the African wall hanging above my desk, at the giraffes with their 
twisted necks, at the stoic man in a boat sailing on an unknowable body of water, and my eyes 
droop. The blues and oranges of the batik swirl together. My whole body is collapsing in on 
itself. The drowning sensation of my memories feels so familiar.
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But none of my depression is mentioned directly in the pages of my black cloth-bound 
journal from that time. A sentence here and there hints at desperation: “Do you know how awful 
it is to have a secret and not know anybody well enough to trust them with that secret?”
On the surface, I wanted somebody to talk to about my crushes on Louis and Chris, but 
under that, I wanted closeness, somebody to sew up the holes in my pockets. Someone to talk to 
about these I feelings I didn’t want to acknowledge, the emotions I couldn’t and wouldn’t tell 
Mom out of fear and embarrassment.
I didn’t write any of that depression down, which is weird to me because I know that my 
seventeen-year-old self loved feeling she was living a miserable life. She thought the world was 
out to get her, and that made her unique. But my teenage self didn’t exploit that isolation, not 
even in the pages of her own journal, where I’d think she’d be able to explore the guilt and irony 
of hating the isolation she had longed for when she was in Lufkin.
Perhaps there’s truth in the not-telling. I may have been afraid that if  I let down the 
smiling everything’s-fine act for half a second, I wouldn’t be able to salvage the mask again, 
wouldn’t be able to put it on in front of the mirror, along with my uniform, as I brushed my hair 
and prepared myself for another round of the will-you-be-my-friend? dance. In the end, I lied by 
omission to everybody, even myself.
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The Exposed Posterior
I act the scenes out here alone in my apartment in Fairbanks in order to remember. If I 
could go back to Penryn and walk across the campus, this memory— all of them—would come 
back easily. I’d see the marula tree heavy with fruit and the wide expanse of grass between brick 
buildings and everything might come rushing back. But from here, in my apartment that’s half 
underground, where spruce trees grow outside my window and nobody knows what a marula tree 
is, I have to imagine.
The Tuck Shop sits in the shade, the branches of the trees almost scraping against the 
green tin roof. My seventeen-year-old self walks across the grass and dirt towards the Tuck 
Shop, her big boat shoes flopping in front of her. The image becomes clearer as she comes 
closer. She’s looking at her cell phone. It’s silver case is flipped open, and she types slowly with 
both thumbs. Other teenagers laugh with their friends outside the building, eating sausages 
wrapped in hot dog buns. She’s perpendicular to a mud-colored walkway of brick pavers jutting 
up out of dirt, meandering down the hill towards the library. She will have to cross the slightly- 
raised bricks diagonally to reach the Tuck Shop, where she’ll buy a chip roll— a hot dog bun 
stuffed with soggy fries doused in ketchup—because that’s usually all that’s left by the time she 
pushes her way through the crowd. She doesn’t like the sweetness of the tomato sauce, but she’ll 
eat it anyway.
I pause my younger self, one monstrous boot-clad foot dangling above the red dirt, under 
a beech wood tree with exposed roots. I circle her image slowly, examining her from every 
angle. Her hair is pulled back in a tight ponytail, with a layer of sweat gathering at her hairline. 
Her full cheeks—the kind you can pinch— are pink, and they narrow around her mouth, pulling
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her lips in tight and crinkled so she looks slightly angry. “Your defenses are up,” I say as I 
circumnavigate her imagined hologram.
I consciously avoid looking down at her butt under the pleats of her blue skirt. I know 
what it looks like—the years haven’t changed it much. I want to look at her eyes. The green 
irises look sideways, away from her phone in the direction of a tall boy with blonde hair and 
iridescent eyes, walking away from the Tuck Shop. Louis.
Yet, she’s turned completely inwards. She’s homesick and angry and defeated and afraid 
to tell anybody she’s all of those things. She can’t tell Mom, and she’s afraid her fellow students 
will look at her homesickness as a disease, one more thing that sets her apart from them. She’s 
afraid they’ll think she thinks she’s better than they are, that her home is somehow better than 
theirs merely because she misses it. That’s not what she thinks. She wishes they could 
understand she wants to feel at home here. But the girl from Florida has ruined everything.
The phone in her hand has an open text message. The digits of Olivia’s cell phone 
number are typed in manually, and the message says, “I can’t talk to them.”
“A message you can’t send,” I mumble, more to myself than her. I want to hug her, tell 
her that she and Olivia survive the separation. Tell her that she will eventually move to Alaska 
and Olivia will come to visit. I want to tell her to stop worrying about the grade 11s and spend 
more time noticing other things, like the colors of the landscape and Glory’s laugh. I want to 
compel her to try to understand the visible remnants of apartheid all around her. I wish I could 
explain how the story ends, inform her that she will eventually navigate her own way through her 
new world. But I feel helpless. And besides, my purpose isn’t to regale her with events from the 
future, or to place retrospective wishes upon her. I need to understand her.
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A group of grade 11 girls are a few yards away, talking and ignoring the world around 
them, and at the center is Angela. “You were waiting for them to want to be your friend,” I 
whisper, and my younger self’s eyes whisper back, yes.
I often still do the same thing, rarely forcing myself into somebody’s friend zone. Instead, 
I wait quietly for them to choose me—the way Olivia did.
“It doesn’t get easier,” I say. However, I’ve become better at not looking so pathetic 
about it. That’s what bothers me most about the image of my younger self. This sulky character 
isn’t who we are. She should laugh, smile, let her shoulders drop. Her head should come up, and 
she should look people in the eye. I would shake her if I could, tell her to stop feeling sorry for 
herself.
In my mind, I look back at the Tuck Shop, at the brick walkway in her path. The 
walkway heaves up from the ground, and on the Tuck Shop side of the bricks, there is a drop 
caused by water runoff in the rainy season. The drop is only a few inches deep, but it’s enough. 
Students are everywhere, but they aren’t paying attention. Not yet.
“Look up, you idiot,” I say, “You’re about to fall face first over that ledge.”
She begins to move again, stepping in slow motion, her head still down, still typing that 
un-sendable message to Olivia. Louis moves away, back towards the Green, and Angela and the 
girls continue their conversation. My younger self plods forward, one heavy boot at a time.
“Your skirt is going to flare up behind you. That stupid blue fucking plaid skirt with 
pleats made for flying. It’s going to betray you. You’re going to show everybody here your blue 
cotton panties, your round and bouncing and flabby ass you hate. They’re going to know it’s as 
big as it looks from under that skirt. Bigger even. That skirt is going to fly like a parachute with 
wings.”
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I imagine myself on the brick walkway, facing her off, wanting to stop her by force. She 
steps onto the brick walk, her phone still out in front of her. I hear the clunk of her boot.
“Please,” I say. But then she steps into me, and I let myself become her as the scene speeds 
forward.
I  can’t believe I  was such an idiot with Louis, playing  Battleship yesterday. I  giggle and  
giggle and I  can’t ever fin d  anything to say to him. Who giggles when their opponent sinks their 
battleship? I step over the edge of heaving walkway into the rut. My right ankle collapses and I 
fall. The phone goes skidding across the dirt as I land hard on my hands and knees. The world 
goes silent as a gust of air hits my backside; the skirt lies useless, inside out, on my lower back. I 
can imagine the roundness of the skin, the cheeks that blend almost seamlessly into thighs which 
will never be firm, no matter how many squats I do in the future. My butt’s face-up in the wind, 
its own being, separate but a part of me, like a flag mounted on the moon, claiming this scene for 
all eternity. Are people laughing? D id Louis see? D o n ’t think about it. Hands scraped. Knees 
scraped. C an’t move. C an’t breathe. D o n ’t cry.
Then a hand is there. A girl pulls me up. The skirt falls back down to cover what it 
should, but my ankle won’t support me.
“Stupid shoes,” I say.
The girl laughs, not at me, but in commiseration, and it’s only now I notice the girl is 
Angela, the one who hates America. I lean on her, and she walks me slowly to a bench outside 
the Tuck Shop. Every step sends sparks of pain into my ankle and up through my leg and carried 
all the way to my brain. I try not to cry, but the tears are filling up my lids fast and they have 
nothing to do with the pain.
“Are you okay?” Angela asks, easing me down on the wooden bench.
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“Did anybody see?” I ask as I take off my shoe and my dirty white sock. My left ankle is 
already swelling, puffing up like a kids’ balloon. I sniff, hold the tears back.
“No, I don’t think so, hey.” She’s lying, but that’s okay. I need her to lie.
“Have you eaten?”
I shake my head, still forcing saltwater backwards through my tear ducts. I wipe my 
sweating face with the crook of my dirty elbow. My white shirt is covered in rust-red streaks 
where I landed on the hard-packed mud. I only notice Angela’s friends when they disappear. 
Angela rubs my back gently, as I open my phone— someone has recovered it and returned it to 
me. I want my Mom right now, and I feel ashamed because of this fact. I want my Mom to hold 
me and let me cry into her shoulder as we cuddle on the couch. She would allow me to convince 
her the tears are because my ankle hurts without asking any other questions. I want to go home. I 
text her, “I tripped and hurt my ankle.”
“I’m sorry,” reads her reply. Not what I want. I want her to offer to fetch me.
Angela’s friends reappear. One holds an extra sausage roll. She hands it to me, and I take 
it, surprised by their generosity. I want to pay them, reaching in my breast pocket for my ten rand 
note, but they wave it away.
“Are you sure nobody saw?” I ask again. And they all shake their heads. They’re still 
lying, but that’s okay.
I text Mom again. “It hurts. I don’t know if I can walk.” I can already tell my ankle is 
sprained, not broken. It hurts, but I can walk.
Angela and her friends tell stories of times they’ve tripped. Embarrassing stories, though 
none of them talks about a skirt flying up, or exposed body parts. But their act of telling stories is 
nice. The stories say, hey-you’re-not-so-different-from-us, and I like that.
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“Stupid shoes,” I say again, and they laugh. I try to explain why I have these boat shoes 
instead of the baby-dolls like they’re wearing, but the words I’m saying come out garbled. So I 
become quiet, and I let them tell me stories.
“You’re fine,” says Mom’s text.
Still not what I want. I snap my phone closed, a little angry at her, and stuff it in the 
breast pocket of my shirt. I allow myself to laugh. I’m only half listening to the girls’ stories, but 
if  I laugh, I won’t cry, and as a result, I forget the scrapes on my hands. The throbbing in my 
ankle subsides. They aren’t my friends, but they’re treating me like a friend right now. And 
while I’m still aching inside with embarrassment, I try to soak in the companionship for this one 
brief moment.
I sit cross-legged on the floor in Fairbanks and hold onto my left ankle with both hands, 
remember the way it swelled up like a softball, and how it became a weird purple-green color. I 
limped around Penryn for two weeks. At least it got me out of hockey practice for a while, but it 
was also a constant reminder of mishap and embarrassment for me. In reality, everybody forgot 
all about it the next day. Even Angela and her friends.
If I was writing a novel, this would be the moment the narrator gains a new friend.
Angela and I did have the history. Even then, I knew that traumatic events tend to lead to 
friendship. I had seen the pattern in books, had learned it from Tom Sawyer and Huck Finn, from 
Harry, Ron, and Hermione, from Frodo and Sam. Real life doesn’t work that way. While Angela 
and her friends were always nice to me after my mishap, they didn’t accept me into their group. 
Maybe they would have if I’d taken more initiative. It’s rational to assume they thought they’d 
made the first move and it was my turn. But at the time, I thought my limping around school was
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a flashing billboard advertisement of that huge white ass waving in the air. I was horrified. There 
was no possible way I could remind Angela and her friends of that ass by forcing myself into 
their group.
I must also recognize I was judging Angela and her friends. They seemed like the party- 
type, which frightened me because I was naive and a bit of a goody-goody. I didn’t drink, didn’t 
do anything that was against the rules, didn’t want to be around anybody who did break the rules. 
It wasn’t only Angela’s group either. In their uniforms and pulled-back hair and proper-sounding 
accents, all the grade 11s looked like the party-type. It was impossible to tell whether I was 
correct or not, since they didn’t talk to me, and I was incapable of talking to them without 
invitation. It was a barrier which kept me in a constant state of fear of my classmates. Only in 
brief moments, like the one with Angela did I realize they were human.
Too quickly, it’s time to go back to class. After they ensure I can walk, Angela and the 
other girls scatter. I carry my heavy shoe in one hand and limp back across the Green to pick up 
my book bag and head to class. The Green empties around me, and mortification envelops me 
completely. All the organs in my body are squeezing themselves into knots that might burst at 
any moment.
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Control Freak
One morning in these first months living in Sabie, after I’ve perfected my ponytail in 
front of the mirror, I stumble to the closet for my school uniform. I have two school shirts and 
two skirts, but in the closet there is only one skirt and no shirts. I check the hamper, knowing it 
will be empty. The washing machine is in Glory’s apartment, and the hamper is always empty. 
Glory never allows it to fill up.
I yank on the skirt and open my bedroom door to step out into the cool hallway. My over­
sized orange T-shirt hangs over my hips, clashing with the red bits in my plaid skirt.
“Mom, I don’t have a shirt to wear.”
“What?” Mom asks.
“Glory has all of my uniform shirts. Why does she always do this?”
This accusation is unfair. This morning is the first and only time Glory has forgotten my 
school clothes.
“Chill,” Mom says. “Go eat breakfast.” My mother’s mantra to me lately, particularly 
when it comes to Glory—chill. I head to the kitchen for oatmeal, and Mom walks outside to 
Glory’s apartment.
Glory’s been mismatching my socks since Mom and I arrived, looking at color only, not 
style or brand. I’ve become obsessive about it, claiming my feet rebel against fabrics that don’t 
feel the same on both feet. I’ve even begun to want the weight and age of the socks to be 
identical. If the wear on the soles is different, I panic. I can’t walk from my bedroom to the 
bathroom without stopping, leaning against the wall and ripping the unsatisfactory beings off my 
feet as if  they have bugs in them. When I whine to Mom about my problem, she sighs and tells 
me to mate my own socks if it bothers me that much.
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A few days earlier, I came home from school to find Glory in my room. She had the 
contents of my closet dumped out on my blue down comforter, where she was refolding and 
sorting all my clothes. She hummed to herself as she folded my panties into neat piles in place of 
the wadded mess they used to be. I bit my tongue and spun on my heel, feeling powerless to 
evict her from my own room. I went back to the living room, plugged in the headphones on the 
electric keyboard and played music only I could hear. That night, I made sure to pull a T-shirt 
from the bottom of the pile on my closet shelf, letting the others spill backwards in a heap of 
newly folded creases.
I’m aware I’m being ridiculous. I can feel it. I even write about it in my journal, 
recognizing something new inside me— I’m a control freak. A few weeks earlier, in one of our 
analytical conversations on the porch, Dad called me over-controlling. He likes to scrutinize my 
personality, making assumptions based on things I say. I don’t remember what made him come 
to the “controlling” comment, but I know I rolled my eyes at him, unsure how to respond 
because I knew it was partly true.
This morning, it oddly satisfies me I have a legitimate complaint. I sit in front of the 
computer, checking my email while I swallow oatmeal in huge gulps. It scalds the back of my 
throat, but I don’t care. If I miss my ride with Mrs. H., Mom will have to take me to school, and 
I’ll be late, which would draw more attention to me than I want. At the same time, I’m hoping 
that Glory’s mistake will save me from going through the motions of trying to make friends. The 
possibility of staying home where I could read all day, or play piano lifts my stomach from the 
hollow, empty feeling for half a second. It would be a glorious relief to have a break. I resolve to 
thank Glory, to hug her even, if the scenario plays out so I can stay home.
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I hear the slip-slap-scuff of Glory behind me, and my stomach drops. She appears in the 
open doorway across from the computer, moving slowly, in no hurry at all, a neatly pressed 
white shirt held out in front of her. It sways back and forth on its hanger while the gray dawn 
pierced with sunlight evaporates behind her head. She knocks lightly on the doorframe, and 
Mom emerges from the kitchen, still in her robe and holding a cup of coffee.
“Sorry, ma’am,” she says to Mom, not me, as I take the shirt from her. I smile at her, 
despite my anger. Then it dawns on me, maybe it was Sindy’s fault. I won’t mention the 
possibility to Mom, but it’s easier to be angry at the hard-faced woman in tight jeans than at 
Glory.
“I’m sorry I had to wake you,” says Mom.
Glory looks at Mom, shakes her head, then turns to me, her brow shrinking upwards, her 
brown eyes shifting quickly back and forth.
“She said she’s sorry she had to wake you,” I say, stepping into my role as interpreter.
“Ohhhhh,” Glory says, nodding her head, “It’s okay, ma’am.” And then she scuffs her 
way down the walk to her apartment while I finish dressing, stuff my books in my school bag 
and head out to the driveway to wait for Mrs. H.
I don’t remember being particular before we moved to South Africa. Something inside 
me had constricted on itself and started caring about little things I’d never cared about before. 
But if  I were to search for clues, I’d go back to my brother and sister’s soccer games. As the 
youngest child of a stay-at-home mom, I was forced to travel with the team, a begrudging 
groupie. Mom took me to nearly every game, home and away, driving sometimes two or three
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hours each direction with me in tow. Most of my early memories take place in the bleachers of a 
soccer game in the late winter months of January and February.
In these memories, I always wore a hand-me-down, camouflage one-piece insulated 
jumpsuit, though I must have only worn it for a couple of seasons before I outgrew it. I would 
wrap myself in a blue sleeping bag and read my book in the foggy sweetness of my own exhaled 
air, sprawled out on the cold metal bleachers. I had no desire to watch my brother and sister kick 
a ball around, and I had no need to ever do so myself. I enjoyed being different from them, and 
reading my book under a sleeping bag while people cheered and yelled around me was one of 
many ways for me to ensure that I was just that— different. The space in that blue sleeping bag 
was my own world, a place over which I had complete control, and I savored it.
Eventually my backside would grow numb, a combination of lying too still for too long 
and metal bleachers expelling body heat rather than absorbing it. Only then would I emerge from 
my cocoon of blue fleece to go exploring. Sometimes I had a friend to go with me— another 
younger sibling of another soccer player—but many times I went alone. These wanderings, 
depending on what town we happened to be in, led to kingdoms of dirt mounds, enchanted 
forests of pine trees, to the dungeon maze of the underbelly of bleachers.
When the teams played at the Lufkin High School football stadium, it was a challenge to 
break through the system of concrete to find the secrets the stadium held. I discovered that I 
could climb over the side of a concrete ramp and slide myself around the corner of a section of 
painted cinder-block wall. I then jumped across a hovering space and ended up in a cubbyhole 
cut in the purple cinder blocks outside the locker room.
If I pressed myself against the walls of the close space and breathed in the cool winter air, 
I felt something akin to the sensation of comfort, yet my friends felt claustrophobic there. When
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we’d play a game that involved capturing each other, my place was our cell. Somebody would 
stand guard on the concrete ramp.
I have no idea what the real function of the cubby was, but I enjoyed being a prisoner. I 
would be captured purposefully so I could crouch in the dirt of the cubbyhole, the camo jumpsuit 
stretching over my growing bum, and listen to the half-time pep talks to my siblings’ teams. My 
sister’s coach was always soft-spoken and encouraging, my brother’s coach threw words at them 
like bites. I felt in their world and out of it at the same time, a familiar feeling, but also unique.
I saw life on a spectrum of times when I belonged and times I was an outsider. Usually, I 
found myself somewhere in the middle, not quite in the group, but not quite out of it either. In 
some ways, I wanted to be on the outside, to remain different. Other times that feeling was 
isolating and lonely. But the purple cinder block cubby allowed me to feel both. It tipped into a 
part of the continuum I had never been in before. I could be a spy, a secret agent, but I was 
allowed to keep my own identity. I could move in and out of that world as I pleased. I was 
camouflage.
“Dad left the gate open again,” I say to Mom through their open bedroom window. I put 
one hand on one of the burglar bars and watch her reflection scowl in the mirror where she’s 
putting on makeup. The security alarm sensor clicks at the presence of my arm.
“Ed,” she sighs. But then I see Mrs. H. pull up, so I run down the steps, my skirt flaring 
up around my knees, and I climb up the short, steep hill of the driveway.
“I’ll close it,” I yell behind me. I pass through the opening in the wall, and then reach 
over to turn my key in the gate until it rumbles on its track, shutting as I climb into the front seat
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of Mrs. H .’s car. She’s forced her daughter, Jessica into the back with the bickering boys today, 
and I’m grateful, though Jessica is mopey.
We drive through the outskirts of Sabie and turn onto the White River road, passing 
through Harmony Hill as we always do. But today, as we drive down the highway that cuts the 
township in half—informal settlement filled with shanties on the right, new government houses 
on the left—Mrs. H. turns to me and says in a hushed voice, “A friend told me people call this 
place Fok Fok.”
Along the edge of the well-worn shoulder of the two-lane road, a continuous line of black 
people walk, piles of scrap firewood and buckets of drinking water balanced on their heads, 
babies tied with blankets on their mothers’ backs. They’re on their way somewhere. Many of the 
men wear blue jumpsuits—the uniform of Dad’s mill. Kids in maroon or yellow uniforms run 
down the hill towards school.
I watch them moving through their lives as we drive through ours, and even though I can 
already deduce what Mrs. H .’s new-found Afrikaans slang term translates into, she whispers, “It 
means Fuck-Fuck” Because of her thick accent, the two phrases sound almost the same, but then 
she says, “Isn’t that great? Harmony Hill, Fok-Fok.”
Her three children are listening in the backseat, oddly quiet for once, but she doesn’t 
notice. I giggle nervously, pressing my hands between my knees, not knowing what else to do 
while she repeats the phrase over and over to herself as if  it’s the best joke she’s ever heard. The 
doors are locked and she leans over the steering wheel as she drives, cackling.
The scene is hushed and familiar. The kind of racism in which the speaker isn’t 
completely sure if what she’s said is okay or not. I ’ve grown up around this kind of racism, was 
even guilty of it occasionally. If Mrs. H. had punctuated her sentence with, “But I’m not a
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racist,” I would have had a direct moment of deja vu out of Lufkin. I wonder to myself if  the 
reason Mrs. H. laughs is not because she thinks it’s funny but because she is uncomfortable with 
her own words. Yet, I don’t say anything, and that makes me complicit in her comedy routine.
We zip along the highway, soon leaving Harmony Hill and the stream of people behind 
us. Mrs. H. turns on her Afrikaans music, and Jessica begs for her favorite song. Mrs. H. say, 
“No, I’m sick of it,” but then she sighs and puts it on anyway. I mumble along with the words.
“O, ek w il huistoe gaan, na mamma toe. Die rivier is vol, my trane rol.”
We round a curve and I see my view coming into focus. Mountains, river, sunrise, lifting 
fog. And as we head down the mountain, I let my thoughts drift away from Mrs. H. and her joke, 
onto other, more pertinent things. I hope Louis will notice me— I’ll try to be brave enough to 
volunteer to play Juliet today.
Forty minutes later, we pull into the parking lot at Penryn. We pile out of the car, and I 
shoulder my book bag. Mrs. H. is fussing with Christiaan’s hair when Carl, the youngest, her 
five-year-old darling, says loudly, “Fok-Fok.”
Mrs. H. looks around the parking lot to see if anybody is close by, and Carl says the 
phrase again. He laughs.
“Sis man, don’t say such things,” she scolds.
But Carl keeps chanting, “Fok-fok. Fok-fok. Fok-fok, ” while Christiaan laughs and 
Jessica sighs and tries to play second mother, placing her small hand over Carl’s mouth. Mrs. H. 
swats Carl on the backside, and she’s still pleading with him to shut up when I walk away, into 
the cool morning.
*
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A year after Mom’s stroke, she and I stand facing each other across the kitchen island. 
She fixes a sandwich, tuned out of the world, while I talk to Marycay, Mom’s cousin, about 
South Africa.
“Would you want to live there again?” she asks.
“I don’t think so,” I say, “I’d like to visit, but I don’t think I could go back to live.”
“It’s not safe on the other side of the world,” says Mom. She has a way of jumping into 
conversations at random. She did so before the stroke, but now she does it even more in some 
desperate need to be included.
“Oh?” says Marycay, who has proved to be a master at humoring Mom’s wandering 
monologues.
“Yes. There are people, black people who,” Mom pauses, searching for what she’s trying 
to say. “Who are upset by what happened to them ...”
“During apartheid,” I say. I’ve developed the habit of finishing sentences for her. The 
habit comes naturally, as it did when I was translating for her and Glory.
“Yes, and they kill other people because they’re angry.”
“Just to kill them?” asks Marycay.
“No. Not usually. Usually to steal,” I say for Mom.
“They come into people’s houses,” Mom says, her voice rising in volume as she sinks 
into her story, “and even when people beg to, to put them where they can’t see anything and 
t o . ” she looks at me.
“Take.”
“Yes. Take everything, they still shoot them and take it all.”
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Marycay looks shocked, glancing back and forth between Mom and me. I’m ashamed of 
Mom’s racist-sounding story. I know she doesn’t mean her words to come out that way, but I 
can’t ask her to rephrase, to pick different words. She’s lucky she’s found the words she has 
already. But in these accidental phrases, suddenly I see how my thinking was shaped while we 
lived in Sabie—why I was afraid of driving through Bushbuckridge and of walking down the 
streets of Sabie alone. We never said it out loud, but Mom’s lack of filter now reveals what was 
always hiding underneath, a generalization about an entire country, reduced to the bare minimum 
of our own personal experiences and the tales of those we knew. That’s the difficulty about 
people’s interactions with other places—what happens to them is always either hyperbolically 
good or bad, because those are the parts from their trips or adventures that stand out. They 
remember the lion they saw eating an impala, or the beautiful waterfall, or the policeman who 
pulled them over and asked for a bribe while waving a gun in their face. They never focus on the 
ordinary, on the ways that people carried on with normal life. In Mom’s case, she always had a 
tendency to only remember the horrifying stories, the ones that reinforced her fears of change 
and the unknown.
I see now that it wasn’t race that scared us back then so much as it was poverty and a 
sense of a country’s history we didn’t quite understand. At the time, when I even bothered to 
think about it that is, I understood apartheid as some sort of parallel to Americans’ relationship to 
segregation. I had to put it in terms I could comprehend, and it was only later I began to grasp 
what was hidden in the language of apartheid, in the laws that dictated minority rule.
It seemed like every South African was determined to bury apartheid below the surface, 
as if  it never happened, but it wouldn’t leave them alone. I was seventeen and not even trying to 
see it, and I could find history everywhere. In the townships, in Bushbuckridge, in the white fear
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of black crime, in the determined faces of those who walked the roadside, in the way most of the 
kids at school self-segregated into friend groups of black and white. Penryn was almost exactly 
like Lufkin in this regard, but at the same time, nothing at all like Lufkin. It was different from 
segregation. It was something distinctly South African, and it was everywhere—we only needed 
to pay attention. Only in retrospect can I see it is also tied up in Mrs. H .’s joke about Harmony 
Hill.
“Like the lady,” Mom says and points at me.
“Mrs. H.?” I ask but know I’m right.
“She was such a nice,” but Mom’s sentence trails off into nowhere.
Marycay turns to me puzzled, so I take over, realizing I had completely forgotten about 
what had happened to Mrs. H. until I see the story written in M om’s green eyes. I tell Marycay 
about my rides with Mrs. H. and her children. I tell her that Mrs. H .’s parents were traditional 
Afrikaners who lived on a farm, perhaps on land that used to belong to black people before 
apartheid.
“Mrs. H .’s mother was killed in her home by one of the farm hands,” I say.
Mom nods her head, looking down at the counter she’s wiping with a napkin, as if  I’ve 
proven her point. Later, when Mom is out of earshot, Marycay whispers to me, “You didn’t 
know that many people who were killed in their homes, did you?”
I glance at Mom across the room, where she’s filling her glass at the sink, and then shake 
my head. “You can’t trust everything she says.”
“Oh good, I didn’t think so.”
I think of Mrs. H .’s quavering voice as she struggled to teach at Penryn in the weeks 
following her mother’s murder. The other students continued to pester her as usual, apparently
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unaware of what she’d been through—I only knew because my parents had told me; perhaps 
their parents hadn’t. So I watched my classmates, worried about whether they would ever accept 
me or not, and I said nothing.
One day, when Mom picks me up from school, I’m sweaty and sore from field hockey 
practice where the other girls avoided being my partner in every single drill. I didn’t blame them, 
but the coach had rolled her eyes and forced me into groups of girls in which I wasn’t wanted. I 
would have been happy to sit on the sidelines.
I slip my tennis shoes off and prop my feet up on the dashboard as we lurch up the 
mountainside, the sun setting behind us. I let the music fill the empty spaces in the car, the 
pauses in between what Mom and I will talk about, and what we will not. As we pass through 
Harmony Hill, I contemplate sharing with Mom the phrase I learned from Mrs. H. but think 
better of it. Mom wouldn’t want to hear the word “fuck” coming from my mouth.
In Sabie, we stop at the grocery store where we avoid the little boy car watchers but 
instead buy a bag of avocados from a vendor in the parking lot. Mom loves avocados, and 
they’re cheap (10 avocados for 10 rand). The woman keeps pestering us, following us halfway 
across the parking lot waving the bag of green fruit in our faces until Mom can’t say no.
We stop again at the post office to check the mail. The street in front of the PO boxes is 
full of loiterers. Our PO box is outside in a dark corner where some of the street vendors and 
aimless wanderers piss. Mom eases out of the car, locking the doors with me inside. I sit and 
wait, the bag of avocados in my lap. I watch as she walks around the car, dodges a few people, 
ducks into the corner that reeks of urine and trash to check the box. Her shoulders are hunched, 
head down, avoiding eye contact. She slips the key in the slot, opens the metal flap, and closes it
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quickly again. Then she’s back, unlocking the car doors again, sliding into the front seat and 
locking the doors behind her.
When we arrive home, I hide my defeat from the school day behind exhaustion as I 
trudge down the walkway towards the front door, the bag of avocados in one hand, my hockey 
stick, tennis shoes, and school bag in the other. The windows of my room are swung open, and 
the curtains are spread wide to expose a made bed with no comforter.
Before we moved, I had spent weeks online picking out the perfect blue down 
comforter—another unasked-for consolation prize for uprooting me in my junior year of high 
school. When the package arrived in the mail, the comforter was perfect and fluffy and soft. I 
wanted to pull it out of the plastic case, but instead the case went directly into the pile for the 
movers to pack into the container for South Africa. I bought red satiny-cotton sheets to go with 
the light teal-powder blue because I like distinct color combinations that border on jarring.
But now as I look past the burglar bars into my room, the red sheets are exposed, neatly 
tucked-in hospital corners stretch the sheet smooth across the expanse of bed. They’re bleeding 
red light onto the white walls. I was looking forward to collapsing into the soft clouds of down 
tonight. I know something terrible has happened to my comforter. I turn on my heel and slap 
with bare feet quickly back down the concrete walkway to where Mom is pulling grocery bags 
out of the trunk of the car in the driveway, the gate shut tight behind her.
“What happened to my comforter?” I ask, my voice rising. Mom looks up and shrugs. I 
turn and run back down the walkway, unlock the front door with my skeleton key, pound through 
the living room and down the short hall into my room. The sound of my feet echoes in slapping 
rhythms against the tile and walls. I stare at the bed willing my comforter into existence. The 
pictures on the walls of Olivia, Beth, and John turn menacing, their smiling faces melting,
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distorting into indistinguishable blotchy shapes. My bags weigh heavily on my shoulder, bursting 
at the seams with grade 11 scrutiny. The Third Voice yells “Don’t be a baby” and cackles from 
the recesses of the tunnels in my head. My fingers clench around the bag of avocados and hockey 
gear, and I can’t force my heart to stop beating fast.
Outside Glory and Mom approach on the walk, stopping short of my bedroom, half in 
view, half not. They hold my comforter between them. Splotches of it are a deeper blue, as if  it’s 
still wet, and something is different, but I can’t figure out what from here. My chest heaves. 
Glory’s face is creased with worry, the whites around her brown eyes are misty pools.
“It’s okay, it’s okay,” Mom repeats over and over, “W e’ll fix it.” She pats Glory’s 
shoulder with one hand, rubbing her upper back and consoling her. But for me, Mom’s voice 
betrays her; it’s too high for her words to be sincere, and her forehead is making a V—her face 
of concern.
“I’m sorry, ma’am,” Glory says, “I was trying to clean.”
“It’s okay, Glory. But ask me next time before washing any more comforters, okay?” She 
has to repeat herself a few times because Glory doesn’t understand, and I’m in no mental state to 
help translate. I stand behind the bars, my shoulders slumping with each word they say to each 
other while the Third Voice’s laughter reverberates into the empty chambers of my head. I feel 
empty except for his cackling.
Then Mom takes the comforter from her and comes into the house while I listen to Glory 
slip-slap-scuff slowly back down the walk. The wet-looking blotches on my comforter are 
permanent stains from detergent, and the whole thing is now lumpy and limp from Glory stuffing 
it into an undersized dryer and not using tennis balls to break up the wet feathers. I have 
memories of the thump-tha-thump of the dryer in Lufkin every time Mom washed something
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made of down— an annoyance I tried to shut out with a door when I was practicing piano. But 
the blankets always came out fluffy and soft and warm.
The down feathers in my comforter have clumped together in the corners of the quilted 
squares like birds’ nests. Mom and I try to tease apart the stubborn balls of fluff, shaking the 
whole blanket in ripple waves in my darkening bedroom. But the feathers refuse to be separated. 
I imagine them clinging to each other under the blue fabric, grateful for their accidental glue.
Later, we buy a duvet cover to hide the stains, and Mom forgets the incident. But every 
night, I crawl under the blanket and cradle the globs of feathers in my palms, gripping them like 
softballs. I’m ready to use them as weapons, to chuck them at somebody, anybody, the hockey 
coach, or Angela who hates Americans, or tight-lipped Gail, if I ever have the chance, knowing 
my fluffy weapons would do nothing.
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Intruders
When Glory’s sister Sindy finally goes home to Bushbuckridge, the invisible tension lifts 
from the garden. The weather begins to shift out of summer into the peripheral of autumn, but 
the new chill of the evenings is almost unnoticeable now that Sindy is gone.
One afternoon after she departs, I play hockey in the garden, whacking the ball across the 
grass into the white wall of the house. I laugh, running and dodging fake opponents. Here, I can 
convince myself I’m not so bad at hockey, here, I am free and safe. I fall into the grass, huffing 
and smiling at the darkening sky, almost forgetting about school. The upper atmosphere is a deep 
midnight blue speckled with stars.
In Kruger, you can see the whole Milky Way stretching out in a bright stripe across the 
sky. A few weeks before, Dad and Mom and I spent the night in the park and went on a night 
drive with a park ranger to look for night cats. Instead of scanning the gray, moonlit savannah for 
yellow eyes, I tilted my head up at the sky, getting face-fulls of stars as we bumped along dirt 
roads, the forbidden roads Dad always wanted to go down, the roads marked with no-entry signs. 
We stopped once near a herd of grazing elephant, massive gray silhouettes against the dusty gray 
backdrop, and Dad watched them intently. The sky held my attention, though. I nudged Mom in 
the seat next to me and pointed up. She tipped her head back, the stars reflecting light off her 
glasses.
Even in Sabie, the stars are brighter than I’ve ever seen before moving here. I breathe in 
the lack of Sindy, and slide into forgetfulness.
The security alarm sirens in the middle of the night, permeating the garden and echoing 
into the gorge. It’s 3 AM, and I lay in bed, paralyzed with fear. Somebody’s in the garden.
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Somehow, someone has stolen their way into our home. Burglary wasn’t supposed to happen, 
not to us.
The previous week, Mom finally had the maintenance man from Dad’s company show us 
how to use the security system. She’s been setting it every night since then, despite Dad’s 
rolling-of-eyes and insistence that it wasn’t necessary. But it is necessary. The sirens scream into 
the night. I don’t move, but as slowly as possible, I pull the lumpy comforter over my head. Try 
to absorb myself into the bed. What do we do now?
Dad curses at the alarm keypad in the other room as he tries to shut it off. The house goes 
silent as he finally punches in the correct combination of numbers. Too silent.
He pads, heavy on his thick, hobbit-shaped feet, down the hallway, past my bedroom 
door. Outside, the crickets begin to chirp again while Dad fumbles with the skeleton key in the 
front door.
“What are you doing?” I whisper. “Don’t go out there.”
But I hear the door swing open, his heavy footsteps now making their way down the 
walk. He’s outside, unarmed, standing directly in front of my bedroom window, coming face-to- 
face with a single man clutching a rifle who hops with ease over our precious iron gate into the 
garden. He’s from the security company, and he’s alone. Dad says the house is clear. The man 
says he’ll check the garden and be on his way.
Dad comes back inside, locks the door, and lies down in bed, unfazed. I hear Mom and 
Dad argue in quiet, tired voices.
“What was that poor security guard going to do, all by himself?” he laughs over his 
coffee the next morning.
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Every night after that, the alarm blares sirens into the darkness, but the lone security 
guard makes no more appearances. Later, we’ll discover a mouse chewing on the wires, but at 
the time we think there’s a short in the system. However, we don’t give up on the alarm because 
it’s faulty. Instead, we think of the lone security guard hopping over the useless gate, permeating 
the haven w e’ve created inside these whitewashed garden walls.
One night, after Mom’s stopped setting the alarm, Grace, Glory’s other sister, appears at 
Glory’s door, hiding from her husband who’s taken to beating her. Glory takes her in, cares for 
her because that is Glory’s role in the family. She is the responsible one, the caregiver, the 
unmarried one with two steady jobs. Glory keeps Grace safe in our garden until a few days later, 
Grace goes home to her husband.
Every night until then, Mom and I have the gate on our minds. We worry that Grace’s 
husband will come for her in the night, that he will be angry at Glory for letting her sister stay. 
We are so deeply invested in Glory and her life. What would he do to Glory? What could we do 
to stop him? I think of the police station down the street and their lack of appearance when the 
sirens sang into the night. Would they come? Would they care?
Mom and I wonder, too, if  Grace’s husband will be angry with us for letting Grace stay.
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Grade 11 Growth Camp 
Thirty minutes from Sabie, in the mountain tourist village of Graskop, cars arrive, 
depositing grade 11s and their luggage onto the gravel driveway until all 97 students assembled 
on the shallow brick steps outside the camp’s dining hall, our luggage piled in a heap in the grass 
behind us. Although Alison spent the night with me last night and we arrived together in Dad’s 
car, nobody is talking to me. I sit alone on the steps, staring into the oblivion of the week with a 
stomach full of dread.
What would the teachers do to me if I ditched camp? I don’t need this school to get into 
college anyway. With my correspondence classes, I’m only at Penryn to make friends, but the 
only thing that’s changed in the past four months is I’ve lost my shiny-newness. Now I’m that 
quiet American girl. That girl who hangs around with the German student, Tabea. Or the girl 
who tags along with Alison sometimes. I’m still different from them, but I’m no longer exotic. 
Exoticness rubs off with time. It doesn’t leave much behind when it’s gone.
Behind me, Alison laughs and talks with Clare and Bozz. Last night, before Ali and I 
went to sleep, I told her I had a crush. While shy and quiet, I’ve never been one to keep my own 
secrets well, and the longer I’m away from Olivia, the more the secrets threaten to seep out of 
me. Why I chose Alison, I’m not sure.
She guessed six times before arriving at Louis and giggling. I made her swear not to tell 
anyone, and she giggled more.
“Have you talked to him?”
“Not much. I don’t know what to say to him.”
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I thought the act of trust would form a more concrete friendship, but I watch her talk to 
Clare and Bozz, and she talks to them differently than she talks to me. Clare is new to Penryn 
too, but Alison embraces her as if they have been in school together their entire lives.
Mrs. Du Toit, the hockey coach and one of the Afrikaans teachers, calls us to order and 
points her knobbed fingers at the girls’ and boys’ dormitories, separated from each other by a 
wide expanse of freshly mown grass. I was hoping the sleeping arrangements would be assigned, 
but instead, Mrs. Du Toit shoos us with her hand, saying, “Find a bed and meet back here in 
twenty minutes,” in her thick Afrikaans accent.
I scramble together my duffle, sleeping bag, and pillow, and look for Alison, hoping our 
pseudo-friendship has at least secured me a bed in the same dorm, but she and Clare have 
disappeared. A hot ball forms in my throat, threatening to combust. I imagine myself stumbling 
from room to room in search of a bed and being stuck in a room full of girls who hate me. Or I 
might not be able to find a vacant bed at all, and I’ll have to ask Mrs. Du Toit for help. I can see 
her rolling her eyes at me. I’m on the verge of tears when I spot the back of Alison’s head and I 
race to catch up, bag slamming against the back of my knees.
“Hey, can I stay with you?” I ask.
She says nothing but shrugs her shoulders, so I think I’m annoying her. I follow her 
anyway into a room packed with narrow cots and girls scrambling for sleeping space. I throw my 
bag onto the only remaining mattress, and slowly the ball in my throat evaporates. Mission one 
of surviving camp is complete.
Day two. The teachers divide us into groups, saying each of us in the group has to give a 
different kind of speech. In my group, in a flurry of confusing movements similar to a game of
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“nose goes,” I’m chosen to be the guest speaker—the one with the longest and least-prescribed 
speech.
I don’t know most of the students in my group, and they’re lackadaisical about the ordeal. 
The boys talk to each other at one end of the table, while the girls speculate about the formal 
dresses we were told to pack, gossiping about what they’d heard from the girls they know in 
grade 12 who’ve already been through Grade 11 Growth Camp.
“So what am I giving a speech about?” I interrupt, and they all look at me, slightly 
annoyed, but twist their bodies to face the center of the group, as if they’ve been called away 
from important business.
“What do you want to talk about?” one girl asks, and I shrug.
“Oh. We should do something about your being American,” says a boy.
The group erupts in agreement, nodding and saying “ja .” I sigh.
“I know. What about the American perspective of South Africa,” says the same boy.
I nod, not knowing what else to do as I let them determine my fate.
“What did people in America think about Africa?” a girl asks me.
“A lot of people asked me if I was going to live in a hut,” I say.
The group erupts in laughter. I’m back-pedaling, and I’m glad Angela isn’t around to 
hear this conversation.
“Ja, ja. You can be an American varsity student who’s done her practical year in South 
Africa,” says the leader boy.
I’m too afraid to ask them what a practical year is.
Twenty minutes later, I’m standing at the podium at the front of the dining hall with a 
page of bullet points that mean mostly nothing to me. Aside from the hut comment, I couldn’t
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help much, because I didn’t know how to tell them that most people I knew didn’t have many 
preconceptions about South Africa because most of them, including myself, didn’t think about 
Africa at all until I was about to move there.
“Americans have many misconceptions about South Africa.” My voice shakes, and I can 
feel sweat escaping from every pore of my body, places I didn’t even know my body was 
capable of sweating from. Nervous-sweat is the worst kind of sweat. There is nothing to be 
earned from it except more nerves.
“I never realized South Africa traded so much with other countries.”
I have no clue what I’m talking about. I wish I could give a speech about how high 
school in America is nothing like Mean Girls as they’re always assuming. But that speech would 
have crossed an invisible line in my classmates’ toleration of me and my determination to be 
nothing like that obnoxious, hated girl from Florida.
I realize I have no idea who I am anymore.
Trembling, I finish my speech and rejoin my group, and we sit down to watch the other 
groups perform. I will myself to forget, and the other speeches pass before me in blurs and 
morphed voices.
I hear my name being called. Bozz is at the podium. He’s a funny guy with spikey hair, 
who lets his pants at school sag in the back as much as he can without being noticed. He’s cute in 
that I’m-a-punk-boy kind of way, a chameleon who can slither from group to group and is 
accepted for who he is.
Bozz has been talking about personality types within the grade, depicting and poking fun 
at their mannerisms to evoke laughter. Now he is calling my name, asking me to stand. Me and 
Tabea and Gail. We rise from our seats, uncertain if we can refuse his request. Gail is a few rows
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in front of me. Tabea is across the center aisle. We look at each other to be sure the others are 
standing too, and a physical beam of solidarity pours between us— a triangle of communal 
mortification. Can they feel it too, or am I imagining it, wishing for it, this string tying us 
together?
“These three girls are incredibly quiet,” he says. “I don’t know any of them, but I 
challenge you all to greet them and talk to them at least once a day because I know if people 
would talk to them, they’re probably the most awesome people you’ll ever meet.”
Then it’s over, and we sit. Tabea shrinks into her seat, her head down. She hates the 
attention. Gail is flushed, her mouth tightening into a narrow scowl. But when she and I form eye 
contact, there’s a new understanding in her golden brown eyes I don’t think I’m imagining.
At camp meals, I begin sitting with Gail, Thandi, Zuzka, and Tabea. One morning, the 
five of us sit eating rubbery eggs and toast, and when I think nobody’s watching, I stare over 
Gail’s shoulder at Louis sitting at the next table. He looks tired with creases around his blue eyes 
and rumpled hair, which is perfectly combed when at school. He and his friends talk loudly about 
a new movie coming to the theater . I imagine myself sitting next to him in the dark auditorium, 
his arm hooked around my neck, my head on his shoulder.
Alison is still the only one I’ve told about my crush. I felt a slight sense of betrayal when 
she said she’d told Clare because I wonder if they’ve also told Bozz, and Bozz is not part of 
Louis’s group, but they’re friends enough for that kind of secret to matter. Secrets spread like ink 
stains here, and I hope that my under-the-radar status will keep my secret in that realm of who- 
the-fuck-cares.
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Garth, Thandi’s boyfriend, wanders to our breakfast table, wrapping his arm around 
Thandi’s waist. She kisses him over and over on the cheek, and her voice instantly rises half an 
octave. Her stringy blonde bangs swish back and forth in front of her eyes as she runs one hand 
through his dark curls and brings her toast to her mouth with the other. Across from me, Gail 
rolls her eyes, and I smile in agreement— Thandi and Garth are disgusting.
Gail and I somehow understand each other now. We know it’s because of Bozz, but we 
never talk about his speech. We let it meld with our past, so that someday in the future—when 
we call each other best friend—we’ll wonder how we ever became friends. W e’ll look back on 
that second day of school when I asked her how to find Biology, and we’ll laugh. “I found you 
so annoying. You asked so many questions,” she’ll say. And then we’ll say that she didn’t 
understand that I was a fellow-quiet-one disguised as question-asker. But I will remain 
convinced that Bozz’s speech is the turning point of our relationship, that we would have never 
been friends without it.
By the fourth day of camp, I’m exhausted. Every day, I write in my journal that I want to 
show these people my true self. I want to be who I am when I’m with Olivia, but I haven’t 
figured out how yet. The task is too daunting.
In the past few days, I’d given that horrific speech, and I learned to waltz with a stumbly 
boy who sneered when he realized w e’d be paired together, scrutinizing my greasy hair and 
unshaved legs. At the time I hadn’t showered. I had been too embarrassed by the lack of shower 
curtains in the bathroom and the immodest girls walking around, their pubic hair and 
effervescent breasts staring me down. They laughed and joked as if they were fully clothed, as if 
they were as familiar with each other’s bodies as they were their own.
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I was forced to fashion-show my formal dress to all the girls, which I did in a mouse-like 
way— quick, head down, don’t trip, hips close together. The woman leading the session talked to 
us about body types and insisted that I sashay and flaunt—two words that I have never used to 
describe my movements— down the runway with confidence. Confidence exists as a secret 
hidden away inside of me, and I have never been comfortable showing it outwardly. I begin to 
doubt if the secret is a good thing or not.
On the third day, I finally braved the showers, trying to ignore the nakedness around me, 
hoping the girls didn’t look too closely at me.
Every movement and word has become an effort, and I move through space in a fog. My 
shriveled soul becomes an inordinate obstacle I cannot find a way around or over or under.
By the time Mrs. Du Toit marches my classmates and me down the muddy logging road 
into the woods, I’m relieved. We are to spend twenty-four hours alone in the pine forest. We 
each carry two garbage bags filled with sleeping bags and sweatshirts, a bottle of water, and a 
small amount of food. The solitary is framed as a time to meditate on our experiences at camp, 
and to talk to God about our futures. I only have one thing to discuss with God, and it has 
nothing to do with my future adulthood. He and I are going to sort out why he’s pulled this cruel 
joke on me, why he gave me what I wanted but twisted the fantasy into the form it’s taken, and 
finally, he’s going to tell me who it is that I’m supposed to be.
One by one, Mrs. Du Toit drops my classmates in the woods, 100 meters or more apart, 
until it’s my turn. “You,” Mrs. Du Toit says, pointing at me, because she still can’t remember my 
name most of the time.
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Only when Mrs. Du Toit and the rest of the students have disappeared around a bend in 
the road and I’m certain Carmen—my closest neighbor— can’t hear me or see my face, and only 
after I set up my tent, pulling the ropes tight around two young trees, do I allow myself to cry.
“God. Why?” I yell with my head buried in my legs. “Why am I even here?” I hug my 
knees and rock back and forth, my chest heaving and rattling with mucus. I throw rocks at a train 
inching by on the hillside opposite. I sing songs in a wavering voice and stare at the neatly 
spaced trees as they roll down the side of the mountain. My eyes push the gray trunks together, 
and they begin to swap places, pushing and pulling at the creases of my vision.
I ’m seven years old on Christmas, clutching a Magic Eye book with both hands. The 
page is pressed close to my face, almost touching my nose. I  stare at the center o f  the page as 
I ’ve seen Mom and Sarah and Nick do. They say you have to stare at the same spot and slowly 
move the page away from  your face until the blurry image becomes something else. Something 
clear and precise. They never tell me what it is they see, and I  haven’t asked, even though that is 
all I  want out o f  life right now, to know. I ’d  rather fin d  out fo r  myself.
I ’ve been at this activity all afternoon. N ick’s watching TV in the background while the 
rest o f  the fam ily nibbles on snacks in the kitchen. I  sit in our d og ’s wicker bed by the backdoor, 
invisible, while I  stare into the page, willing it to tell me its secrets. I ’m cross-eyed by the 
scribbles moving in a rainbow pattern from  the top left corner o f  the page to the bottom right. I  
concentrate, squint, slowly move the page away from  me until my elbows are straight and I  can’t 
reach any farther. I  still see rainbow scribbles. M y arms are too short—it needs to be farther 
away. I  toss the book aside. “When I ’m older, ” I  think, and I  nestle into the side o f  the cushioned 
wicker basket to read a book with words in it, a book that tells me its secrets willingly.
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In the woods in South Africa, the trees mirage. They form tee-pees as their green tips lean 
towards each other. Their trunks morph together to form one tree, then six again.
Where’s Olivia? It’s exhausting being myself to virtual strangers. I cry alone in the 
woods because it is impossible to determine who would understand what it is I feel. I’m not even 
sure I understand it; how can I expect Alison or Gail or Thandi or even Tabea to understand it? 
Why do we need people anyway? I want to be self-sufficient.
“Why did you bring me here? What am I supposed to be doing here?” I ask the sky, not 
entirely believing there is someone there listening to me.
I never once argued with my parents about coming here. Maybe I’m not cut out for 
adventure. All my dreams of escape for all these years have been a sham. Who I think I am has 
turned out to be the exact opposite of who I need to be. Dislocation disrupts the continuum of the 
self, leaving you scrambling for remnants of familiar feelings that float away on the wind as soon 
as they appear. Here in South Africa, I am somebody else, which increases my desire to go 
home, but I don’t know where home is anymore either.
I watch the trees, looking for answers. They dance and morph, annoyingly silent.
“I’m older now,” I whisper, though I don’t feel any older. I still feel seven, and the Magic 
Eye book is still unintelligible.
My butt goes numb, and when the headlights of the security truck creep past on the 
logging road, I turn my back to it, hiding my tear-blotched face from the two black men with 
guns sitting in the front seat of the bakkie. Mrs. Du Toit told us these men would be patrolling 
through the night for our safety. I wonder what the security guards are keeping us safe from way 
out here. From a roaming leopard? Black mambas? A desperate man, broken from apartheid and 
wandering out here without anywhere else to go? Each other? Ourselves?
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The headlights of the bakkie splash against the tree trunks, and its engine dies away, 
replaced by the buzz of crickets melding with soft rain sifting through pine needles. The 
moments we most want to understand are often the ones that will never make sense. Rain 
speckles my face, and I pull up the hood of my sweatshirt before crawling into my tent. I listen to 
the rain splatter against the tent roof, and thunder rumbles from somewhere down the valley.
Nothing matters. It doesn’t matter if  I ever make friends. It doesn’t even matter if  there’s 
a God listening to my pathetic whimpering. And it doesn’t matter if  there’s a reason for my being 
here. Not right now. Not in this moment. Maybe not ever. It doesn’t matter if I know who I am. 
Acceptance is to allow ourselves to be in between were and are. To be becoming and stop feeling 
sorry for ourselves, stop acknowledging our fear.
The dormitory is crowded with girls putting on makeup, fixing their hair, and switching 
out shirts and skirts and shoes. They dress and re-dress, stripping down to their underwear and 
building new outfits again, sometimes trading items, throwing them in high-flying arcs across the 
room. So many beds are crammed into the concrete-floored room that it’s as if  we’ve been 
sleeping in one communal bed all week. The only floor space is a narrow hallway between the 
feet of beds on one side of the room and the feet of beds on the other.
I’ve been ready for our formal evening for a while now, as always, with time to spare. I 
try to stay out of the way, sitting cross-legged on the thin mattress of my bed, the red gauzy skirt 
lying in piles around me on my blue sleeping bag. Mom made my dress. The other girls admired 
Mom’s handiwork—“it’s quite lovely”—before going back to their frenzied obsession.
“I can’t believe they only gave us an hour to get ready,” they say.
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I don’t speak, brushing my hair over and over until it’s shiny smooth. I wonder how I’ll 
dance in the short, backless heels I’ve brought. I hope the other girls will shed their heels as we 
did at dances back in Lufkin, kicking them off as soon as pictures had been taken and storing 
them under tables or in dark corners of the gymnasium turned dance hall. My worry is irrelevant 
though. I might not be asked to dance at all. I stifle the jittery feeling in my stomach. Louis.
The girls smear makeup on each other’s faces, and ask, “Do I look okay?” over and over, 
as if  they’re expecting different answers. While I’m eager for Louis to see me in something other 
than a plaid skirt that doesn’t fit right, I don’t have the backstory for this frenzy. These girls will 
finally show all the boys who’ve known them since pre-school that they can look like grownups.
I understand it, but only partly. Even if I owned all the right makeup, I wouldn’t have the 
patience or the skills to put more of it on. I turn to Clare and ask, “How’s my face look?” and I 
feel satisfied when she says, “It looks like you’re not wearing any makeup at all.”
There’s Kirsten and Alison and Gail and Thandi and Zuzka. Clare is pulling her auburn 
hair back in a ponytail. Tabea is near me, reading her book on her bed. I’m uncomfortable 
around Kirsten. She leans toward goth, somehow even when wearing her Penryn uniform. She 
drinks and I think she smokes weed, and she’s told stories at school about bikini waxes— 
something I didn’t even know existed. At camp, she has taken to walking from the showers past 
the boys’ windows wearing nothing but a towel wrapped around her tall, pale body.
I’m more a part of them now. I may be on the outskirts, but I know they’re aware of my 
presence, and they accept me. It’s a precarious situation, but I’m slowly living up to the promises 
I’ve made to myself in the woods. The girls smooth the skirts of their dresses with flattened 
palms, as they twirl their hair into perfect buns and blink into wands of mascara, and I search for 
my way in.
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“Will you do my makeup, Kirsten?” asks Alison. I’m still angry she told Clare about my 
crush on Louis, but at the same time, if  my secret is worth telling, then maybe I’m not as on-the- 
edges as I assumed. Perhaps my thinking of Ali as a pseudo-friendship is something I’ve created 
in my mind. She taught me how to hit a hockey ball after all. While she may not be a best friend, 
she is still a friend.
“Ja, just now,” says Kirsten without looking up. She continues doing her own makeup 
and fiddling with her long, blonde hair that hangs down her back, ending in a V, just above the 
back of her corset-like dress. Alison turns to her short brown hair, trying to frame her face right.
“All right, hold up, y’all,” I say, standing up. The skirt of my dress tickles the my calves 
as it falls, and the room goes quiet. Ten girls stare at me, wait for me to continue. Wait for me, 
the outsider to say something. They ’re listening to me. I push away my excitement, and I ask, “Is 
there a difference between ‘now,’ ‘now now,’ and ‘just now,’ or do they all mean the same 
thing?”
There’s a pause in the room, only a fraction of a half of a second, but it feels treacherous, 
desperate. My shoulders are tight, and my hands sweat. Then they all laugh, but they’re laughing 
with me, not at me.
Gail says, “No, they’re all the same.”
“Well ‘now’ is kind of sooner than the other two,” says Alison.
“’Now now’ and ‘just now’ definitely mean the same thing though,” says Zuzka.
“Do any of them mean, you know, ‘immediately’?” I ask.
“No,” says Thandi. And the other girls laugh and nod their heads in agreement before 
turning back to what they were doing. Kirsten does Alison’s makeup and I ask Clare to help me 
with the black ribbon around my waist. She ties it in a neat bow, and she whispers, “I hope Louis
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asks you to dance.” I blush, and we drag Tabea off the bed and out of her book. All of us hook 
arms in pairs or trios as we head to the dining hall to meet the boys. We stumble as the points of 
our heels plunge into the grass, and my skirt trails away from me in wisps of red gauze as the 
wind threatens to undo my roommates’ hair.
Inside, the dining hall is dark, lit only by Christmas lights. A few streamers sweep across 
the paneled ceiling, and the tables are pushed to the edges of the room to create space for a 
makeshift dance floor. The tile floor is the wrong kind of tile. It’s scuffed and dusty and our 
heels tap dim hollow sounds as we step across it. The whole affair is oddly discordant with the 
camp atmosphere if you were to step outside into the damp, cool night, where the pine trees 
threaten to sweep in around the outskirts of the camp’s grounds. Candles sit on the tables, which 
are draped in paper tablecloths. There’s a name card above my place setting of chipped dining 
hall plates and silverware. The chair is plastic, and my legs stick to it where the fabric of my 
dress has crept up due to my enormous butt.
As soon as the music starts, these incongruences evaporate. Couples meet on the floor, 
counting the beats of the music, deciding if it’s a waltz or a two-step before joining hands. They 
revolve in circles around the dance floor easing into the rhythm of the newly-learned waltz.
Some glide across the floor, their bodies nodding to the ONE-two-three while others trip over 
each other and count the beats out loud into their partner’s ears.
I’m surprised when Brad, a tall, gangly boy in Louis’s club, appears at my side. 
Whenever I see him at school, he reminds me of the Big Friendly Giant from Roald Dahl’s book 
but better looking. Before now, we have never spoken to each other. “Would you like to dance?” 
he asks.
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I redden and nod. Even though Brad is not my first choice in dance partner, my heart 
flutters into my throat from the anticipation of being touched and the fact that I’m not as 
invisible as I’ve imagined myself to be. On the floor, my backless heels flip up behind me; I grip 
them with my toes and focus on the music instead. Brad is so tall that my hand rests on his thin 
bicep instead of his shoulder.
“Your dress is very pretty,” he says.
“Thank you,” I say, glowing. We glide, and I can feel myself catching onto the waltz. 
Brad tries out a twirl. I spin around—my dress fans out in a pleasing wave of red— and come 
back to him. My shoes barely stay on my feet, and I let out a giggle as I replace my hand on his 
bicep.
“How are you liking Penryn?” he asks.
“It’s different from what I’m used to, but I like it so far,” I say, not knowing what else to
say.
The song ends, and Brad escorts me to the edge of the dance floor, says thank you, and 
walks away. Before I can turn to look for Louis, there’s Geoffrey holding a hand out to me. 
Earlier in the week, we had been partners in a trust walk. I’d been blindfolded first, and he led 
me through obstacles without speaking. He held one of my hands and placed his other on the 
parts of my body that needed to move around objects—my head, a knee, a shoulder. He didn’t 
once let me stumble. Then I had led him, quivering and afraid of doing something wrong. When 
it was over, I felt oddly connected to him, but didn’t know how to say it, was too afraid to say it.
W e’re swept onto the floor, dodging around our classmates as we two-step. We don’t 
have to speak; we move and trust our bodies to follow the other. I like the softness of his hand 
wrapped around mine, and despite my claims of having eyes only for his good friend Louis, I
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want to run my fingers through Geoffrey’s curls. In the midst of a turn around the dance floor, 
my heart can easily be pulled in a hundred different directions.
The song ends, and Geoffrey nods his head at me before turning to ask Gail to dance. For 
a brief moment, I watch Thandi and Garth kissing on the edge of the dance floor. While their 
closeness annoys me (Am I jealous?), I want to be Thandi’s friend. I can’t explain the desire, but 
it’s something I know that I will strive for. I will pull her into my circle, along with Gail and 
Zuzka. They are the chosen ones, but they don’t know it yet. I will be Olivia—though a more 
subtle one—I will create the relationships I want for myself.
All the songs are starting to sound the same. Strings upon strings, blending one track into 
the next, waltz, two-step, waltz, two-step, waltz, waltz, waltz. None of it matters anymore, not 
the streamers or the Christmas lights, or the hollow floor.
Andrew is next to appear beside me. We had to interview each other at the beginning of 
the week, so I know he flies planes. He wants to be a pilot (a dream he will succeed at) and he 
knows I want to be a writer. H e’s the only one I’ve admitted being homesick to, another secret 
I’ve let seep out into the blur of faces that spin through this strange world. He had apologized for 
my loneliness, as if  it were his fault, and then said he couldn’t imagine, which was nice to hear.
Andrew is not as smooth on his feet as Brad and Geoffrey, and we move precariously 
around the room, laughing as we step on each other’s toes. Afterwards, I catch my breath at the 
edge of the floor. I walk slowly, taking in the pairs of clasped boy-girl couples twirling under the 
streamers. Almost everyone is dancing—though there is a group who sits at a table, stubbornly 
refusing to take part. I can’t stop smiling. Sweat is collecting under my arms, and I struggle to 
keep my shoes on, but I am happy and thrilled and exhilarated. Spurts of electricity are shooting
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through me. My plan of letting myself go is working somehow of its own accord. All I had to do 
was decide.
Louis is across the dance floor from me, looking around with a sense of purpose. We 
make eye contact. His blue eyes pierce through me as his eyebrows arch into a question mark. It 
is suddenly very difficult to swallow. I nod back at his eyes. We maneuver through the crowd 
towards each other as I desperately and uselessly swipe my palms down the red fabric hanging 
around my hips. The other grade 11s are dancing in circles around us as Louis and I meet.
“We spotted each other from across the room,” he says, and somehow the cliche sounds 
less cliched coming from his lips. I giggle and he takes my hand. His hand is on my waist and we 
glide, waltzing, weaving in between our peers as he carefully steers me away from other couples. 
We soar. For the first time since I’ve been at Penryn, I am light and sinewy instead of bulky and 
square. I wish I could think of something to say, but as I try to wrap my tongue around words, 
the song ends and he bows deeply showing me the top of his spiked-blond head.
But he danced with me. Louis danced with me.
I watch his shoulders slide through the crowd to ask Alison to dance and I find Brad at 
my side again. We spin and twirl. I’m laughing, elated by the whole evening and by Louis.
Alison winks at me over Louis’s shoulder as they dance stiffly past me and Brad. I roll my eyes, 
laugh.
“W hat’s that?” asks Brad. I shake my head and say, “Nothing” as I feel myself blush.
Later, in our dorm, in the whisper-giggle of girl talk, Ali will tell me how Louis said I 
was a good dancer. That when she told him to ask me to dance again, he said “I had already 
intended to.”
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The next song, Louis marches up to me, takes both of my hands firmly in his and says, 
“Come on, I think they’re playing our song.” I don’t have time to acknowledge the explosions 
going off in my fingers’ nerve endings before we’re off, twirling around the dance floor as his 
hand cradles my waist and sweat drips from my pores, seeping into the shoulder of his blue wool 
jacket. Lacking words, I hope to win him over by smiling at him—what I’ve been told is my best 
feature in some other adult exercise during the past week. He spins me, one arm placed formally 
behind his back as I revolve around and around and then back into his arms.
By the end of the night, my feet are sore and my calf muscles ache, but I have danced 
almost every song. As I stumble back to the dormitory with the other girls, my whole body 
tingles. The other girls giggle and wobble on their feet, while I tally the dances in my head.
Three with Brad. Two with Geoffrey. One with Andrew. A smattering of others with other guys. 
And four with Louis. Four waltzes with Louis. The number of dances, along with the one-liners 
he’s said to me, are sure indicators of his undying devotion to me.
I imagine Louis and me clasping hands in front of the outdoor altar at the church back in 
Lufkin. The palm trees next to the creek behind us sway, and the sun flashes off the pink marble 
altar. Louis and I stand barefoot, and I look into those iris blue eyes until we waltz away into a 
happily ever after.
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Obstacle Course
You’re running. Bare feet slapping on the wet grass, slipping and sliding through the red- 
black mud into the obstacle course. Mud squishing between and over and under your toes.
You hate this.
Two boys throw the girl in front of you over the waist-high hurdle made of rough logs. 
You’re next, and it’s becoming difficult to swallow, partly from the running you aren’t used to 
doing, and partly from having these two strange boys touch you in this way. You think of the boy 
back in Texas, the first and, so far, only boy who has stuck his hand down your pants, grabbing 
your cushy buttocks over your blue cotton panties in his bedroom. His mouth was cold and tasted 
like Jack-in-the-Box mayonnaise.
Up and over, your naked thighs scraping on the wet wood of the log, your nipples 
tingling from the friction inside your black one-piece swimsuit. When your feet hit the ground on 
the other side, you’re still thinking about how you pulled away from the boy in Texas, sat up on 
the bed. Hated yourself. But you keep running because you have to, trying not to linger on the 
handprints you now feel on your butt. You run.
You run through the woods, tripping and stumbling to keep up with this team of 
strangers. You hate teams. Before the race started, they had huddled, slapped each other on the 
back, sure they were going to win, glancing and wondering what you, the new girl, were capable 
of. Nothing, you wanted to say. More than anything, you don’t want to let people down, 
especially these people you barely know.
Just when you thought you were finding your place here. Louis had asked you to dance 
with his eyes last night. You’d waltzed in your gauzy red dress, his hand on your waist, and you 
felt that maybe you were supposed to be here. The girls in the dorm room weren’t sneering at
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you anymore— almost included you in their conversation. You showered, covering your breasts 
with your hands, hoping the other girls didn’t notice the way your butt cheeks dimpled but also 
knowing they were examining your body as you were examining theirs. But it didn’t matter, 
because something was starting to feel right about this place, about these people.
Until now. On the final day of camp. You’re running as hard as you can and you’re not 
sure why, if  it’s for the team, or for you. Not sure if  you’re running to something or from 
something. If your heart is pounding because you know you’re going to be the reason your team 
loses because you’re slow, or because you’re sick of trying to be something other than the person 
you were three months ago. You want to go home. But in your head, you’re not sure where home 
is anymore. You crawl through a dark tunnel, the floor a thick carpet of mud. You try not to 
think about what might be hiding in the mud, and you crawl as fast as you can, try not to be 
afraid of the dark. And then you’re out in the air again, running for unknown reasons until you’re 
at the slide.
You hate slides. You’ve hated them since you were young and a kid came racing down a 
McDonald’s slide onto your head. He smelled like stale French fries and urine. Or was it when 
the metal bolts of the closed-in tube slide shocked you, setting your hair straight up on end? It 
doesn’t matter. You just know you hate slides.
The slide is tall. It’s tall and at the bottom is the dam, the blocked up river. The doctor 
back in Texas told you not to swim in any fresh water in South Africa. That there were parasites 
that could crawl under your skin, up your vagina, crater their way in through your belly button. 
“They can kill you from the inside out before you even know they’re there.”
But somehow you don’t think telling Mrs. Du Toit this fear will let you out of the final 
obstacle. She would scoff at you. Call you foolish. And you would let down the team. So you
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climb the slide ladder. One arm over the next, one leg after the other. You wait for the girl in 
front of you to swim out of the way and then you slide and you’re rocketing down, your purple 
gym shorts sliding up around your hips. Half way down, you know it was a bad idea, but too late, 
you hit the cold, cold water.
You can’t breathe. Your heart has exploded into tiny shards of frozen glass. And you 
think, it’s all over. You’re going to die. The parasites aren’t what’s going to kill you. You will 
suffocate here in this raw, frigid, foreign river. The fish will eat you while you’re sinking to the 
bottom of the pool.
Coughing and spluttering, you struggle to move your arms. You reach out for the girl in 
front of you, try to say her name, but she does not notice you, or doesn’t care. Does not care that 
you can’t breathe. That you have forgotten how to swim.
Somehow you reach the shore, you aren’t sure how, and you wish somebody would pull 
your aching body out of the water. But the girl is already on the bank and running across the wet 
grass.
You have to run to the finish line. You are sobbing and your chest is heaving and your 
limbs feel numb. It is a miracle that you are still here existing at all. And when you cross the line 
at a half-stumble, half-crawl, you collapse on the grass. You are uncertain whether you should 
feel ashamed that you are showing rawness in front of these almost-strangers. The teachers don’t 
notice that you still feel as if you might die, that perhaps the cold water stole your breath forever. 
Your teammates are already walking towards the showers, disappointed and ignorant.
But the sun is warm. And it feels good to cry. To not have to pretend anymore.
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Friends
I don’t know when it happened, when I crossed the border from being friendless to 
having good friends. I claim camp was the turning point, but as friendship usually goes, I don’t 
know anymore. The particulars slip away between the cracks of memories. We can remember 
how we met, but everything else, who knows?
It’s Tabea’s birthday. W e’re in a courtyard at an open-air shopping center in White River, 
shivering in the dusk of May’s early winter. The chill is tangible in our bones as our feet kick up 
the gravel around the oversized chessboard under the half light of the yellow lamps. The tables 
around us are empty, the restaurant they belong to having closed for the night. Across the grass 
and gravel and up decorative staircases, shops lock their doors. They flip off the lights one by 
one. W e’re alone, and I can see the fog of our breaths come out of our lungs in synchronized 
puffs.
Thandi and Geoffrey move their black bishop across the board, and Gail and I watch 
Tabea as she puzzles over the board. We know how to play, but we can sense that Tabea is 
better, that she seeks enjoyment out of the game, her analytical brain seeking a challenge while 
the rest of us kill time before the movie. Tabea’s short, wavy hair falls forward around her face 
as she circles the chess pieces, her feet crunching on the gravel. I can almost see her brain 
working, manipulating the pieces into patterns.
Alison still has her uses, especially when it comes to Louis, but she is slowly drifting 
away from me. Or rather, I have drifted away from her purposefully as I realize the full potential 
of the friendship with others, with Tabea in particular. I let Tabea choose me, pull me in, and in 
the process, I strategically select friends for myself.
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Geoffrey notices the time, and we leave the game unfinished to go sprinting up the maze 
of concrete staircases, laughing as we burst into the movie theater in which Pride and Prejudice 
has already begun to play on the screen. We tiptoe to seats near the back. We watch, and I feel 
Gail and Thandi sigh on either side of me in all the right moments. Our hearts reach out for Mr. 
Darcy or Mr. Bingley in a fantastical way that only teenage girls can look at scenes of 
impossible, unexplainable love.
Later that night, after the five of us eat the dinner Tabea cooked, after the others were 
picked up by their parents, and Tabea and I lay in her bedroom on separate cots under pilled 
duvets, I say, “I wish everybody— Thandi and Gail—knew I was doing double school.”
Tabea is the only one I’ve deemed safe enough to trust with my biggest secret about my 
correspondence classes. I’m afraid these people who are becoming my friends will be offended 
and think I’m doing American high school correspondence classes because I believe Penryn isn’t 
good enough for me and American colleges, which isn’t the truth. (Penryn, with its heavy 
workload and essay-driven exams, will end up preparing me for college better than anything 
else.) The correspondence classes were Mom’s idea because she had fears about my future, and 
I’ve gone along with the plan only so I can start college at the same time as my Lufkin 
graduating class— a desire that doesn’t make sense to me or anybody else, since I don’t plan to 
go to the same schools as any of them.
“You should tell them,” Tabea says.
I contemplate her suggestion, staring at the dark ceiling. While I hate living half of my 
life hidden behind a secret, I’m not ready for the kind of attention that secret would bring, not to 
mention, it would ruin the image I’ve been constructing for myself—the “clever, but not-too-
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clever (I’m barely passing Geography), quiet, definitely not obnoxious but sometimes even fun 
American girl.” The secret is coming to define me in ways that I don’t fully understand yet. I 
don’t know that my secret is more about me than it is about them.
“I’m going to miss you when you go back to Germany,” I say.
She says, “Ja ,” but I can sense that she is ready to return towards the familiar. She’ll go 
back to Germany soon where she’ll restart grade 11 for the third time due to the timing of school 
years. The past five months have been leading up to this night, her birthday party, with the 
closest friends she’s accumulated in a quiet, subtle way.
“Maybe I’ll come visit someday,” I say, “My cousin and I have planned a Europe trip. If 
it ever happens, we can stop in Germany.”
(A month later, when Tabea returns to Germany, she and I will send a total of six emails 
back and forth over the course of a year before we stop talking all together. I will not visit 
Germany.)
“Ja ,” she says again, her voice drifting off into sleep.
For her, tonight is an ending, or at least, the beginning of an ending. But for me, it’s 
something else. Sparks and seeds float in front of my eyes. I can almost touch them, but I’m 
afraid if  I’m too eager, they’ll pop and evaporate into the cricket-saturated night.
Tabea has dissolved almost unnoticed, leaving me on my own.
One night, after Thandi, Zuzka, and I watch Gail dance ballet, I stay over at Thandi’s for 
the night. Thandi’s mother asks me questions about my family in an Afrikaans accent, and when 
I say I’m the youngest by six years, something that’s always been a negative quality of our
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family, Thandi’s mother nods. “We did that on purpose,” she says. Thandi and her older sister 
are separated by seven years. “We wanted to have enough alone time with each of them.”
I’d never thought of it that way, but I’m aware that my existence borders on accident— 
“We thought it might be nice to have another kid, but we didn’t expect it to happen,” Mom said 
once to a friend in Lufkin when she thought I wasn’t listening. Sarah and Nick are only three 
years apart, close enough in age to create two distinct families—theirs and mine. Sarah and Nick 
are not here in South Africa. I’m aware and proud of the distinction, feeling as if  I’m winning in 
some way because of this difference. Otherwise it’s “you’re such a baby, you get everything you 
want, spoiled brat” and sometimes I’m inclined to agree with them. I watch Sarah and Nick talk 
to each other easily—they even fight differently— and as much as I try, I cannot jump the age 
barrier standing between us. They have memories I don’t have. They even have memories about 
me I don’t know exist.
After Thandi’s father says a prayer, we pick up our forks, and I start to eat at the plate of 
ribs and rice. The rice is dry, not sticky the way I like it, and halfway to my mouth, most of the 
grains falls off my fork. I hunch forward placing my mouth closer to the plate so I can better 
shovel in rice. I chew politely, lips closed between each bite as Mom always taught me, but I’m 
hungry and I want the food fast. I know enough to know that South Africans are too proper to eat 
with their fingers, so I try to cut the meat off the ribs, but it hugs the bones tightly. I toss the 
knife down and pick up the rib and nibble it— a little dry, I want barbeque sauce but there isn’t 
any. I set the meat down and shovel more rice in my mouth, gripping my fork tightly in my right 
hand. I want water, but I wasn’t offered a beverage. I glance around and notice that none of them 
has drinks in front of their plates either.
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Only then do I realize how quiet the room is. I look up to see three pairs of eyes staring at 
my hunched-over figure. They sit straight up in their chairs, napkins in their laps, knives in right 
hands, forks in their left with the prongs pointing down onto the plate. Thandi has a bite halfway 
to her mouth, the rice smeared on the backside of her upside-down fork. She hasn’t even put 
down her knife. I look down at myself, become aware of the curve in my spine. My knife lies 
discarded on the side of the plate, and my napkin still lies neatly folded on the table.
The world has paused, as if  a headline is flashing above my head—“American Heathen.” 
It’s red, and not the flattering kind, but that glaring red that reminds you of fake blood and 
emergency flares. While I know they’re Afrikaans, the headline flashing above their heads in 
neon-but-becoming green says “Properly British.”
I slowly sit up, slide the napkin into my lap, switch my fork to my left hand and pick up 
my knife. Eating resumes. I watch them. Thandi’s mother delicately carves meat off the bones, 
forks the slice, then uses her knife to sweep rice onto the back of the fork, balances it all there as 
she brings it to her mouth quickly. It’s a graceful motion, all one push-scrape-upward-swoop into 
the mouth.
I try to mimic her, but when I try to slice the meat, the rib slides off my plate—I’ve never 
been good with knives, preferring to use the side of my fork as pseudo-knife. I forced Mom to 
cut my meat into bite-size pieces for longer than I should have, longer than she should have 
agreed to do so. Even now, my family often doesn’t put knives on the table unless we’re eating 
steak; otherwise they lie unused and forgotten on the placemats long after the meal is over. The 
foreign object flops in my hands, feeling like dull rubber trying to cut through the steel of dry rib 
meat. When I try to push rice onto the back of the fork, it falls off again an inch or two above the 
plate. After a few small and messy bites, I give up, push the plate away. I’m still hungry, but I
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don’t want to draw more attention to myself, and leaving food on my plate seems less rude in 
comparison to improper eating.
The scene with Thandi’s family isn’t where I start to feel comfortable in my friendship 
with Thandi. The embarrassment backslid my confidence levels. I thought Thandi would never 
speak to me again. It soon became a funny story we told— after I had learned to use my knife and 
fork correctly of course. “Ha. Ha. Remember when you couldn’t hold your own knife?” But on 
that night, the embarrassment reinforced the rule that everything about me was something that 
needed to be altered in some way, even when I finally had friends.
Earlier that night, I’d had to ask Thandi to teach me how to say Zuzka’s name correctly. 
While having known Zuzka since the first day of school when she helped me put together that 
portfolio in History, I had been too afraid to ask her how to pronounce her name. Instead, I 
mumbled “Shishka” or an ambiguous “her,” relying on context for other people to understand 
whom I was talking about. To gain her attention, I’d try to tap her on the shoulder, or say, “Hey,” 
in an attention-getting, friendly sort of way.
Thandi had laughed, but repeated “Zuh-shka” over and over until I got the name right. 
Everything in my new world had to be learned from scratch, not just learned, but taught, forcing 
me to ask the questions— something I hated to do— or wait until my idiocy was noticed in the 
way that I didn’t want to be noticed. Being noticed for being exotic was one thing—I loved when 
they wanted to learn something from me, ask me a question about my home—but everybody was
only looking when I was making a fool of myself.
*
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Let me fast forward, skip over some key events in the neat chronology I’ve reconstructed 
thus far to find the part in which everything is happy and good and safe. However I got there, 
this feeling is where I landed. This part is what I remember best—the part I think of when people 
in the future ask, “How did you like South Africa” and I say “I loved it. I’d go back in 
heartbeat.”
After school, Zuzka and I sit across from each other at a table in the Mugg & Bean in the 
mall. She has a piece of shiny blue cardstock in her hands, carefully forming it into a cone shape. 
I’ve invited her, Gail, and Thandi over to spend the night. The four of us spent several weeks 
figuring out a good weekend before finally settling on this one, which is Thandi’s seventeenth 
birthday at the end of August. Nobody has come to my home in Sabie since Ali back in April.
I lean over our cappuccinos to help Zuzka hold the paper in place while she tapes the 
edges together on the inside so the clear sticky tape won’t show on the outside of the hat. We do 
the same with the piece of elastic string, measuring the length on my head so it won’t be too long 
to fit under Thandi’s chin. Then we do the math on the letter stickers we bought at the stationery 
store.
“We need two Ys to write ‘Happy Birthday Thandi,’” I say.
“We only have one,” says Zuzka. We slip into silence that reeks of disappointment— our 
gift may not work.
“We could write ‘Happy Thandi’ instead,” says Zuzka.
We giggle as we carefully place the stickers on the front of the hat in a neat arc above
where Thandi’s forehead will be. We like it.
Later, in what Mom calls the guest house, but what Thandi, Gail, and Zuzka call the
cottage, Thandi wears the hat as the garden darkens into a cold winter night. Her long blonde
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bangs hang around the edges of the blue hat in uneven curling strands, framing her face in a 
flattering way. She wears a red sweatshirt and my light blue scarf around her neck—not being 
fully prepared for the chill that hangs in Sabie in comparison to the warmer valley of Nelspruit— 
and as she sits on the edge of the bed, puckers her lips to blow out the tall candles on the cake 
my mom made for her, she looks like a small child instead of seventeen. The candles puff out, 
and the four of us are transported into our own world.
In the cottage, we have no rules. In the cottage, we exist separate from school and family 
and other friends. We are a band of hyper orphans, and the cottage is our safe space. We close 
the glass French doors, and a mere hundred feet from the ears of prying adults, we are free. We 
sprawl across the queen-sized bed, lying shoulder-to-shoulder, staring at the ceiling, and we 
laugh at nothing in particular but laugh to laugh because we are friends and that is what we do, 
we laugh.
We are friends at school too, but it is different there. The three of them—particularly Gail 
and Thandi—worry too much about school, canceling plans inadvertently because they’re too 
busy studying. Thandi wants to be a veterinarian, Gail wants to do occupational therapy, so they 
must focus; they must prepare for the matric exams which are still a year away. I, knowing that I 
will never have to take these matric exams, am not worried about my future in the same way. 
Zuzka is more laid back because she studies so little, but is always stressed about her 
procrastination or grounded for not doing her homework. So when I can finally pull them all here 
to Sabie, inside the glass French doors of the cottage, their stress melts away. They let go, and 
we can laugh.
We spread thin foam mattresses on the tile floor, and prop ourselves against each other to 
watch movies late into the night. We watch The Sisterhood o f the Traveling Pants and talk about
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the day when the four of us will separate and be speckled across the four corners of the world 
like Catholic baptismal water on Easter—Zuzka in Poland, Gail in England, Thandi in South 
Africa, me in the States. We are not concerned about the separation yet because we have only 
just found each other, and of course, we’ll still be friends because we are a sisterhood and we 
laugh and we laugh and we laugh.
I tell them about boys—Zach and John and sometimes Louis— and they listen to me. 
They want to know my secrets; they want to know what Lufkin is like. They empathize with my 
homesickness. They want to know everything, and I want to know about their dreams. I like that 
they know what they want to be—Thandi and her vet dreams, Gail with her dancing and OT 
school, Zuzka and her art. They are focused and full of hopes and direction, a language I can 
understand. I, too, have hopes and direction and needs for my future, and they don’t scoff at my 
notions of becoming a writer. Yet while we speculate and fantasize, in the cottage, we can also 
put everything on pause. In the cottage, futures are merely dreams, accessible and real but 
distant. We can be happy about our prospects but not worried about how w e’ll get there because 
they only exist outside of the cottage, outside the garden. Outside. After.
In the morning, Mom will cook pancakes, and I’ll roll my eyes at my friends as they 
spread jam and shredded cheese over the sweet bread instead of syrup and eat their stacks with 
their forks and knives while they sip instant coffee or Rooibos tea. And then we’ll drive them 
back to Nelspruit, but until then, we are all on holiday together and the laughter continues in line 
after line of infinite musical notation.
On my eighteenth birthday in November, we are in the cottage again, in the dead of 
summer, existing in a world where nothing but laughter matters. They give me a charm bracelet 
to wear, a charm for each of them. I put it on, and drunk on friendship, we tumble across the
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grass in the garden, somersaulting, cartwheeling, our mouths wide open, our hair flying loose 
behind us in a cascade of giggles.
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The Deputy President
The seasons in South Africa are marked by rain and fire. Mom and I arrived in the middle 
of the rainy season, in the midst of summer downpours on tin roofs, when everything is verdant 
and lush and warm. In April, the temperatures start to drop, and the rain storms are farther and 
farther apart. The evenings have that crisp, dry feeling of autumn. A persistent haze of 
smoldering fire spirals up from a different hillside every day, the signs of controlled burning. 
Some are grass fires by cattle ranchers trying to improve grazing, others are creating fire breaks 
to protect forests from fires caused by lightning or by wind whipping at cattle ranchers’ grass 
fires. We wake up in the morning to the smell of campfire, and we go to bed with it at night. We 
learn to ignore the haze, to appreciate valley-views, even when they’re drenched in smoke. 
Between the still-lush mountainsides of eucalyptus and pine, crisped fields of blackened grass 
sprout up. As winter continues, the mountainsides that aren’t burned shrivel, then yellow and 
brown, creating a swirly patchwork effect in the valleys— streaks of black char mixed with 
blotches of dried brown, and the neat rectangles of persistent green pine running up the 
mountainside.
It’s early May, cool, dry, and smoky. I stare at the notebook on the desk in front of me 
trying not to look towards Louis, who sits two rows over. I’ve become self conscious about the 
four waltzes at camp. I had convinced myself that something would happen between us when we 
returned to school, but it’s been over a month, and nothing has.
The mud-colored concrete floor of the history classroom is covered in footprints of dust, 
and the barred windows are shut tight in attempts to block out the early morning chill. There is 
no heating or cooling system at school, nor at home in Sabie. Sitting in a deep shade of tall trees, 
history is one of the most comfortable classes in the summer, but it’s quickly becoming the
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coldest as we sink into winter. I wear navy blue tights now under my plaid skirt and a pull-over 
navy sweater.
Mrs. A. is at the front of the room, the corners of her mouth pointed down as always. She 
could be telling us we all have A ’s and she would look the same, but she is angry today when she 
tells us the news about Jacob Zuma.
“Did you hear Zuma’s been cleared?” She holds up a copy of a newspaper. The headline 
reads “Zuma found not guilty.”
W e’ve been following the trial over the past few weeks. Zuma has been accused of raping 
an unnamed woman, a woman who is known to be HIV positive. He denied that it was rape, but 
confessed to not using a condom, saying he took a shower afterwards in order to avoid the risk of 
contracting HIV. At the time, he was deputy president of the country and head of the National 
AIDS Council. In a country fighting hard against the AIDS epidemic, the deputy president was 
preaching showers instead of condoms. The papers had blown up with political cartoons, which 
we analyzed and laughed uneasily about in class. The shower thing had become almost more 
important than the supposed rape, which today, has apparently been deemed consensual.
Louis talks and talks, and for me, it doesn’t matter what he’s saying. He sounds smart, 
clever, but I have learned from Gail, Zuzka, and Thandi that most people find his antics in 
classes over-the-top and annoying. I still find Louis amusing and adorable.
“What do you think will happen with the election?” Louis asks Mrs. A., referring to the 
presidential election that would happen three years down the road.
I decide that no matter my fantasies about Louis, I want to be far away from this country 
if Jacob Zuma ever finds his way to presidency. I don’t know much about politics, but I think I 
know enough to know this man shouldn’t be in charge of anything.
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“They will find a way to reopen the trial. There is no way he will be elected,” says Mrs. 
A. Her face is determined.
Mrs. A. will be wrong. When Zuma takes over the country, I will be far away, back in 
Texas. I won’t even know the election happened until he’s been in office for over a year.
The next time Sindy comes to stay, she’s had a stroke. The chill of tension and negative 
energy lowers itself on the garden as soon as I learn she’s arrived.
She still wears tight jeans and tight shirts, but her eyes look weak. In the afternoons after 
school, I sit on the back deck and watch her move slowly, holding her hip as she walks the three 
feet to Glory’s bathroom and back again to the apartment. She coughs, weakly holding her hand 
to her mouth in a loose fist. She keeps her head down—we avoid each other’s gazes. I think 
sometimes, she watches me too, the white girl doing her homework on the deck in the fading 
afternoon light. I don’t want her here, even though she’s sick. Her aura still feels dangerous to 
me, and while I’m ashamed of my lack of compassion, I don’t feel sorry for her.
A few weeks pass, and she regains her strength. Her cheeks fill out, and while she still 
coughs, it’s not as grotesque, not as permeating of my soul.
One day, I come home to find her gone. All better. She’s crammed into a taxi with too 
many people and sent back to Bushbuckridge, and I’m relieved. The memory of her stay 
evaporates with her as I hope I will never see her again.
On one of my last nights in Lufkin, a friend gave me a box of Band-Aids as a present. 
“You know, so you don’t get AIDS,” he said, laughing nervously, unsure of himself and how I 
might react.
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I rolled my eyes at him— a tasteless joke I didn’t completely understand. Even though I 
was seventeen and old enough to know about such things, HIV and AIDS were not in my 
vocabulary. I’m not even sure I knew what AIDS was, and if I did, it definitely wasn’t on my 
mind when we were getting ready to move. It wasn’t something I was concerned with, certainly 
wasn’t something that could affect me.
The handful of times Mom and I went to Eucharist in Sabie, Mom refused the wine at 
communion. As we knelt in the front of the alter, her head would be carefully bowed, but she’d 
glare at me with one eye as I took a sip from the chalice. I didn’t understand—we always drank 
the wine at church in Lufkin.
“Germs,” she said when I asked what she was afraid of. What Mom meant was AIDS. 
However, she never said it out loud, because deep down, she knew we couldn’t contract HIV by 
drinking communion wine.
She wrote in our second year in the country that “ [w]hen we began the thinking of 
moving to South Africa, the thing that frightened me the most was AIDS.” I didn’t know this at 
the time. I thought she was more afraid of violence and robberies, of intruders—why else did she 
insist on keeping the gate shut, on always locking the car doors, even as we drove down the 
empty mountain road towards Nelspruit?
Even if I’d known she was afraid of AIDS at the time, I wouldn’t have understood why 
she had such a fear of a disease. I was selfish, only concerned about fears that could affect me 
directly, hurt me physically. If diseases were numbered in my fears, they were limited to ones I
thought I was capable of catching, such as Tuberculosis.
*
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My parents talk in low, concerned voices on the porch, while the charcoal grill sizzles 
steaks and the sun sets behind the house. I scrape the insides of a gem squash, ignoring them.
The yellow stringy flesh slides down my throat, my tongue wrapping itself around the buttery 
sweetness. I think about Louis, about how his blue eyes shimmer when he is excited. Thandi told 
me that the guys know I have a crush on him, and I wonder who she meant by “the guys.”
“I’m not sure she’s taking all her medicine,” Mom says.
They’re talking about Sindy. Across the garden from us, Glory’s apartment lights are on. 
Glory’s working at the restaurant, but Sindy is inside. Before the month was out, Glory had gone 
home to Bushbuckridge to help her mother with Cookie’s children while Sindy was sick, but she 
ended up bringing Sindy back here to the Sabie hospital with pneumonia. She’s recovering in 
Glory’s apartment, sharing Glory’s double bed. Dad sighs, his forehead shrinking in on itself 
while he contemplates.
D id Thandi mean Garth, her boyfriend? Or did she tell Garth and Garth told Geoffrey or 
M ark and does that mean Louis knows now ? Does he think I ’m a lovesick freak?
Dad flips the steaks on the grill. They crackle and spit grease onto smoldering orange-on- 
the-inside, black-on the outside coals. Mom stares off across the garden, and the word AIDS 
impregnates the night.
Two weeks later, Sindy leaves for Bushbuckridge again.
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Nick
I ’m twelve and becoming fearless.
I t ’s a normal day fo r  me and my eighteen-year-old brother—a battle o f  volumes, I  on the 
piano, he on the remote control. We are adept at our weapons. From the dining room, I  pound  
the loudest song I  know into the console while, across the living room, he pushes ESPN into the 
upper reaches o f  the television’s limits.
“Shut up, ” he yells.
“I ’m practicing, ” I  yell back, not looking over my shoulder.
I  pu t my whole body into the music, wholeheartedly believing I  can win. After all, I  only 
have to contend with the constraints o f  my own fingers and elbows and shoulders— there are 
limits to technology.
“Guys, ” Mom says from  the kitchen while she cooks dinner. Sh e’s in neutral territory, 
but I  know sh e ’s on my side. Piano practice trumps the television, any day. Nick knows I ’m right, 
but he doesn’t think in terms o f  TV versus piano as I  do. He thinks in terms of, “N a t’s the baby. 
She gets what she wants. ” Which is totally not true.
I ’m reaching the climax o f  the song. Booming minor chords rumble from  the depths o f  the 
upright piano— if  only I  had a baby grand. M o m ’s wax nativity wobbles back andforth from  the 
top o f the piano, nodding their faceless heads in encouragement. The remote flies across the 
room clapping against a  wooden dining room chair and clatters onto the tile floor.
“Nick! ” yells Mom, annoyed but also distracted. We are background noise.
I  lift my hands o ff the keys, immediately angry. I  turn and look at the remote on the floor, 
the battery cover lying a few  fee t away under the table. There is no doubt that that hunk o f  
plastic was aimed at my head. Tears well in my eyes, but I  push them away. No. Mom will not
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figh t fo r  me. I  will not be the baby. I ’m as strong as Nick, stronger even. ESPN yells at me—I  
will not let him win.
“You want to get that fo r  me? ” Nick asks from  the couch.
I  throw myself o ff the piano bench and step slowly around the dining room table. The 
couch is at a right angle from  here and Nick is lying on his side. His long legs are crossed at the 
ankle, one arm curled over his head on the pillow. H e ’s watching the TV as i f  nothing has 
happened. M y body trembles.
I  run. Leap across the tile, across the living room rug and jump. I  fly, spread-eagled in 
the air fo r  a split-second before I  land, flailing at N ick’s body before he knows w ha t’s happened.
“Hey, ” he says, almost laughing, which angers me more. I ’m punching blindly, but 
nothing form s contact. He has his fee t under my stomach, pushing my body away from  his.
“What are you doing? ” he asks, capturing both my wrists in one o f  his fists. I ’m 
immobilized, useless.
“Nick, stop it, ” Mom says, still in the kitchen.
“She started it. ”
“I  can hurt you, ju s t let me hurt you, ” I  say.
He laughs and throws me with his legs across the room. I  land on my fee t and stand 
staring at him, defeated, my chest heaving.
“D o n ’t be stupid. ”
I  can’t stop the tears anymore. “I  hate you! ” I  turn and run down the hall to my room.
“Baby! ” he yells after me. As I  slam the door as hard as I  can, I  hear M o m ’s calm voice 
half-whispering, “Come on, Nick. What did you have to do that for? ”
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In the weeks preceding Nick’s arrival in Sabie, Mom waxes back and forth between 
excitement over seeing her middle-child-only-boy and guilt, because she’s missing his college 
graduation. He’s boarding a plane when the rest of his class walks across the stage—he doesn’t 
care, but Mom thinks her absence somehow makes her a bad mother.
I, too, have mixed feelings about his arrival, a combination of uneasiness and hope wells 
inside of me. The days when we shared a bathroom are a distant memory—he moved out when I 
was thirteen. His visits back home in Lufkin were punctuated by a maximum get-along time of 
seventy-two hours, if  we were lucky. We love each other, but we don’t understand each other. In 
high school, he belonged to the group of kids in Lufkin I typically avoided—the rich kid, party- 
type. He played soccer like it was a religion, while I went to extraordinary measures, including 
being the soccer team’s water girl, in order to avoid sports. I was his sixth birthday present, and 
I’m convinced he’s spent the past seventeen years wanting to trade me in for a brother.
When Mom picks me up from hockey practice, and Nick’s sitting in the front seat, chair 
reclined as far as it can go, I’m surprised to find that I’m genuinely happy to see him. He is 
tangible evidence the world back home, the one on the other side of the world, still exists. 
Something inside me glows warm, burning deep in the pit of my stomach, some feeling that’s 
been long forgotten.
“’Bout time you picked up a sport,” he says, laughing as I climb into the backseat. He’s 
slouched down wearing cut-off sweatpants despite it being winter.
“I suck.”
“Better practice. You got a lot to live up to.”
“Shut up.”
“Guys,” Mom says.
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I roll my eyes, and try not to smile.
Nick’s in chatty mode as we drive back to Sabie, asking questions rapid fire about 
Penryn, about hockey, about Glory and Fanny and Sabie. He wants to know as much information 
as he can as fast as possible and when you can’t answer him quickly enough, he talks to you like 
you’re an idiot. I lean forward, resting my chin on the back of Mom’s seat in order to hear him 
more clearly. I’m the expert here, and I let his tone glide past me. For once, I know more than he 
does.
“They’re control burning,” I say pointing at the spirals of smoke rising behind the 
mountains and neat lines of pine trees.
“How often do they do that?”
“All the time. Until it’s too dry anyway.”
We descend through Harmony Hill, and I point out the people on the side of the road.
“Sometimes you see people carrying five-gallon buckets of water on their heads.”
“Geez,” he says, impressed, and I grin. I’m showing off.
“Or huge crates of eggs,” Mom says. She’s always amazed by the eggs.
“How can I take their picture without, you know, being noticed?” he asks.
“We can stop at the Woodsman,” says Mom.
We sit outside at a picnic table on the Woodsman’s deck while the sun sets over the 
gorge. From here, we can see the tail end of the walking people and the rooftops of Harmony 
Hill. I lean towards Nick, sipping my chocolate milkshake, wanting to ensure, through the 
warmth of his body, that he is real.
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After he finishes snapping photos, he settles back drinking beer with one hand and 
absentmindedly stroking my long, dark hair with the other. I know if  he realizes he’s doing it, 
he’ll thump or noogie me hard, so I hold as still as possible.
A few weeks into Nick’s visit, I sit on the white kitchen counter in my school uniform, 
swinging my feet back and forth against the cabinets, watching Glory at the stove. She stirs the 
pot of pap, a nervous slap-happy grin glued on her face. Nick leans over her shoulder, examining 
the growing fluffy white substance. My intestines twist and morph into knots, the nervous- 
embarrassment kind. In another skillet, a single thin steak sizzles in its own grease.
Glory sways back and forth in her flip-flops. She acts differently with Nick, nervous- 
giggling punctuated by shy smiles. She also acts this way when Dad teases her, when she’s 
caught in a position she’s not used to being in.
Nick fires questions at her. “How do you say it?”
“Pap,” says Glory, her lips sound like popcorn popping, then she’s back to smiling again, 
flipping the steak in the skillet with a fork. A wave of hissing fills the kitchen.
“And that?” asks Nick, pointing at the other pot full of a gravy-like substance with 
cabbage in it.
“Sheba,” says Glory.
“Shee-ba,” says Nick.
It isn’t Glory’s job to cook for us, but Nick wanted to know what pap, the food staple of 
the people in the townships, tasted like. So he asked her. I came home from school to find her 
here in front of the stove, and I believe we’re asking too much of her. I’m annoyingly
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embarrassed and ashamed, but I can’t say anything. The Third Voice has escaped from his cage, 
muttering curse words at me and calling me a baby in the background. It’s all Nick’s fault.
Since he arrived, he’s been disrupting the way I interact with my surroundings, making 
me feel uncomfortable when everything was finally starting to feel normal. The possessive 
feelings I have for Sabie, and everything that comes along with the place, are new to me. It is
only after Nick comes that I can call it home without feeling guilty. It is only when I feel I have
to stake a claim on it that I accept that it can be home.
“Do you like it?” he asks her.
“Yes,” she says and nods her head.
When Glory’s finished cooking, Nick sits at the dining room table and looks at his plate 
of pap, sheba, and his dried-out, pan-fried steak—the king’s meal. He digs in, pretending to like 
it while Glory stands next to the table with an eager look in her eyes. She refuses to sit or eat any 
of the food she’s made. He chews and chews and chews his steak swathed in pap and sheba. I sit 
on the sidelines, pushed aside, benched, as usual.
Nick’s taken us off the path, bushwhacking through overgrown ferns, sharp, jagged 
rocks, and the gush of mud. My tennis shoes slip and slide on the slick rocks as I try to keep up 
with him, annoyed with his lack of caution. He leaps from wet rock to wet rock. When he falls, 
he falls sideways, catching himself with one hand, almost as if  he’s fallen on purpose. Mom’s 
camera she reluctantly let him borrow swings precariously on his neck, threatening to smash its 
lens against granite or mud. I suck in air between my teeth, nervous. “Be careful. Mom’ll be 
pissed if  you break that.”
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“Shut up,” he says and laughs before taking an especially dangerous-looking jump, as if 
my words were a dare.
The dark indigenous forest with vines as thick as my wrist and its neat trail lies behind us. 
Ahead of us—where Nick is taking us—is a 230-foot wall of red sedimentary rock with wobbly 
horizontal lines marking the evolution of time. Ferns sprout out of the wall and spill over the top 
of the cliff in stark contrast with the red sandstone. And in the middle of the wall is Bridal Veil 
Falls. In the summer, I’ve seen the waterfall gushing full force with three times as much water in 
comparison to the trickle that creeps over the edge now in the middle of June. Instead of one 
roaring spout, the water falls in three thick streams, connected in between with mist, as if 
somebody’s left the faucet on half way.
The mist coming off the waterfall is cold, and I pull the edges of my long-sleeved red 
shirt over my fists gripping the fabric tight with my thumbs. My shoulders shrink up towards my 
ears as the chilled drops fly away from the cascade of water and settle on my face like dew. I 
think of my jacket back in the car with Mom, who’s waiting at the bottom of the trail. I curse 
myself for trying to be tough.
“I’m telling you, it’s impossible to go behind the waterfall,” I yell over the sound of 
gushing water. I know the impossibility as fact even though I’ve never tried. But I’ve been here 
several times and never seen anyone attempt it.
“It’s called Bridal Veil, for God’s sake,” Nick says, and I swallow my tongue. I’d never 
thought about how the waterfall might have gotten its name. The falls and accompanying mist do 
look like a bridal veil in the way it falls outwards away from the rock in one sweeping motion 
like white gauze, and there is the space behind the waterfall, a steep clover-covered hill that 
rushes up to meet the red wall, a place that looks conspicuously wide enough for people to stand.
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“I know,” I say, hoping he’ll think he’s the idiot for having to say the name of the falls 
out loud. My shoe slips sideways and my ankle rolls—the one that still aches sometimes from 
my fall at school. I bend and steady myself, finding better footing.
I don’t want to go behind the waterfall. We could have stayed on the other side of the 
pool, taken the waterfall in for its beauty—we have the place to ourselves— snapped some 
photos and descended back to find Mom napping in the car. The Third Voice—who is now 
definitely reeking of Nick—breaks his head above the surface, calling me a baby over and over 
again. I follow because I want to prove that I can be brave, that I can keep up with him, because 
if I don’t, he’ll know something I don’t. And finally I follow him because if he falls and hurts 
himself, I have to be here to save him.
A few days before, we were at Berlin Falls with Mom. The path along the top edge of a 
canyon had been smooth enough for her to come with us. We followed the edge around to see 
the thin stream that rocketed out of a gap in the rock wall to widen and fall in a lopsided angle 
for 262 feet to the pool far below. There was no railing to block us from the edge, an open 
expanse of air that sent wind up the canyon, blowing through our hair intermittently. The three of 
us sat on a rock for a while by the narrow stream listening to the noise of crashing water below. 
The stream was so peaceful up there, rippling happily through its water-sliced pathway in the 
sandstone.
“It’s not very wide right here. I could jump to the other side,” Nick said.
I followed his gaze to the opposite side of the stream where the red boulders slanted 
upward, hiding whatever lay behind them. There could have been a ravine on the other side, and 
we’d never know. There was no path, only wilderness.
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“Don’t,” I said.
“I bet I could do a pushup across this part,” he said, pointing at the narrow section of the 
river, close to the edge of the cliff where river became waterfall.
Mom and I were quiet, rolling our eyes at him, knowing he was trying to rile us, and 
saying anything at all would be the equivalent of a dare.
After a few minutes, I suggested we move on to Lisbon Falls, a few miles up the road. As 
Mom and I were standing, Nick said, “Hey, go over there and take a picture of me up here.”
Mom and I walked back down the path until we thought we could see both Nick and the 
top half of the waterfall in the frame, but as we turned around, Nick was squatting next to the 
stream. In one motion, his toes pushing him off like a sprinter or diver, he let his body fall across 
the gap in the rock, catching himself with his hands on the other side. His body was in plank 
position over the top of the falls, a mere foot from the edge of the cliff. He lowered himself into a 
full pushup, his chest touching his hands on the opposite edge, while his belly suspended inches 
above the water that didn’t look so peaceful from here. It rushed underneath him, plummeting 
towards a free fall.
I clenched my fists together and sucked in my teeth, shaking my head and trying not to 
feel fear. That’s what he wanted us to be— afraid.
“You idiot,” yelled Mom, but he couldn’t hear her over the rush of water. Her voice was 
tinged with uncomfortable laughter. As if on automatic, she snapped photos anyway, saying later 
that if  he was going to fall to his death, at least she’d have documentation of his stupidity.
He raised himself again by straightening his elbows. For a second, he looked trapped, 
doomed to doing a plank for the rest of his short life. I could see the shadow of determined fear 
in his profile, his face still smiling, but his jawline set in an awkward way, like he was biting his
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tongue. His body rocked precariously as he pulled first one foot—a split second of him doing the 
forward splits over the waterfall, and the sound of Mom holding her breath—and then the other 
across the stream to the opposite side. He stood on the edge of the cliff, grinning, triumphant, 
proud of himself.
I felt my head shaking back and forth on its own, an unconscious bobble. Mom, having 
put down her camera, gestured wildly and yelled, “Get back over here, you idiot.”
Only then did I realize I was holding my breath too. I let it all come out in a burst of 
laughter. I couldn’t stop giggling. Nick, seeing the look on Mom’s face, laughed too, spreading 
his arms wide as if  to say, “look, I’m fine.”
“Stop. You’re encouraging him,” Mom snapped at me.
“So are you. He’s just trying to get you worked up.”
And then Nick lightly hopped back to the our side of the stream and walked over to join 
us on the path.
“What were you thinking?” said Mom, swatting him on the arm.
“Oh, come on. I knew what I was doing,” he insisted, giggling the laugh of survivor’s 
high. But I knew, that for a second there, he, too, had thought life was all over for him.
Years later, he will admit his uncertainty, looking at the picture of him in full push-up 
position on the cliff, saying, “I did that? That was pretty stupid.”
As Nick and I clamber over the slick rocks at Bridal Veil, I hope we aren’t in the middle 
of another stupid stunt of his, but I have to be here in case we are. I will be Mom, disguised as 
brave younger sister. Not being able to stop him, I will document the disaster in photos just in 
case. Then I’ll run back down the mountain for help if he falls and breaks his neck.
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“Shit.”
I look up to see him, balanced precariously on the side of a large gray boulder, doing a 
sort of side-split with one foot sinking into the mud-water on the bank of the shallow pool.
After he steadies himself, he offers me his hand to help me over the boulder. He grips my 
fingers only long enough for me to secure my stance, a rare moment of brotherly protection 
played off as an accident. It’s only in these brief glimpses when I can see the brother I wish he 
could be all the time.
Then we’re on the soft green clover and mud underneath the red wall. We shuffle across 
the soft ground, our feet sticking in the thick mud until we’re directly behind the falls. The mist 
is thick here, coating us in a soft glaze. I look through the waterfall, the haze distorting the forest 
across the pond. Everything blurs and it’s beautiful.
“Told ya,” he says, like he knows what I’m thinking.
“Shut up.”
He snaps photos of the wall of water. “Don’t get Mom’s camera wet,” I scold.
“Shut up.”
I’m proud of myself, trying not to show it. And that’s when the Third Voice goes quiet in 
my head, silenced for good.
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Louis
School is different now that I have friends. I sit with Gail, Thandi, and Zuzka at lunch, 
sprawled out on the bricks as we soak in the warmth of the mid-winter sun. We wear double­
layered tights, and I’ve finally gotten myself a pair of baby-doll shoes that fit. I easily navigate 
the Tuck Shop now, pushing my way through the crowd—though the attendant still doesn’t 
understand me.
“She wants a bottle of water,” exclaimed Zuzka one day as she watched me repeat the 
phrase over and over again to no avail.
I’m still not good at hockey or Geography, but I have ceased to care that much. 
Everything else is working out in my favor. Except when it comes to Louis. I watch him 
constantly at school, even send him text messages occasionally—Alison gave me his phone 
number—but I am incapable of talking to him in person.
One night, a large group of people—organized by Alison, taking pity on my 
hopelessness—goes to see Mission Impossible 3. As we walk through the mall towards the 
theater, I sink to the background of the group, nervous about losing my chance with Louis, afraid 
of making some sort of mistake. Alison finagles it so I sit next to him in the theater, where I 
poise my hand on my knee in the perfect position until it cramps. My heart thuds every time he 
shifts in his seat, hopeful he’ll take my hand. A soot-stained Tom Cruise runs across the screen 
in the midst of explosions, and Louis leans forward, elbows on his knees, hands folded politely 
under his square chin, oblivious.
While Alison encourages the crush, making googly eyes and winking whenever Louis 
and I are in the same room, Gail, Zuzka, and Thandi don’t understand my infatuation. One 
morning, we sit in our little sphere in the middle of morning break, while I share my most recent
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disappointment in the Louis department—his failure to respond to a text message I sent the night 
before. They roll their eyes.
“He was probably busy. And whatever. It’s Louis,” says Gail.
“Oy, Louis. He’s annoying, hey,” says Zuzka, expressing her more general opinion of the 
source of my affection.
“I think he has a thing for younger girls,” says Gail.
“I love Louis,” says Thandi with an implied but at the end of her sentence. She pauses for 
a second then says, “I can ask Garth what Louis thinks of you.”
I contemplate for a second, my face flushing as I imagine the possibilities. “No. That 
would be too much.”
Louis approaches our group. “Natalie, may I talk to you for a quick second.” I quickly 
pull myself up off the ground, smoothing my skirt over my tights. We walk a few paces away 
from the girls and he turns to me. “I’m sorry I didn’t respond to your SMS last night.”
“Oh that’s okay.”
Then he’s off on an absurd, rambling explanation, and I’m not even listening. I’m 
watching his blue, blue eyes. His school jacket’s buttons are fastened, his tie pulled tight around 
his softly tanned neck. H e’s beautiful and lovely and clever, and maybe he likes me after all.
God, I’m sweating.
“Anyway, it was a crazy night,” he finally closes.
“Don’t worry about it.”
“Well, I’ll see you in class, Natalie. Cheers.”
I love the way he says my name. Crisp, proper music.
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“Uh huh.” And then he’s gone, and I’m left reeling in the aftermath of the longest 
conversation we’ve ever had.
“W hat’d he want, hey?” asks Zuzka as I rejoin them.
“To apologize for not SMSing me.” I’m giddy.
“See,” says Gail.
“That’s great, Natalie,” says Thandi. I hum and do a little dance
“Oh, Nafty,” says Zuzka and hugs me close.
It’s July. As the sun sets behind the mountain across the gorge, I can feel myself running 
out of time. I sit on the green steps that lead into the garden, my thumb poised on the send 
button. Mom and I’ll be leaving for the airport soon, going back to the States to see family and 
friends, and to visit the colleges I’ve been fantasizing about online. Right now, I have my heart 
set on a tiny school in Amish middle-of-nowhere Ohio, and Mom’s determined to talk me out of 
it, though she’ll never say it directly. The two of us will be gone for three weeks—the entirety of 
my Penryn winter break and then some— and I’m afraid Louis will forget me.
Despite my friends’ advice to chill and wait for him to do something, I’ve been 
contemplating initiating the climax of my Louis’s story. The clock ticks loudly in my ears. After 
we return from the states, I’ll only have six more months at Penryn, and a mere eight months 
after that, I’ll start college, possibly in bum-fuck Ohio, never to see Louis again. Unless Louis 
and I are meant to be, that is. But I don’t have much time to find out if  Louis and I are meant to 
be. I have to act now. I have to tell him. It took writing six separate drafts of the text over the 
past hour to have it sound perfect.
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“Hey Louis, I know this might seem random and maybe I’m way out of line. But I’m 
about to leave for the states on holiday, and I had to tell you before, or I’ll go crazy. Point is, I 
like you. If you don’t like me, that’s fine. I like being friends too, but I had to tell you anyway.”
I close my eyes and push, then immediately open them again. Shit. I watch the message 
spiral in circles, my heart pounds— I could still hit cancel— and then it’s gone. What have I 
done? Hey, if  it goes badly, at least you won’t have to see him for three weeks, I remind myself.
On the drive to Nelspruit, I check my phone constantly. Check it as soon as the propeller 
plane hits the runway in Johannesburg. Pull it out every two minutes while we wait in the Joburg 
terminal, until we’re on the plane to Atlanta and the flight attendant says to turn off our cell 
phones. As the LG logo flashes across the screen, and then goes black, I try not to think about the 
fact that my inbox is undeniably empty.
The ending is anticlimactic, as most dramatic events are. We work ourselves up over 
something that turns out to be insignificant. So much of my life has been spent on petty crushes 
on boys with crystal blue eyes.
Louis never responds. I return to Penryn, and everything is the same as it was before; he 
acts as if  the text message never existed. I’m embarrassed at first, afraid the entire school knows 
about my confession and implied rejection. When I tell Alison the story, she harrumphs and calls 
him a jerk. She was so sure her matchmaking abilities would work. Gail, Zuzka, and Thandi 
smile sweetly and pat me on the back. “Oh, Nafty, he’s not worth it,” they say.
The crush doesn’t evaporate into nothing—I will remain shell-shocked by Louis’s eyes 
whenever he speaks to me for the next year—but I ’m also not heartbroken. I nurse a soft 
infatuation for his wit and good looks, while my memories of our four waltzes at camp slowly
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dissipate as the months go by, until the moment when I learn he’s dating a grade 10, and I feel 
almost nothing at all.
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Danya
Danya eases her wheelchair through the doorway of her office, wary of her leg that sticks 
straight out. Her shin and foot are encircled by a metal contraption with prongs puncturing the 
swollen skin while her other leg is bent normally at the knee, its foot in a heavy surgical boot. 
She went skydiving a few months before, and in trying to land in the target zone first and avoid 
buying a round of beers for her skydiving companions, she hit ground too hard and broke both 
her feet.
When Mom told me Danya’s story, she shook her head and said, “She’ll be paying for 
her stupidity the rest of her life.” Mom then gave me a if-you-ever-try-a-stunt-like-I’ll-break- 
your-neck look. I rolled my eyes, knowing full well I wouldn’t be caught dead jumping out of an 
airplane. Dad’s skydiving “I was passed out until right before my feet hit the ground” story was 
enough to convince me.
Danya’s wheels slide over the wood floor of the old house-turned-office, and she spins 
herself in one practiced motion in order to back in behind her desk. She’s 25, Canadian, and 
works for Dad’s company running the AIDS education program with Sister Gloria, an old 
friendly nurse. I’m here to interview and shadow Danya for my Life Skills class.
Danya talks quickly, her simple gold hoop earrings swaying against her face under her 
dyed-red hair. “How do you like it here so far?”
I never know what to say when people ask me this question. What am I supposed to say? 
Well I don’t hate it, but I don’t love it yet either. It’s home, even though I’m not sure how. I hate 
the generality of the question—it’s vague—but the sincerity behind it is always genuine.
“I love it,” I say to Danya.
“You like Penryn?”
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“It’s fine, I’m making some friends. A couple months ago, we went to this camp, and 
they taught us how to waltz.”
Danya laughs, and asks why in an incredulous voice. I shrug because I still don’t know, 
and it’s then that I realize that Danya is cool. She is stupid for jumping out of a plane and 
breaking both her feet, but she is comfortable with who she is. She knows she’s cool, in the I’m- 
cool-because-I-don’t-try-to-be way. I like her. I want to be her.
“What about boys?” she asks.
I pause for a second, but I can tell by the way she asks that she will not be relaying 
information to Dad or Mom. “I like this guy Louis, but he doesn’t like me.”
“Boys are stupid. You don’t need them,” she says and then laughs, showing all her teeth. 
I want to laugh off boys as she does. I want to be brave enough to live alone in another 
country at 25.
“So your assignment. Do you have any questions for me?”
I look down at my pad of lined paper. I have a list of questions, but I’m afraid to ask any 
of them because now that I reread them, and now that I’ve met Danya, they all sound stupid. I 
pick the least specific one. “What do you do?”
“We organize AIDS education programs for the mill employees and their families. The 
goal is to explain the disease, its effects, how to prevent it, and how to get treatment.”
Danya talks about sex without turning red, and she looks me in the eye while she does it. 
My hands sweat, and I can feel tendrils of red creeping up from under my sweater.
“There’s a lot of denial and confusion about AIDS,” she continues, “People, President 
Mbeki included, claim HIV doesn’t cause AIDS. They aren’t listening to science.”
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I didn’t know about Mbeki’s distrust of science, about his argument that scientists who 
supported the idea that HIV caused AIDS must be backers of the pharmaceutical companies.
First Zuma, now the president. For the first time, I’m questioning anybody who has authority.
Danya keeps talking. “We try to educate against those claims. We hold educational 
seminars, hand out condoms, explain how to use them. That sort of thing. And for those who 
have HIV, we encourage them over and over again to keep taking their antiretroviral medication. 
Many have a tendency to stop taking them, especially when they feel better.”
I think of Sindy, coming to a new understanding of her illnesses, but I don’t mention her 
to Danya or Sister Gloria. Sindy’s existence in our lives is private. Even though my parents and I 
suspect she has AIDS, we don’t know for sure. Listening to Danya reinforces my belief that 
Sindy must not be taking all her medicine. Otherwise, she wouldn’t be sick so often. But she is 
not here now. She’s far away in Bushbuckridge. Maybe she’s better now. We may have been 
wrong. She might be better for good.
Danya has passionate eyes the color of freshly baked cornbread. When I ask how she got 
the job here, she says she created it for herself. I’m jealous of her initiative.
“Oh,” Danya says pushing her wheelchair to a bookshelf behind her. “We just got these 
female condoms in. Sometimes, for cultural reasons, men won’t believe in using latex condoms. 
So these put some of the control back in the game for women.”
I’m not sure what she means, but I don’t want to ask for more explanation. She wheels 
forward, back to her desk with a box on her lap. She pulls out a plastic packet, with “Female 
Condom” lettered on the outside in purple, and hands it to me.
“Keep it,” she says, smiling. The packet is rubbery. I’ve never even held the package of a 
male condom before. Why would she give this to me? There is no way I would possibly ever
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need a condom. Do I look like I’ll be having sex anytime soon to her? Who does she think I am, 
some kind of whore?
“Do you know how to use a condom?” she asks.
“Yes,” I lie.
I laugh—the laugh when I don’t know what else I’m supposed to do— and tuck the thin 
package into my purse. We hang around her office, and I tell her more about Louis and Penryn. 
Then we run errands in her car, delivering condoms and pamphlets in different languages to 
different parts of the mill. Everywhere we go, she introduces me as “Ed’s daughter,” and they all 
jump to attention, warmly shaking my hand as if I’m somebody important.
All I can think about is the weight of the wrapper in my purse. I visualize it. While part of 
me is curious to know what it looks like, I don’t want it anywhere near me. If my parents find it, 
they’ll think I was having sex or something, and then I’ll be in trouble. More than that, I’m afraid 
of having to talk to them about condoms and sex.
I ’m twelve, when Mom and I  come the closest w e ’ll ever come to a sex talk, floating  
around the edges but never getting there. Every year we spend Easter weekend with my Cajun 
cousins on the farm, where my older cousin Sammy chases me around the yard  with live 
crawfish. The year I ’m twelve, Sammy and I  are getting along fo r  once, playing HORSE with the 
basketball in the driveway and also trying to one-up each other on how cool we are by telling 
stories. Sammy says he has a girlfriend. Finding it relevant and impressive, I  tell him about a 
girl at school everybody says is pregnant.
Soon after that, when we ’re back home in Lufkin, Mom knocks on my bedroom door one 
night. The lights are off, and she leave them that way. She eases herself onto my purple sheets 
next to me.
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“So I  hear there’s a girl at school w ho’s pregnant? ” Apparently Sammy told Aunt Jan 
who then told Mom.
“Yeah. I  mean. I t ’s ju s t a rumor. I  do n ’t know i f  i t ’s true. ” We both stare at the ceiling, 
knowing where the conversation is going.
“Well. Do you know how that happens?”
“Yes, ” I  say immediately, an image flashing in my head o f a girl on the school bus a year 
before telling me I  could get pregnant by kissing my guy best friend.
“Oh, okay. Goodnight then, ” my mom says, still not looking at me. She leaves the room, 
and we never speak o f  sex again.
Everything else I  learn about sex is through church, where nobody explicitly says “D o n ’t 
have sex before marriage, ” but it is implied, and I  comply with that logic.
I am still complying with that logic. I don’t know how condoms work or what they look 
like. I don’t even know how sex works in a technical sense. I know from Biology class, but I 
don’t quite understand that word penetration. Other than the drawings in my Biology textbook, I 
don’t know what a penis looks like. When I was smaller, I tried to peek through the crack under 
the bathroom door when my brother was using the toilet. I wanted to know how he peed standing 
up, but when I couldn’t see anything because of the gray-purple hall carpet edge standing in my 
way, I gave up on the curiosity. I let it slide into the corners of the unknown.
Since then, I’ve felt a hard penis through the front of my ex-boyfriend Zach’s shorts 
when he hugged me a few times, but I ignored it, pretended it was his wallet or his cell phone, 
even though I knew what it had to be.
I refuse to imagine what a penis could look like, or what its function is aside from 
urination. I think it’s because God doesn’t want me to, but I’m also afraid of the unknown flesh-
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colored monster that hides behind the zippers of boys’ pants and corrupts young girls. I have no 
curiosity, or had none until Danya put that slim wrapper with purple lettering into my hands, and 
now I feel defiled. As if I’ve been given the temptation to have sex purely because I have the 
condom in my possession. Before, I could not have sex. Now I can, if  you put aside the fact that I 
have no one to have sex with.
I am involuntarily breaking rules here. I plead with God, telling him it wasn’t me, that I 
didn’t have a choice. I think it’s God who gave me these rules, or my parents in some non­
imposing way—they rarely had to be strict about anything, since I inflicted enough rules on 
myself. The violation may only be about me and my own constructed rules that divide things into 
black and white, right and wrong. But I cling to the arbitrary sense of authority, bask in the lack 
of gray in my world. The existence of the condom in my purse has made my ideas about 
boundaries blurry, hazy, arbitrary.
Later that afternoon, when Danya and Sister Gloria drive me home, I sit in the backseat 
and carefully slide the condom out of my purse. My sweaty fingers slide over the glossy plastic. 
When I think neither of them is looking, I bend over. If they ask, I tell myself that I’ll say I’ve 
dropped something. I’ll pretend to pick an item up off the floor, a pen. But while my head’s bent 
forward between my knees, I maneuver the condom from my lap onto the floor. I push it under 
the driver’s seat in the dark recesses of the underbelly of the cushion, and I hope that it’ll never 
be seen again. I am immediately relieved of the burden. If Danya ever finds the condom, she’ll 
think it fell from one of her boxes of supplies. She’ll never know I left it there. At least, I hope 
she doesn’t, because the last thing I want to do is disappoint her.
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The Penryn Guard
The girls’ bathroom in the science block is closed when I arrive at school because it’s 
covered in blood. The night before, somebody— or a group of somebodies— attacked the 
unarmed security guard at the entrance gate to the school grounds, tied him up and beat him in 
the girls’ bathroom, then stole televisions and electronic equipment from some of the classrooms.
I don’t know how I know about the attack.
One scenario is the headmaster announces the news in morning assembly. I’m sitting on 
the steps of the chapel, my hips wedged between Thandi and Gail and my thighs scraping against 
the bricks. The headmaster with his blacker than black hair and linebacker shoulders explains 
what happened to the guard, and then the chaplain says a prayer for the guard and the men who 
committed this crime. We bow our heads and whisper “Amen,” in unison. This routine is similar 
to what we do in every assembly.
Maybe instead, Mrs. A. explains what happened when we take our seats in History, 
rolling her eyes at the impropriety of the event. The TV in her classroom is one of the stolen 
ones, which disrupts her plans for us to watch a documentary about the attacks on Pearl Harbor, 
and she doesn’t do well with changed plans. She is upset but hard-faced in her telling of events, 
shrugging her shoulders, uncomfortable, but also as if she expected the crime to happen at some 
point. The replacement television will be encased in a steel-barred case and bolted to the wall.
I’ve heard about this type of violence, almost expected it, but I hadn’t prepared myself 
for the risk at Penryn. Penryn is where I’ve struggled to not be an outsider but still exotic, the 
only hazard being the other teenagers dressed in uniform. The blood and the beaten guard and 
the stolen electronics should only happen down at the bottom of the hill, in the middle of 
Nelspruit, in the city. Or in Sabie, but not to us. I’ve pushed that possibility out of my mind.
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There are lines of division, spheres where certain perils cannot exist, cannot happen. Just as a 
tornado cannot touch the same place twice, I have rules for these acts of violence. My hands 
shake as I try to push the event back out where it belongs, outside the wall I’ve created in my 
head which reality has blurred.
I have believed my father without realizing. I have believed somehow that we are 
invincible, and I am selfish enough to think it has happened to me, even though I am not the 
reason why the bathroom is closed this morning.
I don’t know if  the guard is dead. I want to say he is because otherwise the amount of 
blood I imagine coating the concrete bathroom walls doesn’t compute. In my head, I see the 
guard’s body slumped across a toilet seat, his hands and feet tied together with maroon-stained 
rope, drying blood smeared across the wood partition and dribbling down the sides of the white 
toilet bowl. I can’t picture the guard’s face, though I’ve driven past him twice a day, before and 
after school, for months. He stands there, next to the propped-up wooden barrier and waves at 
everybody, smiles, but I can’t remember what he looks like, can’t even picture his smile. He’s 
reduced to a silhouette, a shadow of a figure, a lean body type. Instead, I picture the blood. Deep 
red pools creeping outwards away from the toilet in tendrils, an octopus of muddy red slipping 
under the stall door into the open room of sinks and mirrors, where it becomes a braided river of 
countless streams filling the bathroom slowly like flood water.
The kids who board in the hostel at Penryn are frightened. They feel they have been lured 
into a false sense of security, and I’m happy I don’t live in the school hostel, that I was safely 
tucked away in Sabie last night. The hostel kids were sleeping peacefully in their beds, while the 
guard was kicked in the gut repeatedly, his head slammed against the concrete wall. The hostel
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kids are afraid the crime will happen again, that perhaps next time the burglars will raid the 
hostel for their wallets and mp3 players.
The attack on the guard and the stolen TVs are all anyone can talk about. The tragedy is 
exciting. It’s also an annoyance. Now all the girls have to walk to the bottom of the hill near the 
Afrikaans classrooms to use the bathroom. The walk is long in the middle of our short morning 
break.
The next day, the bathroom is open again, not a trace of blood to be seen, but when I have 
to pee, I enter the bathroom and imagine shadows of stains everywhere. The room is darkened as 
usual, having the quality of a campground bathroom with less stench. I tell myself the 
bloodstains are in my head, but I can’t shake the goose bumps. My feet scuff against the concrete 
floor, echoing against the walls, and I wonder if particles of leftover blood are attaching to the 
soles of my shoes.
I’m the only one in the room—perhaps the other girls were afraid to come here— and 
there is a heavy quiet which throws itself around my shoulders, clasps itself around my neck. I 
can see the outline of the guard’s lean body hunched over in every stall, and it is warm in here. 
Despite its being winter and there being no heating or insulation in any of the cinderblock 
buildings, sweat creeps down my spine, pops out of the pores in my hands. It becomes stifling 
hot in the bathroom; I can smell the metallic of blood under the scent of bleach. I catch my eyes 
in the mirror over the sink, my dark hair slicked back in a tight ponytail, my navy school scarf 
wrapped all the way up to my nose so I almost look like a burglar. But the parts of my face that 
are visible look pale, clammy.
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I force the urine out in a hot jet, not daring to touch the toilet seat. Then I run out into the 
air—forgetting to wash my hands—that is crisp and refreshing and clean. So so clean. The door 
to the girls’ bathroom slams behind me.
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Spring
We pass from winter into October’s spring, when the rains arrive again. The jacaranda 
trees around Sabie blossom, showering the roads in purple flowers. They become my new 
favorite, only behind the bird of paradise with its green beak-like casing and orange petals for 
wings. I plan my future garden out loud to Mom. “I want jacarandas. And snapdragons and birds 
of paradise. And aloe. Do you think I can grow aloe?”
Mom’s pink bougainvillea begins to bloom in the back of the garden, next to the 
spinning, hexagonal clothesline. The air smells fresh again, though the mountains are still 
charred at the edges from fires.
I stand on the green steps by the corner of the main house and watch from a safe distance 
as the gray Corolla pulls into the carport. Mom’s taken Glory and Sindy from the bus stop to the 
hospital after Glory called saying, “Sindy has no power.” Now she’s picked them both up from 
the hospital and brought them home. Sindy has pneumonia again.
Mom holds the car door open as Glory pulls Sindy’s frail and listless body from the 
backseat. Sindy’s appearance is entirely different from before. She’s smaller, more fragile. Her 
hair is disheveled and she wears a loose hanging nightgown. Glory wraps her arms around her 
sister’s thin waist. Both are serious, but Sindy is unemotional.
“Thank you, ma’am,” says Glory over and over as she slowly slip-slap-scuffs Sindy to 
the apartment door. I feel my eyes widening, my stomach folding itself over and over, gurgling 
into a ball. Mom says Sindy has pneumonia, but what if  it’s tuberculosis? Danya told me about 
drug-resistant TB, the strand that has developed due to people not finishing rounds of antibiotics.
“She must take all of her medicine, all the time,” says Mom. “You must make her. All the 
time. Even if she feels better. Do you understand?”
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The word must is important—we’ve learned that it’s one of the only ways to get things 
done here. It’s the closest we can come to immediacy in South Africa. Not only for Glory and 
Fanny, but the Afrikaner in the hardware store, the English-South African in the front office at 
Penryn. Otherwise, it’s all “just now” and “let’s make a plan” or “I feel better now, I should save 
these pills for my sister or grandmother, or for next time.”
Sindy coughs weakly, liquid rattling in her lungs. Tuberculosis is contagious. I think of 
Glory and Sindy sleeping on the same lumpy double bed inside the confined space of the two- 
room apartment. Then I think about Glory doing my laundry, changing my sheets, cleaning my 
bathroom, washing the dishes.
“She must,” Mom says again.
Glory nods her head, lips puckered in a sad kiss. Sindy stares straight ahead. Her body is 
depleted, but her eyes are the same. Her jawline presses into a scowl. She is completely internal, 
as if  we don’t exist while her chest moves up and down uneasily, and I’m afraid of whatever 
disease is lurking beneath her skin. We are living in a cycle now, our garden becoming a train 
station for illness and ruin. I step backwards down the green concrete walkway towards our front 
door.
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Boundary Lines
It’s Dad’s birthday, so Mom, Dad, and I are in Kruger, scanning the horizon for animals, 
when Dad decides to turn off on a dirt road with a circular bright red sign and a single white 
dash-mark slashing through the red.
“W e’re not supposed to go down here,” I say as we bump onto the dirt road. The road 
itself says “Do Not Enter,” jolting and bouncing us in our seats as the whole car rocks back and 
forth, like a clown bobble punching bag. Dad ignores my comment, negotiating his way around 
potholes.
“Dad, we could get in trouble.” I can hear my voice rising, giving away that I’m on the 
edge of panic.
“Oh, chill, Nat. Nobody’s back here. We won’t get caught,” he says.
I sigh in the back seat. This is typical Dad, thinking the rules apply to everyone but him.
“Where are we going?” asks Mom. She’s on my side, but she doesn’t want to hurt Dad’s 
feelings on his birthday. When we gang up on him, he becomes easily offended, snapping at us 
before dropping into a grim silence that is difficult to work him out of.
“I want to see what’s back here,” he says.
While I don’t want to hurt Dad’s feelings either, I can’t help but think he’s taking 
advantage of the fact that it’s his birthday. The more time we spend together in South Africa, the 
more he has learned to push my buttons. He wants to push me to the edge of my comfort zone, to 
prove I need to lighten up, but it only increases my determination to cling to my rules.
On the countless weekends we’ve spent in Kruger, he’s always threatened to take a 
restricted access road saying, “I bet all the lions are back there.” Each time, I’d talk him out of it,
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and he’d tell me I was paranoid. So the only logical explanation for him to be this stupid is that 
he’s giving himself a birthday present through my anxiety.
“It says right here,” I say looking at the book of park maps on my lap, “‘You are not 
allowed to drive off-road or on roads with a no entry sign.’” When he doesn’t seem to hear me, I 
try a different tactic, “There must be a reason it’s restricted.”
He waves it off saying, “I bet there’s a herd of elephants back here.” He dodges another 
rut in the road, and w e’re all jostled back and forth. Mom grabs the handle in the roof above her 
seat.
“There are no more animals back here than on the main road,” I say.
“Less traffic,” he says, “I bet they like it back here where it’s quiet.”
I’m already imagining the police car rumbling up behind us on the dirt road, dust flying 
up behind him. I’m already thinking about how they’ll arrest the three of us and take us back 
where we’ll be trapped behind bars. All of my fear fantasies about landing in trouble always end 
with me in jail. No matter how small the crime. As I grow older, I’m aware of how irrational it is 
to think I’d go to jail for accidentally breaking a glass at a friend’s house, but I can’t stop myself. 
The slightest anxiety about breaking a rule— even an arbitrary one I’ve imposed on myself—and 
the bars clang shut in my head.
“We could get lost.” I know I’m right. I have the map of Kruger open across my knees, 
and almost none of the “no entry” roads are drawn on it. One turn, and we could be lost in the 
savannah for days. Nobody would know where we were. Our car could break down. We could be 
attacked by lions or starve.
“We won’t get lost. W e’ll stay on this road,” he says.
“I’ve heard that one before,” I reply. Mom and Dad laugh in the front seat.
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The thick woods near Ratcliff Lake outside o f  Lufkin spring up. I ’m five  or six, and we ’re 
hiking the day after Christmas, fee t crushing damp fallen leaves along the narrow path. I  wobble 
back andforth on D a d ’s shoulders as we amble on fo r  miles. Even I  know we are going in 
circles, and somehow I  intuitively knew it is D a d ’s fault.
“It’s a traumatic memory for me,” I say.
Dad scoffs, “Oh come on. Your old man got us out, didn’t I? I’m good. Like a dog with 
my sense of direction.”
I snort. We did eventually emerge onto the nearby highway and Dad left us at a gas 
station while he ran back to the parked car. But there was a moment, as I sat high up on his 
shoulders, I thought we weren’t going to find our way out again. I thought I’d never be able to 
eat the leftover pie from Christmas. I thought we were going to die.
“Right,” I say, and the car lurches into another pothole.
W e’re in a precarious position. Dad and I are sitting on either end of a see-saw, somehow 
balanced so that both our feet are dangling off the ground. I have to decide—my feelings or his. I 
feel the fear creeping up my throat, my shoulders going stiff, my eyes welling up with irrational 
tears. I lean my weight into the seat of the see-saw and push towards the ground. I choose my 
own feelings.
“Please turn around, Dad,” I say, my voice rising in decibel. “I’m scared. I don’t want to 
get caught.” I keep up a running diatribe of comments as Dad’s lips tighten more and more. “The 
road is too bumpy anyway.” I can hear the whine in my voice. I sound eight years younger than I 
am.
“Cut it out, Nat,” says Mom, but I’m not listening. The fear has completely taken over the 
rational part of my brain. I keep it up until Dad finally says, “You know, I love having a backseat
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driver all the time,” and does a rough three-point turn on the narrow road. The fear immediately 
settles, recedes like a fast-going tide.
Mom turns, gives me an on-his-birthday? look, and faces the front again. We bounce 
back down the road in silence. Dad drives faster than he should, annoyed and angry, like a small 
child who was denied his birthday cake. I feel vague remorse, a sense of selfishness almost, but 
the relief outweighs the guilt. And when we bump back onto the main road, I roll down the 
window and let the humid breeze take over Dad’s silence. He doesn’t realize it, but I have saved 
us, kept us on the right side of safety. He doesn’t appreciate what I do for us.
The next day, outside Kruger, we drive towards Bushbuckridge on our way home, driving 
the same road Mom and I had driven months before. The sky is dark, murky and foreboding, the 
same as before, except Dad’s with us now and I’m at ease in the backseat. While Dad’s fuck-the- 
rules attitude drives me crazy most of the time, in other moments, semi-dangerous ones in which 
I know I have no control, I take Dad’s calm, rational demeanor as my only protection. If we are 
pulled over, he’ll handle a cop who wants a bribe. He’ll be unperturbed, won’t show he’s afraid, 
if  he even is. Sometimes I think he has no fears.
W e’re on the outskirts of Bushbuck, a hill or two away from where the shacks begin to 
pop out of the mountainsides. Out here, it looks almost like we’re still in Kruger, open savannah 
with a smattering of thorn trees and short shrubby bushes. That’s when the storm starts.
Thunder booms and a blanket of hail the size of golf balls starts falling from the sky. The 
first one hits the windshield, creating a splash mark in the glass on the passenger side. Mom 
jumps.
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Dad stops the car, but there’s no awning to take cover under, not even a tree to protect us 
from the torrent. All we can do is sit and wait and listen. Thunder rattles the car, and the hail 
hitting the roof sounds ready to crash through the metal at any second. I imagine ice balls the 
size of my fist punching through the felt-covered ceiling. I want the hail to stop. I will it in my 
head to stop. I lay face down on the back seat and cover my head with a pillow and pray to God 
for it to stop.
I ’m eleven, and we ’re driving across Texas from  Arizona, on our way home from  a family 
reunion. We ’re almost back to Lufkin when we ’re bombarded by a sudden summer storm. Mom  
pulls over to the side o f  the road, unwilling to drive any farther fo r  fear o f  hitting another car or 
running o ff the road. I ’m in the backseat with my cousin, while Sarah sits in the front chatting 
with Mom. The rain is so thick we can’t see more than a foo t in front o f  the car. One big cloud is 
enveloping us in a hazy half-light. The sound is deafening, beating down on the car and 
splattering against the windows in explosion-like waves, machine gun pellets hitting concrete, 
like in the movies. Except in the movies, it sounds cool.
Mom is largely unconcerned with the ordeal, only sighing when the hail starts falling  
from  the sky in sheets o f  pebble-sized ice balls.
“I  want it to stop, ” I  say over the ruckus.
“Well, I  can’t do that, ” Mom says.
“What i f  there’s a tornado? ”
She doesn’t answer me.
“There w on’t be a tornado, ” my cousin says, trying to reassure me. She and I  are the 
same age and sometimes we behave as i f  we are twins. She lives in Colorado and we only see 
each other once a year, but she, more than anyone else, knows how to humor my worries.
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I  nod but look away from  her, out the window, squinting through the sheets o f  rain and 
hail looking fo r  a ditch. They always told us in school, during tornado safety training, that i f  you  
are caught in a tornado while traveling, you should escape from  the car and crawl into a ditch. 
They never told you what would happen i f  you made it that far. They always left out the other 
risks— the flying  debris, the possible concussions from  hail, the risk o f  drowning in a flash flood. 
Perhaps the teachers thought the risks were obvious, but I ’m the kind o f  child to accept advice at 
face value. “Find a ditch, ” means, “Find a ditch, and you will be safe. Guaranteed. ”
I  hold my cousin’s hand and squint out the window but am unable to see beyond the 
fogged-up glass. No ditch. I fo ld  myself in half, burying my face in my knees. I  beg God in my 
head over and over again to stop the storm until he finally does.
In the car outside of Bushbuckridge, I force myself to believe the same thing, that God 
will stop the storm if I pray hard enough. But the hail keeps pounding the car on all sides. The 
whole car trembles, and I have to convince myself of the lack of tornadoes and hurricanes. This 
is just a bad thunderstorm, I tell myself. This is just a bad thunderstorm.
I wonder what the storm means. What is the world trying to tell us now? What am I being 
punished for? Have we somehow entered a “ Do Not Enter” zone without me even realizing it?
I’m lying lengthwise on the backseat with my head under a pillow to block out the noise 
when I feel something wet and cold on my feet. The side window behind the backseat has burst, 
and hail, water, and broken glass pour into the car.
I yank my feet away from the window and slide myself onto the floor, putting my head 
between Mom and Dad’s seats.
“The back window’s broken,” I say.
Mom says, “W e’ll worry about it when it’s over.”
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I can’t tell what they’re thinking or feeling right now, but I’m aware that I’m crawling 
into the front seat with them, unable to stop myself as I shrink away from the storm that’s raging 
inside the car. There’s no room for me in the front seat, so my top half leans over the middle 
console while my butt sticks straight up, my hips too wide to slide between my parents’ seats. 
My gym shorts creep upwards, and I can feel the cold wind and a few splatters of rain on the 
backs of my bare thighs.
“Mom, I want it to stop,” I yell over the noise. I’m holding back tears, and Mom, 
laughing, puts her arm around my shoulders. The three of us sit there, huddled in the front seat 
watching the front windshield become a spider web of cracks. Occasionally a wild cold hailstone 
strikes my feet, sending shivers through my body.
When the storm is over, Dad rigs up a plastic garbage bag over the back window with 
duct tape, and he hunches over the steering wheel to see through the maze of cracked glass as we 
drive home through Bushbuckridge. I sit in the back, as far away from the broken window as 
possible. It is only now I understand Dad’s nonchalance—why worry about what you can’t 
control? It is only now that I understand M om’s fear-laugh— she is helpless, just as much as I 
am.
We are in South Africa, living on African time, still trying to make sense of a world we 
do not and cannot completely understand eleven months later. Sometimes a hailstorm strikes 
twice for no reason, and nobody can stop it.
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Where Are We?
The process of seasons begin again. It’s January, the middle of green-green summer, the 
middle of rain-on-tin-roof, frequent-power-outage summer, and I’ve decided not to go to Penryn. 
I’ve heard about the grueling work loads of grade 12 culminating in six weeks of matric exams 
on everything you’ve learned since grade 10. I don’t see the need in putting that kind of stress on 
myself. Instead, I stay home with Mom for my final seven months in the country, until it’s time 
for college in August.
Mom spends hours at a time in her sewing room churning out quilt after quilt while I sit 
on the deck and work through my Economics, Music History, English and Speech textbooks. 
Correspondence school has turned out to be a test of patience and self-discipline more than 
anything—reading entire textbooks and filling out worksheets with the occasional essay and 
exam, all self-paced.
When I finally told everybody at Penryn about my doing double school, they were mostly 
impressed, particularly my Geography teacher. However, she might have been more relieved 
than anything— I wouldn’t have had a chance at passing the Geography matric exam. None of 
my classmates was judgmental; they thought I was crazy-smart, which redeemed my lackluster 
performances in Geography and Portuguese and sport.
At lunchtime now that I’m at home, Mom and I cook bacon, avocado, and tomato 
sandwiches, chat about trivial things, then return to our separate corners of the house, enveloping 
ourselves in isolated work.
I expected to be productive during my time off—despite completing correspondence 
school, I view this time as a break. I expected to teach myself Spanish, to learn to cook, to apply
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for scholarships, and to write a complete novel between January and July. I expected to have 
more interactions with South Africa, to go more places with Mom and Dad.
I don’t expect to be bored. I don’t expect to be overcome with an entirely new type of 
loneliness.
At first, new experiences in a new place are exciting. When you’re used to some place 
else, each new event is significant. But when there’s a new experience every day over any length 
of time, they gradually lessen in significance. Slowly, they become not-so-new, and you no 
longer appreciate them.
I’ve become desensitized to the foggy sunrise in the garden, to the ibis’s laughter, to 
Glory and Fanny yelling in Zulu in the garden, to the almost weekly power outages. I still don’t 
walk into town alone, but it doesn’t bother me as much when Dad leaves the gate open. 
Everything from the grass-roofed Nelspruit airport to the car watchers in the Sabie market 
parking lot has become, for lack of a better world, normal.
Summer passes into smoke-filled autumn, and the chill of the evenings return. I have 
become comfortable in a time when I no longer want to be. The feeling of home snuck up on me, 
and while it was something I wanted, I didn’t know it would feel like boredom.
It takes a spider to wake me up from a fog of days that blend together.
Mom and I sit on the couch watching American Idol, waiting for Dad to come home from 
playing squash with Natalie the Vet, when we’ll eat dinner and watch more American Idol.
W e’re more than half-a-season behind US programming, so the South African network often 
shows two episodes back-to-back. We never watched the show in Lufkin, but here, it has become 
an addiction.
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During a commercial, I fetch a cookie from the kitchen, then return to my position on the 
couch under my blankets. Without central heat or insulation, it’s difficult to keep warm indoors. 
Mom and I went shopping for slippers a few weeks before and came home with wool-lined boots 
we wear with our paj amas.
Out of my peripheral, I see something move across the navy blue rug. My brain quickly 
processes it, and my blood pressure spikes as I scramble to a standing position on the couch and 
yell, “Big, big spider!”
On the rug, moving fast, as if  it knows it’s been spotted, is a baboon spider, the African 
equivalent of a tarantula. Legs and body combined, it’s the size of a softball and the color of cow 
dung. (I’ll later learn that while baboon spider bites can be painful, they aren’t normally 
poisonous to humans, but that knowledge would not have helped us.) Mom runs to the kitchen 
for the can of Doom. While she’s gone, the spider crawls under the couch, so I jump from the 
couch to the ottoman and then onto one of the leather chairs—the same leather chair I sat in 
when my parents told me we’d be moving to this place with big-ass spiders. I knew the big-ass 
spiders existed, but they weren’t supposed to come in the house.
When the spider appears again, Mom sprays and sprays the Doom, but it won’t die. It 
moves sideways around and around the living room, Mom running after it, while I stand on the 
chair, rubbing the goose bumps on my arms and trying not to cry.
“Keep an eye on it,” she says and goes to the kitchen for a bowl to trap it under.
Watching the spider gives me more goose bumps. My stomach squirms at the way its 
eight hairy legs move in unison, too quick for something its size. I squint my eyes.
“Where is it?” asks Mom.
“I don’t know. It freaked me out. I couldn’t watch it anymore.”
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“Natalie.”
We freeze, unsure of what to do next. The leather cushion dimples under the weight of 
my body, and in the background Jordin Sparks belts out a Diana Ross song.
Where did the spider go? Had it gone under the couch where it would be unreachable? 
Had it escaped down the hallway into my bedroom? My blood pumps hard in my temples.
There’s movement of brown-on-brown on top of the dining room table, having somehow 
crawled up one of the smooth, curved table legs.
“There it is,” I yell, and Mom slams the bowl on top of it.
“W e’ll let your dad deal with it when he comes home,” she says, relieved that she no 
longer has to act the hero. We ease back into our spots in front of the television, but we’re both 
still antsy. I sit with my legs tucked up under me, imagining the floor is now swimming with 
spiders.
By the time Dad comes home, the spider is belly-up under the bowl, suffocated in 
leftover Doom, and we have the windows open to rid the house of the poison.
“Cool,” Dad says, examining the spider’s long, hairy legs and laughing at Mom’s and my 
overreaction. “You could have caught him and put him outside,” he says.
Mom stares at him, as if  he’s lost all rational thinking.
“There’s no way,” I say, “It was moving too fast. The Doom didn’t even slow him
down.”
“Where are we?” he asks as he does almost every day, when something disrupts our 
American ideas of the way life should run, every time we’re shocked into a reminder of who we 
are and where we are. We are still foreigners. But I wonder, how long do we have to live in a 
place to unconditionally call it home?
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I examine my parents in their respective chairs. Dad sips wine and predicts who will win 
American Idol, while Mom hand sews in the leather chair, glasses atop her head as she holds her 
stiches to the lamp for more light.
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Debbie
Debbie talks and drives like a South African, but she’s another Canadian. She has a 
tendency to stop by our house at random, or to call and say “I’m bored, I’ll be right over.” 
There’s nothing for Mom and me to do but climb in the car with her.
Mom is typically the type of person to plan any trip out carefully, the perfect balance of 
“knowing where w e’re going” but enough room for spontaneity so Dad doesn’t feel stifled. She 
creates the appearance that we are going-with-the-flow, when we really aren’t. Growing up, we 
spent most of our family vacations sitting on the beach in front of a rented beach house. We 
talked about going on adventures to town, but we usually never left the tranquility of the waves. 
At the beach, we could pretend to be go-with-the-flow people without having to do anything 
adventurous.
One day in late summer, Mom’s in the front seat, me in the back of Debbie’s white 
bakkie as we bound around the mountain curves at top speed. Debbie’s spiky, short blonde hair 
sticks straight up on her head, her shoulders rolling and relaxed as she shifts gears and talks and 
talks in a high-pitched voice. W e’re on one of Debbie’s boredom adventures— she wants to play 
miniature golf.
“I know a place,” she says, but doesn’t say where.
Mom clutches the handle in the ceiling as we bounce over flaws in the pavement. I’m not 
sure why Debbie, in all her wildness, seeks out Mom and me, by proxy, to go on adventures with 
her. Perhaps she thinks we’re not daring enough, that we need to spice up our lives. It’s more 
likely she’s unaware that she and Mom operate in different ways. She probably has no clue that 
Mom and I are gritting our teeth as she pushes our limits of our tolerance for spontaneity. She
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doesn’t see that w e’re the type of people whose lives are punctuated by the things we didn’t do 
rather than the things we did.
It’s only when Debbie is around that I understand that Mom and I are the same in this 
regard. It’s only when Debbie is around that I see that Mom and I are the same in more ways 
than one. Mom and I spend so much time together alone at home that our closeness has sneaked 
up on me. Many topics are still off limits—boys, feelings, fears— but I’m starting to recognize 
that she understands more than I gave her credit for. We are lonely together, and something is 
growing out of that isolation that I don’t quite understand. But with Debbie, Mom’s and my foil 
in so many ways, Mom and I can almost relate on an unspoken level of companion-nervousness.
Going downhill, Debbie takes her foot off the break and we coast, zipping past a pair of 
policeman on the side of the road with a speedometer on a stand. They wave us down, and 
Debbie slows, pulling onto the shoulder. A black man with a holstered gun and a SAPS badge on 
his chest saunters up the side of the bakkie while Debbie digs in her bag and curses. She forgot 
her ID at home.
Sinking in the backseat, I feel the seatbelt dig into my neck as my heart starts to beat 
faster. I’m unsure of what is about to happen. I know all the stories about cops standing with 
hands on the butts of their guns, whispering for bribes out of the corners of their mouths. Insist 
on following them back to the police station i f  they want to negotiate, other Canadians have told 
us. They dole out advice as if  they have figured out all the rules to the game of living here. This 
tactic workedfor me, maybe i t ’ll work fo r  you. What they don’t say, and what I’ve learned from 
observation, is that outcomes are often determined in the same fashion as drawing a Chance card 
in Monopoly. A lot of the game is about how you play, but that doesn’t mean you can’t land up 
in jail or owe a 100 bucks for being in the wrong spot at the wrong time.
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The man stands at the window looking very serious, but Debbie isn’t going to play along. 
“Good afternoon,” she says and grins.
He asks to see her papers. He looks young, thin in the shoulders, and proud to be in SAPS 
blue uniform. Debbie pulls her laminated diplomatic ID card—we are all technically diplomats 
while we work and live here—from her bag and passes it over to the cop.
He looks at the card from all angles, apparently confused.
“This no driving license.”
“Sure it is. You’ve never seen one of these before?” Debbie is practically bouncing in her 
seat with excitement.
He shakes his head slowly. “Where is number?”
Debbie leans out the window of the bakkie and swivels her long neck around to look at 
the card in the man’s ashy hand.
“Right here, see?” she says, smiles, and then pulls herself back into the car.
The man eyes Mom, then me in the backseat. I try not to look guilty, while he attempts to 
determine if he’s been duped. Then he simply writes up a ticket and we’re back to bouncing 
down the mountain road. My heart is still pounding, but Debbie chats away as if nothing has 
happened. As if she didn’t lie through her teeth to a policeman.
“You just have to believe it, hey,” she says and bounces up and down in the driver’s seat.
Our story will be added to the other Canadian stories—we are numbered among them 
now, even though w e’re American. The next time we have them over for dinner, we’ll laugh 
about the incident around the table out on the deck, drinking cheap South African wine and 
shrugging off the ticket in the glow of candlelight. The crickets will buzz in the background.
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“Oh, Debbie,” they’ll say, and Mom will say, “I didn’t think it was going to work,” and we’ll all 
laugh some more. We add our story to the survival guide, an ever-growing document of rules.
I wonder now how helpful those rules were. I wonder now if we were exploiting the 
corrupt system, by means of a corrupt system of our own. With all these rules, were we doing 
our best at immersing ourselves into our new world, or were we finding a way around immersion 
to satisfy our own sense of comfort? I might be making unfair accusations—there were South 
Africans we knew who pulled similar stunts as Debbie’s. Some fudging of rules is expected by 
South Africans, but none of the South Africans had diplomatic IDs to flash.
The cop who pulled us over that day wasn’t doing anything corrupt though. We were 
speeding. How do you determine what is right and wrong when everything is so arbitrary?
I have to think about the story my parents tell from a time after I left for college and my 
aunt and uncle were visiting. They were driving through Bushbuckridge and were pulled over at 
a speed trap where a woman police officer demanded they pass her cash through the window so 
she’d let them go. When Dad insisted that he follow her to the police station to pay his fine, she 
waved her gun in his face, wanting to drive Dad’s car, which Dad, of course, wouldn’t allow. 
Mom and Dad were trying not to laugh at the woman waving a gun in their faces while my aunt 
and uncle cowered wide-mouthed in their seats, sure they were going to be killed. I wasn’t there, 
but I can easily imagine their terror. The every-muscle-stiff, don’t-move, don’t-piss-your-pants, 
what-the-fuck-are-we-doing-here kind of terror.
“Where are we going?” I ask from the backseat as we barrel down the mountain road.
“Oh, you’ll see,” Debbie says, waving her hand. A few minutes later, we turn off the road 
onto a gravel driveway. We jostle back and forth, and dust spits up behind us in waves as we pull
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up next to a guard house under a tall beige archway. W e’re at the entrance gate to one of the 
fancy resorts nestled in the mountains around Sabie.
The uniformed guard steps out of the guard house. Great, another authority figure.
“Where you going?” he asks.
“W e’re staying here. W e’re checking in just now, hey,” Debbie says with a grin.
The guard looks at us skeptically but waves us through. Debbie guns the accelerator, and 
we meander through the resort’s dusty roads, parking in the center of the lodge near the lobby 
and miniature golf course. Mom and I slide out of the bakkie, feet crunching on gravel, making 
eyes at each other as we follow Debbie to where a group of German tourists are picking up 
putters.
“Are we supposed to do this?” I ask.
“W ho’s gonna stop us?” She bounces on her toes. Next to a sign-in sheet, she stops and 
thinks for a second, “Hey, Cherryl, what’s our room number again?”
Mom looks uncertain, not taking the hint from Debbie to improvise.
“Oh yeah, 302,” Debbie says and jots it down on the paper next to three fake names.
I look at Mom, wide-eyed, and she shrugs and laughs. I try to silence the police sirens 
and slamming bars in my head. There is no stopping her—Debbie is not Dad, not someone I can 
manipulate with whining and pleading. I rationally explain to myself that the worst that could 
happen is they’ll kick us out of the resort before we finish our game of putt-putt.
However, Debbie’s fuck-it-all spirit is contagious. We select putters, and somewhere 
around the fourth hole, I forget to be afraid. Somewhere around the sixth hole, I realize I’m 
having fun. And so is Mom. W e’re laughing and making bad putts. We cheer each other on as 
we expend six putts on a par 2 hole, the ball dolloping over the hole. The sun settles in streaks on
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the fake greens, and the German tourists stare at us. But we are not tourists—we’re pretending to 
be, and the pretending is what sets us free.
At the end of the round, we return the putters before the staff catches on. We clamber into 
the bakkie as if  somebody’s chasing us, and then we bounce down the dirt road back to the guard 
house. W e’re giggling as we drive out the entrance gate, waving at the puzzled guard as we go.
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Sindy
Haa-haa-haa-dee-dah. The ibis crows as the sun skates across the valley. And doesn’t 
stop. As I roll over, I pull the red sheet over my head and breathe in the warmth of stale morning 
breath. A chorus of other birds join in a cacophonous symphony.
I hear the pipes quake to life, water coursing through every crevice of the house. The 
walls rattle with reluctant enthusiasm in the dark, cool morning. Out in the garden, Fanny sprays 
the rose bushes, the aloe, the bougainvillea, the palm trees, the cycad, the snapdragons, planted 
for me because they’re my favorite. They remind me of home, of my grandmother.
Me and my grandmother are on the wooden walkway around the house by the lake in 
Texas. The heat is intense—my sweaty fingers will wilt the flowers i f  I  hold them too long. Out in 
the front yard is a pomegranate tree and a bedfull o f  a hundred snapdragons, a rainbow o f  
dancing heads in the sunlight. M y grandmother presses my fingers and we open and close the 
blossom together. I  giggle at the yellow insides o f  its mouth as the hairy stamen waggle and hiss 
in the early summer breeze.
From my bed, I hear Fanny yell, “Sawubona,” as the door to Glory’s apartment opens, 
and I remember where I am. Glory’s flip-flops scuff on the concrete walk outside my window. 
She yells back across the lawn, “Unjani.”
I listen as they talk to each other in Zulu or siSwati or Sutu, their voices escalating. The 
rising and falling rhythms, long vowels, and occasional throat-clicking consonants blend into 
each other in a roller coaster of language. Sometimes they sound angry, yelling at each other, as 
if  they haven’t worked together for years. But then they let out rivers of laughter that contrast 
with the ibis’s mocking haa-haa-haa-dee-dah.
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I crawl out of bed, pushing open the curtains to see the rays of sunlight finding their way 
through the fog, squeezing their way between the green mountains. Fanny is down at the bottom 
of the yard, near the edge where the well-groomed garden drops into the wild gorge. He wears a 
purple-maroon sweater. Glory’s on the sidewalk, wringing a mop into a bucket with her rough, 
thick-fingered hands.
I press my forehead against the cold glass. To my left, I can see down the walkway, down 
the two steps and small patio that lead to Glory’s apartment door, which is swung inwards, open 
and inviting. In the entryway, where the stacked washer-dryer rumbles, there’s a whisper of a 
thin-bodied shadow. It stands, motionless, leaning against the door jam casually, stiffly. 
Goosebumps prickle my skin, and I pull my eyes away, forcing myself to look at the hazy blue 
sunrise instead.
“It was so sad to see Sindy. She was so fra il and listless. The last time I  had seen her 
was in October and she was going home after recovering from  pneumonia. She had regained her 
stamina and weight and looked great.... When she was well, she was a beautiful, bubbly young  
woman who I  believe might be a bit mischievous too. ”
Mom sees bubbly and mischievous. I see diseased, dangerous, and angry.
Sindy has become a moving wake of dangerous disruption on the periphery of my life. I 
forget there was a time when she didn’t live in our backyard, a time when her cough didn’t 
permeate my background. While her visits have been spaced out over time, the weight of her 
stays have ceased to lift from the garden when she is gone. I still feel her presence, even when 
she isn’t here.
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In March, Sindy returns with Glory on the bus. Her jeans hang around her bony hips, and 
her cheeks have sunk in. She looks yellow, like flakes of peeling paint. Droplets of cold sweat 
cling to the space above her upper lip.
She limps from Glory’s apartment to the bathroom wearing Glory’s well-worn slippers, 
letting coughs rattle through her small body. I can feel the weight of them from across the 
garden. Sometimes, when Glory is at the restaurant, Sindy sits on the steps outside Glory’s 
apartment, thin knees dimpling her long nightgown, body curling up on itself as she stares off 
into space, without expression. I sit on the deck, writing in my journal about getting accepted to 
college in Texas, trying not to let my attention be drawn away by Sindy’s blank gaze. Sometimes 
I follow it, attempt to see what she is seeing—the mountains? Or can she see beyond the hills 
into somewhere else?
As before, I’m afraid to go close to her, to speak to her, not because I know she has AIDS 
but because I think she has Tuberculosis and because she never smiles. I’m afraid of her because 
I can see that I am watching her die.
It’s not until much later that I think maybe she had a right to be angry.
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I See You
The next part is a love story of sorts. It takes place in Simile, the large township two 
miles outside of Sabie, South Africa, where a mixture of half-paved roads bounce and tumble up 
the mountainside. Cracking dirt paths meander past metal-roofed houses with brick walls, past 
shacks with garbage bags for doors, where the gaps in scrap wood walls are so wide, you start to 
wonder what’s the point. Along the edges of the roads, people walk. Some carry piles of scrap 
firewood on their heads, or buckets of drinking water, or crates of eggs, six dozens high. Some 
have babies tied to their backs with old bath towels, and you watch the babies lean back in their 
swaddles. They look precarious, constantly in danger.
I am never so aware of my whiteness as I am each day on the drive to the top of the hill in 
Simile, when Mom pulls the Corolla into the grass parking lot outside the metal and cinderblock 
building. Kids in mud-splattered and grease-smeared, shit-yellow school uniforms pause as they 
run across the overgrown lawn, freezing in mid-hop as they race over abandoned tires. Every 
day, their round, black faces stare at me. I try not to stare back.
When I was in college, I wrote a short story about an eighteen-year-old American white 
girl named Catherine who goes to a township outside of Sabie and helps orphaned and hungry 
black kids with their homework. She’s from Texas and her parents have moved to Sabie for her 
dad’s job as C.O.O. of a wood products company. She’s lived in Sabie over a year when she goes 
to Simile for the first time.
Despite her belief that Sabie is now home, Catherine is quickly overwhelmed by the 
enormity of the situation in Simile—how do you explain math problems to a hundred kids who 
barely speak English? Then one day, she meets a boy her age named Prince. He translates her
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words into Zulu so she can communicate with the children. He saves her, and after the kids go 
home, they play chess. H e’s her knight in a stained blue T-shirt, nearly as poor and hungry as the 
kids she’s trying to tutor.
The story is cheesy.
Obviously, I am Catherine. When I wrote it, I thought I had to disguise myself behind a 
thinly-false identity. But otherwise, the story is mostly true, mostly what happened. As in the 
characters and setting and even much of the dialogue is real. I told the story exactly as it 
occurred, almost. I left out all the good parts, all the parts that compromised me, which if you 
think about it, the changed name then becomes irrelevant.
The first time Sister Gloria takes me to Simile, I don’t know what I’m getting into. She’s 
a nurse with gray-streaked black hair under her kerchief and intense brown eyes shaped like a 
bug’s. She works with Danya for Dad’s company and is the type of person who knows you can’t 
get anything done by asking.
“There’s a feeding project the mill supports up in Simile for the children. They always 
talking about how they need help with their homework. You know, the people who help cook, 
they try to work with them on maths and things. But there not enough time. No time at all. 
Between cooking and cleaning the kitchen. No time to spend with the children. And the children 
need it. So, you come with me next week. I will pick you up at two.”
That first day, Sister Gloria and I walk into the concrete building, pausing briefly in the 
kitchen area. “Pap and chicken feet,” she says pointing at the oversized pots sitting atop propane 
tanks. Pap, a grits-like substance made from corn meal, is the main staple of people who live in 
Simile.
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“We feed 250 children twice a day. They aren’t fed at home.” Sister Gloria’s voice is 
emotionless. She’s stating facts. Some of the children are orphans from AIDS or poverty, some 
have neglectful parents from illness or poverty or abuse.
Kids run and dance around us as we enter the long concrete hall off the kitchen. The 
walls are deep rusty maroon, and the room is lined with long metal tables. Some kids are eating 
from paper plates, using their dirty fingers to push mealy-meal pap into their mouths. They give 
me and Sister Gloria sideways glances, perhaps wondering what this white girl is doing all the 
way up here. For a brief moment, I wonder the same thing.
Sister Gloria grabs a kid by the shoulder as he skips by. He has a round, shiny face and a 
serious mouth. She speaks to him quickly in Zulu, and he scans me up and down. Sister Gloria 
pushes him towards me and I smile, close-lipped.
“W hat’s your name?” I ask.
“Enough.”
“Enough?” I ask, trying not to laugh, trying not to wonder how many children this boy’s 
mother must have had in order to name him “Enough.”
He nods his head sharply. Meanwhile, Sister Gloria has accumulated three more children 
around her. There’s a boy named Lifa with a thin, ebony-colored face and a big-toothed grin, 
Francina, who has a smooth-shaved head and shy eyes. And finally Nhlankla, whose laugh bursts 
from the bottom of his belly. When I try to say Nhlankla’s name, the combination of clicks and 
consonants won’t come out right. The kids look at me as if I am crazy and hold their stomachs, 
laughing wide-mouthed.
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Sister Gloria translates from English to Zulu and back again, and the six of us work 
through a vocabulary exercise. I don’t do much but watch and listen. They eye me from the 
corners of their eyes until she snaps her fingers at them to attract their attention.
“Miss Natalie will be back tomorrow to help you with your homework,” she says at the 
end of the hour. She looks at me as she speaks and nods her head as if  we’ve already discussed 
this promise.
“Hey Miss, where you live?” Lifa asks me as he’s packing up his notebook.
“Sabie.”
“Nah, Miss. Where you live?”
“I live in Sabie, but I’m from America.”
They look at each other with solemn faces, as if America is an imaginary place.
The next day, I go alone. Mom drops me off in the beer-bottle strewn yard, and I walk 
into the building, expecting to find Nhlankla and the others waiting for me. I’ve imagined them 
sitting quietly at a long table with their homework out, that we will have the chance to get to 
know each other. But they are nowhere to be found in the sea of yellow uniforms. I’ve lost them, 
and the cooks have forgotten who I am. They don’t know why I’m here—they roll their eyes at 
me as I if I’m an inconvenience.
Zodwa, the manager of the feeding project, sits me at a table and yells out an 
announcement in Zulu to the room full of children. When she’s finished, kids aged 5 to 17 crowd 
around my table shoving worksheets and notebooks and tattered textbooks in front of me. I feel 
like a commodity, trying to help them one at a time, but their classmates peek over my shoulder 
to find the answers for themselves.
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*It is difficult to portray the children correctly without it sounding like another Africa 
story with a good white girl trying to save the world. I am aware that my four months of working 
at the feeding project did nothing. I helped a couple of kids understand a math problem or two, 
but in the long run, my presence had no lasting effect. When I left to go back to the US for 
college, my existence evaporated into nothing.
I was even aware of this expiration date at the time I was going to Simile. I kept going 
every day, not because I thought I was making a difference, but because Sister Gloria expected 
me to and because I liked going, even though the work was frustrating. And because of Prince.
So while the kids are important, they are not what this narrative is about. They are what stole the 
story last time.
The second week of working at the feeding program, I sit at a table with a crowd of grade 
fives, working on math problems. I’ve managed to find some of the kids from my first day, or 
rather, they have found me, and Francina sits next to me on a metal chair. I’ve ripped sheets of 
paper into small pieces and colored some of them with black pen.
“There are 5 pieces of paper total,” I say, counting the papers aloud and writing a 5 on 
my notebook with a line above it. “There are 3 black pieces.” I draw a 3 on top of the line.
Francina nods her head, dimples showing on her high cheekbones. She is beautiful.
“What fraction of the papers are white?” I ask.
She stares at me. The eager faces behind her furiously write on their worksheets, copying 
my written fraction and talking to each other in Zulu because they think it’s the answer. I don’t 
know how to stop them, so I turn to Francina and try again.
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“Do you understand me?”
“Yes,” she says quietly.
“Do you understand the problem?”
“Yes.”
“So what fraction should you write down on your paper?”
“Yes.”
I rest my forehead on the cool metal table top. Sometimes I wish she and the others 
would be confrontational, that they would yell and tell me I don’t make any sense, that I’m 
speaking English they don’t understand. I’m in their world after all, not the other way around.
“She won’t understand when you talk like that,” a voice says from behind me. It’s deep 
and smooth.
I turn to see a boy my age wearing a stained blue soccer shirt with white stripes down the 
sleeves. He has a narrow face and brown eyes that glisten— something tells me he’s been 
watching and laughing at me. His teeth are straight and perfectly white under lips that meet in a 
plump brownish-pink line.
“You talk funny, where you stay?” he says.
“Sabie,” I say, shifting nervously, “But I’m from America.”
He shakes his head, pulls up a chair next to me and speaks to Francina in Zulu. She 
smiles and nods, writes the answer on her worksheet and runs away. The other kids, having their 
answer as well, scamper across the concrete floor and out the door. I can hear them laughing as 
they chase each other across the yard.
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The fictional version of the story paints this boy as a sort of superhero, out to rescue 
Catherine from the despair of misunderstanding. But in reality, I am mostly annoyed. He has 
something I don’t—language— and I don’t know how to find it.
“Who are you?” I ask.
His name spirals out in a combination of consonants. He sees the blank look on my face 
and laughs. “You call me Prince.” H e’s Zodwa’s nephew.
“Do you play chess?” he asks.
“Yes.”
“Bring a board tomorrow.” He smiles with his eyes. There is something endearing about 
him, something mysterious that I’m not quite sure about, but I want to know more.
Prince and Catherine work together to help the children, but in real life, Prince usually 
appears when the kids are about to go home. He might occasionally translate a phrase into Zulu 
for me, but that is not his purpose. He wants someone to play chess with, a friend, and I’m 
excited about the exotic nature of our friendship.
When I tell Olivia, about him, she teases me, calling him my African boyfriend.
“No. W e’re just friends,” I say. Even though I can’t help smiling when Prince texts me 
from Zodwa’s phone. Part of me wonders what it would be like to have an African boyfriend, if 
it would be as romantic as it sounds, but in the fiction story, Catherine lives out my statement to 
Olivia. Catherine and Prince are just friends.
Prince and I sit at a metal folding table in the kitchen area of the building with a chess 
board between us while the cooks mop the cracked concrete floor. One of the cooks’ toddlers 
waddles past; drool falls out of his bottom lip in long strings threatening the freshly cleaned
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floor. Despite my smiles and pokes at his round belly, the toddler stares at me in a way a toddler 
shouldn’t. I see my ghostly reflection in his big brown eyes and sense, rather than know, that I’m 
the first white person he’s seen in his short life. I become uneasy about my house being only 
three miles from here, yet so far away at the same time. Through the open door behind Prince, 
kids in their shit-yellow uniforms run down the gravel driveway headed somewhere, their faces 
turned into the dust-filled setting sun.
“I want them to understand me,” I say.
“Who?” asks Prince.
“The kids.”
Prince puzzles over the black and white pieces. “It’s the way you talk. It sound different.”
“I know that much,” I say and roll my eyes.
He looks up, his squinted eyes not totally comprehending my sarcasm. “Go,” he says. I 
push a black pawn forward without thinking about the game at all.
“Can you help me?” I ask. He shrugs and moves his bishop to take my queen.
“You are not very good,” he says, gesturing at the board with his long fingers.
“What do I say weird?”
Prince considers me, his head tipped to the side in confusion. Sometimes I talk too fast.
“What words? What do I say funny?”
He nods and laughs wide-mouthed. “Everything.”
“Teach me how to say something in Zulu.”
He sighs. He wants to play chess, but he says, “Okay, 'Sawubona. ’”
I struggle to wrap my mouth around the vowels, and he smirks. “No. Like this.” His B 
suddenly sounds like a bass note on a drum, while his O reaches out forever, open and singing.
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I try again, and he grins and nods. But I know I still haven’t said it right.
“What does it mean?”
“It’s ah— ah, like hello.” It’s a greeting. Later, I learn from Glory that its literal meaning 
is “I see you.”
I smile, and settle in for another game of chess. W e’re quiet as he wins quickly, cornering 
my black king with his white queen and bishop, and I become more and more determined to beat 
him, even though I know it’s useless.
Afterwards, we sit in Zodwa’s office off the kitchen with her kids and other nephews— 
the relationships are blurry. We sip cold juice and watch a soap opera that bounces in and out of 
Afrikaans, Zulu, and English on her fuzzy television. When my mother arrives, Prince walks me 
to the door that leads into the yard.
“I’ll see you tomorrow,” he says. When he says my name, it is music, the final syllable 
reaching into infinity.
I left this section out of Catherine’s story. As if it was unimportant.
On the fourth day after I’ve met Prince, we sit at one of the long metal tables in the 
dining hall. The children are gone, and the large, dim room swallows our voices. Everything is 
quiet, peaceful even, and I’m relaxed. Prince is sweet, and he makes me laugh. Between us, on 
the table, is the chessboard.
“You be white first game,” he says as he sets up the board. He never lets me play white.
“Who taught you to play chess?” I ask.
“I watch somebody,” he says without looking up. I think I understand what he says. 
Sometimes I’m not sure. His accent is rich, and he talks quietly, mumbling.
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“You watched somebody?”
“Yes. I watch until I figure it out.”
I think of my Chess fo r  Dummies on the bookshelf at home. It taught me one trick move 
that worked on Dad once, but when I attempted it with Prince, he blocked it easily.
He looks up, meeting my eyes with his, and I feel nervous, jittery in the stomach. We 
play in silence for a while. Move after move, and he wins each game, even when I have the 
starting advantage.
“I’ll beat you before I leave in a few months, just once, you’ll see.”
He laughs, not believing me. The building is quiet. The workers have gone home, and 
other than Zodwa in her office, Prince and I are alone. We pack up the chessboard and walk 
outside together to wait for my mom. I’m avoiding his eyes when Zodwa emerges from her 
office and says she has to leave.
“You must wait with her,” she says to Prince. Then she’s gone.
Prince and I sit on a rotting log in the overgrown grass as the sun sets behind the hills. 
The air is orange, and dust spins over the grass in little funnel clouds. Light bounces off the 
abandoned motorcar tires and broken beer bottles. I squint into the sun, taking its warmth into 
my body in the crisp winter afternoon. Somehow, everything looks beautiful.
“Natalie,” he says and I look at him. “I think I love you.”
My heart clenches in my chest. I freeze.
“We barely know each other,” I say.
I’m aware of how alone we are. I cannot see any other person from here. The broken 
glass flashes in the setting sun, blinding me. I have to look away.
“But I love you,” he says.
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I stare down the dirt road, across the sea of shacks towards Sabie. I imagine our house 
with the white wall out front, the iron green garden gate. I want to be sitting on the back deck 
reading a book. There are so many ways this moment could end badly.
“I have a boyfriend. In America.”
This statement is not true.
“He doesn’t have to know,” Prince says, “We can still be lovers.”
He moves closer to me on the log, and I panic. My limbs stiffen. I have only known him 
four days, and I’m in the middle of Simile. I’m very conscious of my whiteness.
“I think you’re nice, but Prince, I don’t see you that way. I see you as a friend.”
He’s contemplative, silent. I shiver, suddenly cold while the sun turns red instead of
orange.
“Friends,” I say, trying to simplify things. I was talking too fast.
“But we could be lovers,” he says again.
I am suddenly afraid of rape. I’ve never had this fear before, and I know it is because he 
used the word “lovers” and the connotations of that word scare me. I know I have this fear 
because he is black and I am white, because he is poor, and because we’re alone. Because we’re 
alone in Simile.
“I want to be friends. I see you as a friend,” I say. And I repeat myself again and again.
He nods his head, his brown eyes look sad, or confused. But he doesn’t move towards 
me. I hold my breath. I don’t want to be alone with him. Why did Zodwa leave us here? Where is 
Mom?
Prince keeps his distance, the sun glistening on his smooth forehead. His lips form a 
straight line, his jawline hard but not angry.
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As Mom’s Corolla pulls into the yard, I think, “But what would have happened if I’d 
kissed him?” I never paused to think of that possibility. While I had fantasized about an African 
boyfriend at home at night, in that moment in the yard, I never considered that I could like him in 
that way. I stand, almost say I’m sorry, but he waves at me without looking at my eyes and walks 
off down the opposite side of the hill.
I sit in the front seat of the car, clutching the chess board in my lap and wonder what it is 
that he meant when he used the word “love.” Perhaps the language doesn’t allow for the 
translation.
“How was today?” asks Mom.
“Fine.”
I don’t tell her about Prince’s confession. Boys are still off the edge of the map in our 
discussions.
I don’t tell her Prince and I had been alone, that Zodwa had left us there in the yard. Mom 
might not like it; she might not let me go to Simile anymore.
I don’t tell her about my sudden fear of Prince. I wouldn’t know how to express it even if 
I wanted to because, while I don’t understand where the fear came from, I know that it’s 
something I have to police, to stifle in the dark corners of my mind. I have to force it to 
disappear. I don’t want anybody to ever know the moment in the yard ever happened.
When I tell the story of Prince now, I usually tell it as if  it’s a joke, which goes something 
like this:
“In my second year in South Africa, I was going to a feeding project to tutor kids, where I 
met this guy named Prince.”
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“His name was Prince?” the listener asks.
“Yeah. I think that’s what his Zulu name meant, but I couldn’t ever pronounce the real 
one. Anyway, he was nice. We used to play chess after I finished tutoring the kids. He said he 
learned to play by watching somebody. It was pretty amazing—he was so good. Then the, like, 
fourth day after I met him, he confessed his love for me.”
“What?”
“He said ‘Natalie, I love you.’” I try to imitate the smoothness of his voice.
“I told him I had a boyfriend in America, and then he told me we could still be lovers.”
The listener usually laughs. I drink my beer and shrug the story off. I don’t allow myself 
to think about the other part because, even now, while I know some of my fears that day were 
justified, I still don’t like that I thought about Prince that way. Even now, when I can see there is 
a possibility he was being too forward, the explanation doesn’t ring true in my mind.
Prince doesn’t reappear at the feeding project for days. I’m afraid to ask Zodwa where he 
is, so every day he’s not there, I focus on the children. I try to alter my inflection, try to sound 
like Prince so they can understand me. I’m at least confident in my knowledge, in my capability 
of attempting to explain math problems and vocabulary words. Until some fourth graders give 
me a South African history worksheet. I read through the fill-in-the-blank sentences about 
apartheid, aware of how much I don’t know, how much I can’t know. I look down at the chess 
set inside my unzipped backpack on the floor and wonder if our brief friendship is over.
He finally shows up one day when I’m working with Enough and Lifa on a dictionary 
exercise, and a long line of kids of all ages wait impatiently for their turn with the white girl. The
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three of us pass a single, torn-up dictionary between us while I try to explain how the book 
works.
“Can you find the Ls?”
Enough opens the cover of the book and starts turning pages one at a time. His eyes scan 
slowly, but he doesn’t appear to be reading. He could take an hour to find the Ls.
“Do you know what an L looks like?”
“Yes,” says Enough.
I draw an L on the piece of paper in front of me, to be sure. “Do you understand?”
“Yes,” says Enough. Lifa grins, his buck teeth shooting outwards. His smile is 
contagious, and I feel my own lips twinge. Prince laughs over my shoulder, and I turn, smiling 
broadly, relieved.
We work together that day, and when the kids leave, we play chess. He wins, as usual. 
When we don’t understand each other, we still laugh, but his eyes don’t laugh back. I wonder if 
he knew what I was thinking that day in the yard, if he knew that I was afraid of him, not only 
because of the things he was saying but because of the entirety of the situation we found 
ourselves in. I wonder if he knows that part of it was because of the color of his skin, or rather, 
the color of mine. What effect does that knowledge have on him? He might be wounded, and I 
still don’t know if it was all a misunderstanding.
We never speak of it, but we also avoid being alone with each other ever again. I’m left
searching his brown eyes while we play chess, trying to see what’s hidden behind them.
*
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In Texas, I grew up around white kids who whispered, “It’s because he’s black,” behind 
their hands and then claimed they weren’t racist. They’d been taught by their parents and their 
grandparents about race.
“I wouldn’t mind if you dated a black guy, but I would fear for you,” Mom told me once, 
“It would be hard for you.” She was concerned about the transfer of stereotypes, worried about 
me. But she never taught me to look at the other and fear the other itself.
I went to elementary school on the historically black side of Lufkin because of not-so-old 
desegregation laws. As a kid, I walked down the streets on the black part of town as if  they were 
any other streets. I don’t think I had fear then, and I like to think I don’t have fear now. But these 
feelings have a tendency to surprise you, to creep into your head when you aren’t expecting 
them, when you didn’t even know they existed in the first place.
I imagine my eighteen-year-old self and Prince sitting on the rotten log in the overgrown 
yard as the sun sets. They are alone and silent, and she shivers in the brisk winter air. She zips up 
her sweatshirt, shoves her hands in her pockets, and looks down the hill at the sweeping valley of 
scrap metal roofs. Prince moves closer to her on the log, and she feels his warmth radiating 
across the inches of space between them.
I don’t want to change history, necessarily. I don’t want to create another fiction.
He looks at her and she at him.
Every move is strategic and has repercussions.
“I think I love you,” he says.
I don’t want her to be afraid.
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Instead of stiffening, she smiles. Instead of moving away, she pushes her hair behind her 
ear and giggles. Her heart pounds, but she lets a comfortable silence sit between her and Prince. 
Down the hill, out of sight, somebody yells in Zulu, sounding angry, but then another voice 
responds with laughter. Sometimes what you hear at first is not what it seems.
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Vultures
Mom, Dad and I spend the Easter holiday in Kruger. Sindy has not left since she arrived a 
few weeks before. She’s been going back and forth to the hospital with Mom’s assistance. I’m 
happy to escape from her and her illness; I don’t wonder if Mom is too. As soon as we back out 
of the driveway, the harsh edges of tension dissipate. The gate slides closed, leaving Sindy and 
Glory inside, and it’s easier to breathe out in the open.
That day, we talk lightly, eat toasted sandwiches and chips by the Sabie River, nibble on 
slices of salami, drive down dirt roads, and look for animals on the savannah as if  it’s any other 
weekend. The day is cool and slightly hazy— farmers have already started control burning in 
places. We drive with the windows cracked, letting the cool breeze sift through the car along 
with the smells of the savannah— dampened dust and drying grass. A single yellow-billed 
hornbill floats across the road in an updraft of wind, black-and-white speckled wings spread 
wide. Other birds— starlings and rollers and barbets— chatter at us from their perches in the 
acacia trees. The tall fields of grass stretch out to meet the haze, dotted with thorn trees and low 
shrub bushes. The contrast of scenery always surprises me here. W e’re only forty minutes from 
home, but in Sabie the river is a mountain stream swathed in green hills. Down here in Kruger, 
the landscape is what I expected Africa to be—brown. At the same time, because it’s what I 
expected it to be, it often feels fake. This landscape won’t be the Africa I remember most when I 
return to Texas.
In the middle of the park, it’s late afternoon and I’m at the wheel when we see a mob of 
black feathers huddled on the ground a few yards off the road. We pull up beside the flock to 
find it’s a crowd of ugly, black-hooded figures—vultures. Their gray heads almost look human 
as they shrug their hunched shoulders, shoving each other back and forth.
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“W hat’ve they got?” Dad wonders out loud as he rolls his window all the way down, and 
a stench wafts through the car. It smells like wet dog and sweaty soccer cleats at first. Then it 
smells like rotting meat and flies. We can hear their beaks ripping into flesh, tearing through skin 
and tendon, slurping at blood.
I grumble at Dad to roll up the window, but he doesn’t listen. He’s always oblivious 
when w e’re in the Park. He’s engrossed in it all, even when there’s nothing to see. He could sit at 
a mud-pond for hours waiting for an animal that will never come, fascinated by the landscape 
itself. Yet even as I grumble, I can’t take my eyes away from the vultures.
A bird shifts and we see the shimmery brown eyes of a dead impala— one of the little 
deer-like animals with black McDonald’s M-targets on their butts. We usually see them around 
almost every curve in the road in Kruger, white tails sticking straight up in the air as they flee the 
rumble of the car’s engine.
Something else killed the impala, something other than a lion or a hyena, or perhaps the 
impala died of its own accord, walking on its own four hooves, which is an even stranger thought 
to me. Regardless of what happened, the vultures have won the feast. In the sixteen months 
we’ve been here, w e’ve never seen anything like this— a vulture picking over the remains of a 
fully intact animal. Bones are one thing, flesh is another.
I watch the revelry from the driver’s seat, goose bumps creeping all over my arms as the 
ripping skin frenzy grows louder and louder. After a while, I drive on, not able to watch 
anymore. Dad complains that he wanted to stay longer, but I must keep going, pressing my foot 
down on the gas pedal. The warm breeze whips through the car, quickly erasing the smell of 
death. It’s swept away into the savannah, pushed into the category of something that only 
happens out here amongst the wide-bowed acacias and green-trunked fever trees. Out here where
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the crocodiles teem the rivers and the lions lurk out of sight. Out here where everything is a 
different shade of brown.
Dad’s driven us home from Kruger, and when he pulls the car in the driveway at the end 
of Easter Sunday, the house is quieter than normal. The quiet on Easter is the way my brain has 
chosen to take hold of the events, to make sense of them.
I climb out of the backseat of the car, stretching my stiff legs and tip my head towards the 
garden, waiting for something. The air smells yellow. Glory’s apartment windows are black and 
vacant.
I don’t know who tells me what comes next. I don’t know how I know Sindy has died, 
but I know it’s true. She died while we were watching vultures and munching potato chips, went 
to sleep in Glory’s bed and never woke up. The weight of death is tangible, pushing its way into 
my pores, so it eventually courses through my veins, flooding the stopgap I’ve constructed to 
block out my ideas about loss. The barrier I’ve put in place so that I don’t have to think about 
Sindy as she died in front of my eyes for the past sixteen months.
I wonder if the essence of her illness is still floating around the house. I wonder if  I can 
catch it still.
“It is now Tuesday....Early this morning, Glory went to the hospital to bathe her sister 
and she had passed away a little earlier. She immediately had to begin signing form s and making 
arrangements fo r  Sindy’s funeral. We await a call from  the funeral home to pick up the body. 
Then she must go to the home office in Hazyview, about an hour away to register her death and 
begin the process o f  collecting her insurance and making funeral preparations. For most o f us,
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this would seem overwhelming, but she has been through it all before. ...Death is unfortunately 
an all too common occurrence everyday. ”
Sindy didn’t die in our backyard— she was still alive when we pulled in the driveway 
Easter Sunday. She died two days later in the hospital, not of AIDS or HIV, but of pneumonia.
As a result, everything I know about her illness becomes a lie. What dying of pneumonia looks 
like is synonymous with what dying of AIDS looks like in my head. Sindy’s death was everyday, 
but it wasn’t everyday to me.
Mom wrote all the details of Sindy’s death down and hid them away, deep in the family 
computer’s files. When she gave me the typed account of Sindy’s death, she told me, “I wanted 
to remember everything.” Conversely, there is not one mention of Sindy in my own journal from 
that time period. It seems that my eighteen-year-old self only wanted to forget. I insert myself 
into these scenes with Sindy belatedly, trying to comprehend a fear I didn’t know I had.
Meanwhile, when I wasn’t paying attention, Mom was taking on a different role those 
months when Sindy was dying, a role she never foresaw or wanted for herself. I didn’t know 
how involved Mom had become, and I’m not sure what I would have done if I had.
I have nightmares for weeks about Sindy’s hard, thin face. In my dreams, she bangs and 
scrubs in the washbasin outside. Then I see her in the heat-dense room of Glory’s apartment, 
blanket pulled up to her chin in Glory’s double bed. I hear her cough, her lungs full of thick 
liquid. I see her bones poking through her cheeks, the cavities around her eyes swallowing the 
shimmery brown irises whole.
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Glory goes back to work after Sindy’s funeral as if  nothing has happened. She sweeps 
and hums to herself. She never cries, as far as I can tell. She’s thirty-five years old, and she tells 
Mom she’ll never marry because a man will never want a woman who has the responsibility of 
five children—four from Cookie, one from Sindy—who are not her own. She tells Mom, “I want 
to live til I’m forty.”
Sometimes I can see another shadow in the hallway as Glory scrubs the floor. Three 
women— one solid, two vague silhouettes—bend in unison, pushing, slopping three wet mops 
across the tile floor. They hum and sing together in a language I don’t understand. The melodies 
intertwine, slip out the open windows, wrap themselves around the rose bushes, slide down the 
thick, barbed leaves of the aloe, play in the braided basket of the palm trees, then drop off the 
edge into the gorge, lost in the oblivion of the fearful unknown.
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Fire
I sit in the dark, the streetlight splashing off the snow and through my window, casting a 
yellow haze over my bedroom. My boyfriend is asleep, and the apartment is quiet, almost sultry.
I feel I’m swimming in slow motion in Fairbanks, existing in a perpetual night. If I can stay here 
long enough, stuck in a limbo of ice and snow, I’ll be able to remember everything.
It wasn’t my intention to return to Sabie when I moved to Fairbanks. I wanted to write a 
novel, wanted to write something that would help me escape real life. But when Mom’s stroke 
happened, Sabie came running after me into the frozen world, seized me by the throat and forced 
me to reexamine our life there in some attempt to regain the mother I’ve lost.
What this book has become is part letter to my younger self, part letter to my mother, 
telling her all the things I never told her when we were living on the other side of the world. We 
didn’t know how to communicate then. We were too embarrassed, too caught up in being polite 
and creating boundaries for what emotions and thoughts were allowed to be spoken. We were too 
busy being afraid of all the wrong things, too busy protecting each other.
Three days before I’m supposed to leave Sabie to go home(?) for college, the acrid scent 
of red wakes me up in one of those unspeakable blurred morning-night hours. It smells like fried 
bark, melting eucalyptus, and boiling pine.
They must be burning the hill across the gorge.
Even though it’s not the season for controlled burning. It’s the end of July, too late in the 
winter, too dry. Too uncontrollable.
What I don’t know yet is that Sabie is in the eye of one of the natural disasters in my life; 
we’re in a different form of hurricane. I dismiss the smell as if  it were a dream.
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The smell of smoke is stronger when I wake an hour later, minutes before dawn. 
Everything in the room, including my face is covered in a light dusting of ash. There’s a faint 
glow seeping under the curtains. I look at the dim garden, the black-gray of pre-dawn with 
orange tingeing the edge. It is only now, as I watch smoke billowing upwards into the dark blue 
sky that I realize something is wrong. My parents’ absence is tangible. I search the house 
somehow knowing I won’t find them. No note, nothing. I’m afraid to go outside because I 
intuitively know that fire creates anarchy. I listen, I wait. I try to go back to sleep. But I hate 
them for leaving me alone. Vulnerable.
I watch my computer in the darkness of my bedroom in Fairbanks, one foot propped up 
on my desk and a glass of wine in my hand. A voice speaks out of the darkness, “Hi, this is 
Zuzka Nowak, reporting live from Gail Drury’s household.”
On the screen of my computer, Zuzka flashes the camera on her own freckled face, then 
focuses on the couch in Gail’s living room, where Thandi’s long legs are sprawled across Gail’s 
lap and mine. We lean into each other under a hunter green sleeping bag, comfortable.
It’s my farewell party. Two weeks before the fires, the four of us spent the night playing 
Cranium, laughing, and pretending as if my imminent departure didn’t exist. Unlike when I left 
Olivia and Beth, this going away party marked the beginning of more adventures than my own. I 
was the first to go; a few months later, after they had finished their matric exams, Gail moved to 
England, then Zuzka to Poland, leaving Thandi to move to Pretoria for veterinary school.
From my side of the screen, I stare at my younger self in her orange long-sleeved shirt, 
her long brown hair. We look almost exactly the same. I gained weight in college, but I’ve lost it
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again now. So much has changed that I often refer to the girl in the video in the third person, but 
looking in my green eyes, nobody, not even I, could tell the difference.
“This is Natalie, Gail, and Thandi,” Zuzka says, panning the couch. “Thandi’s mentioned 
last because she has a big bum.”
Thandi, who hasn’t been paying attention, looks into the camera and says, “I don’t have a 
big bum.” She’s offended, pouty.
“I have a big bum,” my younger self says, and she grins. The camera zooms in on me as I 
shyly hide my face in Thandi’s knees. Gail giggles next to me, folding herself over Thandi’s 
thighs while she holds her hand over her mouth as if I’ve said something ridiculous.
At first I’m surprised at my younger self’s pride in something she hates—perhaps she’d 
learned to embrace the big butt already—but I’m distracted by her voice. The sounds come from 
someone else, and not in the way that you always sound different when you hear a recording of 
yourself. This person’s voice lilts upwards, half an octave higher than I speak now. The video 
continues, and she glissades over r ’s, starts sentences with “J a ” and ends sentences as if  they are 
questions even when they aren’t. She doesn’t mumble. Every word sounds precise, like she’s 
forcing her teeth to touch, but that’s the thing—they are my teeth. I remember losing my Texas 
accent because I have tried to reclaim it with no success.
But the girl in the video sounds South African. Almost.
In the Nelspruit airport when Gail, Zuzka, and Thandi saw me off, Gail told me, “You’ll 
miss us, and you’ll miss your house, but more than anything you’ll miss the essence of Africa.”
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I smiled at her, not understanding what she meant. I ran the South African flag the three 
of them had given to me through my fingers, the thin fabric felt glossy and textured against my 
fingertips.
“You’ll notice the sun doesn’t look the same,” she said, “the absence of the smell of fire, 
and the way the dust falls isn’t the way it should be. They’re silly things, but those are things 
you’ll miss.”
Gail was right. I do miss all those things—the smell of fire will always remind me of 
Sabie. But I also miss the feeling of becoming. I miss the awareness of the self that comes from 
experiencing the unfamiliar. I understand that we are always changing, but in Sabie, I was 
particularly conscious of it, and while it was uncomfortable, it was also exciting and beautiful.
When I started talking about moving to Fairbanks, people asked questions. Will you live 
in an igloo? W on’t you freeze to death? Isn’t it dark there, like, all the time?” But why? It’s so 
far away.
While they were all concerned about where I was headed, they failed to worry about what 
I was leaving behind. They never mentioned that I might miss things like the smell, sound, and 
taste of a Texas summer storm. That raw, damp feeling in your mouth, the fresh scent of wet 
grass. The rhythmic scuttle of rain on black pavement. The way water runs in rivulets down your 
arms and cheeks. They didn’t mention that I might miss thunder booms that rattle the windows, 
lightning, and wind that bends trees sideways, storms that are beyond comprehension and 
control.
I have no precedent for this longing. It thundered and stormed plenty in Sabie, pounding 
the metal roof of our house, sometimes plunging us into electric darkness for days. Despite the 
hail, storms took on a new sort of comfort for me there, a feeling that wasn’t filled with rage and
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hurricanes. South Africa changed the way I saw many things, but it also changed the way I 
looked at Texas storms. As a result, Sabie and Lufkin are often conflated in my head as home, 
morphing into a single image. The second I left Lufkin for South Africa, home became a 
confusing concept— something I long for, something I am constantly searching for, and 
something I’m not sure exists. I often think home is a collection of arbitrary memories, loose 
associations of sights and smells and people.
Now I’m in Fairbanks, still feeling homeless, and I’m angry because no one said I’d miss
fear.
My parents finally return from scouting the area, saying the mountains are on fire. (By 
the end, 37,500 hectares in the Sabie area alone will burn, 6,000 of those belonging to Dad’s 
company.)
“And you left me here alone?”
“It’s incredible,” says Dad.
“The fire almost jumped the road in front of us,” says Mom.
The neighborhood where most of the Canadians live is in the most danger.
“We don’t need to evacuate?” I ask.
“No. W e’re fine.” Dad points to the gorge where the stream lies below, and then in the 
direction of the fires. “We are safe.”
I only half-way believe him.
Mom laughs under her creased forehead as the house fills with the scent of smoke. The 
ash falls inside as if invisible fire clouds have somehow ended up in the ceiling. My skin looks 
gray, smears of soot mix with my brown arm hair. There is nowhere to escape the smell—like
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sitting around a campfire and every time you move, the wind shifts the smoke to follow you. 
“Smoke follows beauty,” the saying goes, but that explanation is fake in this situation. While the 
tile is still cool under my bare feet, the air is warm; I still shiver, still hide myself under two 
blankets and listen to the silence of the storm.
Dad is gone for hours at a time, traveling from mill to mill to check on the situation. The 
mill in Graskop burns to the ground while he watches and tries to triage the wreckage. Thick 
smoke and darkness create dangerous flying conditions for fly-dumping water, and the water 
trucks break down. They were unprepared for something of this magnitude. Disorganized, they 
had no plan. At the Sabie mill, Dad puts resources in place before it rises to the same fate as 
Graskop.
While he’s filling the part of hero, Mom and I wait at home, worrying about Dad and his 
duty but never saying our fears out loud. The fire seals our lips. We pack instead, like doomsday 
prophets who received the message too late for the arriving apocalypse. We pack as if we are 
leaving and never coming back. We back up photos on CD-ROMs; Mom empties the closet’s un- 
lockable lockbox of our important papers; I stuff my blue suitcases with a few more things I 
wasn’t planning to take with me—my old journals, a couple of photo albums.
At some point, Mom goes outside to the neighbors, and when she disappears, I panic. All 
day, I’ve kept her in sight or within hearing distance—I in the spare room with the computer, she 
in her room; I in my room, she in the kitchen. Now I can’t see her out the kitchen window, over 
the white wall. I text her. Call her cell phone. No answer. I don’t want to be alone, and I’m too 
afraid to leave the house to look for her. I want to stay inside, in these cinder block walls, behind 
the closed green gate. I’m a coward—if she were legitimately in trouble, I would be useless, 
paralyzed, unable to even call for help. I know this quality in myself, but I’m unable to change.
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When she returns, Mom laughs at me, at my palpable fear.
“I was only next door,” she says.
“Don’t leave me again,” I say.
A few weeks before the fires, Mom and I are alone in Kruger again, on my graduation 
present trip. I wanted to go to Zambia, to Victoria Falls, but Dad couldn’t or wouldn’t take the 
time off work and Mom didn’t want to go without him. She didn’t want us to travel outside of 
South Africa by ourselves. I settle for a trip through Kruger, a six-day trip all the way north, as 
far as the road would take us.
As we drive, taking in all the different scenery, the different trees and birds and antelope 
from down south, I try not to think about how I’m letting my only chance to see Victoria Falls 
dissipate before it appeared. Instead, I tell myself the journey is my chance to say goodbye to 
Kruger, to South Africa. I don’t think about saying goodbye to my mother because I’m not 
worried about that. Only much later will I call her, curled up, ill on the dorm bathroom floor in 
the middle of the night and realize how much I miss her. And only much later, when I’m in 
Alaska and she’s had her stroke will I put any significance at all on this final trip through Kruger. 
Only then will I wish I knew what we’d talked about. I can remember what we saw and where 
we slept, but I can’t even picture her in the seat next to me.
Down in Nelspruit, my friends are vaguely aware of the stench of smoke but largely 
unconcerned by the forest fires. I stare out at the smoke-filled garden while my Penryn 
classmates arrive at their Matric Dance in fancy cars, wearing overdone dresses and tuxes. They 
march down a red carpet, arm in arm while flashbulbs go off in the darkness. Behind them, the
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sky is an ominous reddish gray, but they are the kings and queens of the world tonight while I sit 
on the floor next to the open suitcase contemplating what else to pack.
I wasn’t invited to the dance—though part of me hoped Louis might ask me. While I had 
long-since given up on a relationship with him, I still fantasized about one glorious night with 
him, one more night of dancing. He asked a grade ten to go with him.
Instead of the Matric Dance, I have a ticket to the after party, and I’m supposed to go 
with Gail, Thandi, and Zuzka. I’m looking forward to it as my last hurrah, my time to say 
goodbye to Alison and Angela and Chris and Louis and all the others. They will hug me and say 
they will miss me, that we will keep in touch. We will pretend that we were always friends, that 
those months of indifference never happened. It is a glorious happy ending in my head, one last 
chance for me to be venerated as the exotic outsider.
“I can’t go because of the fires. Mom doesn’t want to drive,” I text to Gail, Thandi, and 
Zuzka, and as I hit send, the scene of all my old classmates fawning over me dissipates into 
nothing.
The message is only partially true. If I still wanted to go, Mom would take me, but I can 
tell she doesn’t want to. We would have to drive past parts of the fires, perhaps even through 
them, and Dad is too busy with the mills to go with us. Neither of us wants to be gone when he 
comes home because we know he’ll go out into the ruckus again if we aren’t there. While Mom 
never says any of these worries out loud, I can sense them sifting through the cloud of smoke.
I am afraid to leave Sabie too. If we leave, we might never be able to come back; 
somehow a wall of fire might spring up and separate us from Dad and our house. I prefer to stay 
in the smoke-filled house until it is time to leave for good.
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Yet there is a lurking cold blotch in my stomach, a knot in my throat at the thought of not 
being able to say goodbye to everyone. I will try my best to see and talk to Zuzka, Gail, and 
Thandi again, but as for the others— I know I will soon be forgotten. I don’t want my existence 
to be erased, but I can feel the inevitability of it racing towards me, laced in burning embers and 
flaming trees.
“I  am able to look out the window and look at Africa fo r  the firs t time. I  do n ’t know 
where we are. A t first it looked like the moon. ”
When Mom and Dad went to visit South Africa before we moved, Mom kept a journal. 
It’s addressed to me, so it might be more accurate to call it a letter. On the pages, is a detailed 
account of every single event of their trip. All her first impressions.
“The roads are all curving and nothing is straight. ”
She didn’t give the journal to me until after her stroke. It arrived eight years too late for 
the comfort of my seventeen-year-old self.
“The girls were no different than ones you would meet at home, ” she wrote after meeting 
Topaz and other Sabie girls.
Too late for my first weeks at Penryn when I felt most alone. But the letter’s late arrival 
is poignant. As I scramble to find my mother in the pages of my own writing, trying to figure out 
how she felt about Sindy and Glory, trying to understand her fear and only finding my own 
experiences, feelings, and fears, a voice from the past can tell me:
“So far, I ’m not seeing anything we can’t live with. ”
*
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In my bedroom in Fairbanks, there’s a pencil drawing of two girls’ backs, drawn by Gail, 
hanging on the wall next to my South African flag. In the drawing, the girls’ shoulders touch and 
their heads tilt towards each other as they look out into the blank scenery of the white 
background. They’re conspiring in a secret as a single flower blooms on the ground next to their 
overlapping arms. Gail drew it so the two girls look like they are sitting on an isolated planet, 
staring into an abyss, but I know Zuzka and Thandi are on a boulder in the garden in Sabie, 
looking out over the gorge. My brain paints their view in the background in swathes of green and 
light blue, swirls of orange, and hints of gray.
Gail recently invited me to her wedding, and while I wish I could go, I often wonder what 
the point would be in my attendance. I haven’t had a real conversation with her, or any of the 
others, in years. Like so many other things, she’s slipped away from me. Disappeared into the 
void of that-time-I-lived-in-South-Africa.
Since her stroke, Mom calls Sabie “the other side of the world.” While I’m sad she can’t 
remember, I also find truth in the new moniker for the place that made us who we are now. I 
comfort her now when she’s frustrated about the names and events she can’t remember, saying 
things she would say to me if our positions were reversed. She can no longer fill the role I want 
her to, and neither can Sabie. It is the other side of the world, another life altogether, a blank 
landscape I’ve attempted to fill with paint.
I imagine all the places Mom describes in her journal are on fire. The orange groves, the 
bougainvillea with its pink flowers, the shacks in Harmony Hill, the curving mountain roads, the 
bright yellow birds, and the natural red clay bricks of Penryn.
All of it burns, flamed up in orange and gold.
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I add to the wreckage my own images of Simile and Prince and Kruger and Sindy and our 
garden with the aloe, rose bushes, and palm trees. I toss in the Woodsman and the restaurant 
where Glory worked with its misogynistic owner. The mall goes up in red sparks. The Sabie 
River with its hippos and crocodiles disappears in a cloud of smoke.
I know it didn’t all burn in reality. Sabie survived. The battle scars of the forest fires are 
probably still visible on the mountainsides, but for the most part, Sabie is the same place it was 
when I lived there.
But it feels good to imagine Sabie consumed in an out-of-control, controlled burning. A 
ritual cleansing. I let it rage. Let it consume me and Mom and Dad and our lives so we can 
continue becoming something else rather than holding onto something that no longer concretely 
exists for us.
Mom and I fly away. Dad had driven us to the airport in Nelspruit, and Gail, Zuzka, and 
Thandi had ditched school to say goodbye. I didn’t cry when I hugged them. I was already 
somewhere else in my head, already moving forward.
“How will you and Glory talk to each other without me?” I tease Mom as we sit on the 
plane waiting to take off.
Glory had hugged me, pressing my face into her bosom, and then she and Fanny and I 
stood in the smoke-filled garden in front of the cycad and dead snap dragons while Mom took 
our picture.
“W e’ll have to figure it out,” Mom says. She doesn’t say, “Don’t leave me,” but I know 
she thinks it.
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From the plane, when we ease our way above the haze, I can see the bright dots of 
orange, trees whipping fire-hair in the wind. Black and gray smoke billow into the sky from 
different directions. Gaping scars of blackened trees dot the normally green hillsides. The 
mountains are on fire while the plane races to meet the horizon.
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